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Chapter 1 ;

A reader's guide to the thesis

This thesis is a compilation of results on dynamics, evolution and (unlearning
in economics and noncooperative game theory, as well as on a topic in cooper-
ative game theory. The body of this thesis consists of four chapters which can
be read independently. Here, we briefly describe the frameworks of the four
chapters, our contributions, and possible connections between the chapters.
This reader's guide aims to give a quick overview, for detailed descriptions
of the separate chapters, we refer to the respective introductions. ,

Chapter 2 is called 'Economic adjustment processes' and treats a model
in mathematical economics. At an economic equilibrium, the demand equals
the supply of each commodity. The following three questions are tradition-
ally regarded as important. Does there exist an equilibrium price vector?
Can an equilibrium price vector be reached by adjusting prices of commodi-
ties starting from a situation where the demand does not equal the supply
for each commodity, and if so, how? Can an equilibrium price vector be
computed or approximated, and if so, how? These questions motivate our
contributions. Firstly, we give a new price adjustment process, which may be
used to reach an equilibrium price vector from any given initial price; v<;ctor
in an arbitrary exchange economy. Secondly, we contribute a new variable
dimension restart algorithm to compute an equilibrium price vector in an
arbitrary exchange economy. Thirdly, we prove existence of an economic
equilibrium in an exchange economy by deriving an 'intersection theorem'.

Chapter 3 is called 'Evolution of populations and strategies', and it con-
tains two models. The first model describes the evolution of the composition
of a population with several subgroups, assuming that a process of 'Dar-
winian' selection takes place. At any point in time, changes in the compo-
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sition of the population are driven by differences in fitness levels among the
subgroups given the strategic environment, which in turn changes in general
when the composition of the population changes. The second model in Chap-
ter 3 describes the evolution of a population consisting of several subgroups
as well, but it describes additionally how the subgroups adapt their strategies
in order to improve.' their payoffs in the strategic environment. We interpret
the strategical adjustment processes of the subgroups as learning dynamics.
Again, the strategic environment changes in general as the composition of
the population changes and the subgroups alter their strategies.

We use the concept of saturated equilibrium, and the new concepts of
evolutionary stable equilibrium and generalized evolutionary stable state.
We show that these? evolutionary equilibria are rest points for the classes of
evolutionary dynamics treated. Relations of these three evolutionary equi-
librium concepts to standard fixed point concepts known from the analysis
of dynamical systems, as well as to standard game theoretical equilibrium
concepts are shown.

Connections between Chapters 2 and 3 are surprising. Evolutionary dy-
namics may be interpreted as a price adjustment process in a pure exchange
economy with normalized prices. In line with this analogy, several fixed point
concepts for evolutionary dynamics correspond with fixed point concepts for
price adjustment processes. For example the aforementioned saturated equi-
librium corresponds with the Walras equilibrium. Several algorithms to com-
pute a Walras equilibrium in pure exchange economies, can also be used to
compute a saturated equilibrium for a deterministic evolutionary model.

Chapter 4 is called 'Changing payoffs or action sets'. It contains two
models where the payoffs to the players, or their action sets, may change
during the play of the game. In the first model of Chapter 4, we study two-
player repeated games with vanishing actions. In such a game, the number
of actions which each player possesses, may decrease as play develops. If
namely, an action has not been used by a player for a certain number of
consecutive stages of the play, then this action is removed from this player's
action set. This phenomenon of losing an action is referred to as 'unlearning
by not doing'. We show existence of solutions to several classes of zero-sum,
as well as general-sum games with vanishing actions, by giving explicit Nash
equilibria and optimal strategies for the limiting average reward criterion.

In the second model of Chapter 4, we investigate aspects of changing pay-
offs by means of differential games. Two players receive streams of payoffs, a
fixed amount of which is to be invested in two activities by each player. Each
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player has one activity of which the payoff only depends on his investment
into that activity. The other activity depends not only on his investment into
this activity, but. also on the investment of the other player in this activity.
Assuming that both players wish to maximize their infinite stream of payoffs,
Nash equilibria and optimal open-loop strategies are derived.

Chapter 5 is called 'Egalitarianism, potentials, and values', and it deals
with cooperative game theory. One of the questions which we try to answer is:
How should possible gains, or costs, made by a group of cooperating players,
be allocated? A 'value' for a transferable utility game can be regardtxl as
a division-rule of the gains or costs made by a group of coup, i.iiing agents.
A well-known solution in game-theory is the Shapley value, which has been
applied not only to economics, but. also to politicks in order to quantify the
power of agents in committees or parliament.

Our contribution is motivated by a wish to devise a value incorporating a
notion of egalitarianism. We do this by assuming that, null-players, i.e., play-
ers who do not. contribute anything in the game, receive a fraction a of the
per-capita 'income' in the situation where all players cooperate. This may
come about, by voluntary contributions to some fund, or by some form of tax-
ation of the total income. Thus, the parameter a reflects the prevailing level
of egalitarianism or solidarity. We consider values that, satisfy this condition,
called a-egalitarianism, and several other 'reasonable' properties. This loads
to axiomatic characterizations of a class of values, the 'a-egalitarian Shapley
values'. We proceed by giving several other axiomatic characterizations of
each a-egalitarian Shapley value.

We take the idea of 'taxing and redistributing' further to derive more gen-
eral classes of values depending on a tuple of parameters. For this purpose,
we make use of so-called 'potentials'. A potential in this context, is a map
which attributes to every game a unique real number. Given a tuple of pa-
rameters, we define a potential and connect to this potential a unique value
as follows. Each player in the game receives tinder the value his marginal
contribution (in some sense) to the potential of the game. We examine rela-
tions between restrictions on the tuple of parameters, and several properties
of the value which is determined by this tuple.
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Chapter 2

Economic adjustment processes

2.1 Introduction

At a Walrasian equilibrium, the demand for each commodity is tKjuul to the
supply of that commodity. The question if and how an economic equilibrium
can be reached starting from a situation where the economy is not in equilib-
rium, has attracted much attention. Given the crucial role of the prices of the
commodities in the economy, it is hardly surprising that many contributions
in the literature have foenssed on price adjustment processes.

In the framework of an exchange economy Walras [1874] proposed a pro-
cess where successively the price of one commodity is changed such that
the market for that commodity reaches an equilibrium. It is not. difficult,
to construct an exchange economy for which Walras' so-called successive
tatonnement process does not converge to an equilibrium price vector, im-
plying that the process continues forever without reaching an equilibrium
price vector (e.g., Scarf [I960]).

Samuelson [1947] formulated an improvement of Walras' successive taton-
nement. process, the so-called simultaneous tatonnement process, as a system
of differential equations which formalize that the price of each commodity
changes proportional to its excess demand at any point in time. As the
name indicates, all prices are changed simultaneously throughout this pro-
cess, hence information available from the markets of all commodities is used.
For some time, scientific interest focussed on finding conditions to ensure the
convergence of Samuelson's simultaneous tatonnement process and related
price adjustment processes, see e.g., Arrow & Hurwicz [1958], Arrow et ai.

11
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[1959], Uzawa [1961].
Scarf [1960] demonstrated that, any project of finding realistic necessary

and sufficient conditions for convergence of such price adjustment, processes
was bound to fail. Furthermore, the contributions of Sonnenschein [1972,
1973], Mantel [1974], and Debreu [1974] showed definitely and explicitly that
any function satisfying continuity, Walras' law, and homogeneity of degree
zero in prices, can be an excess demand function for an exchange economy on
an arbitrarily large subset of the interior of the price space. Hence, any set
of conditions on the excess demand functions beyond these three conditions,
will not hold in general.

An alternative price adjustment process is the Global Newton method,
proposal by Smale [1976]. This process is known to converge to an equilib-
rium price vector for arbitrary excess demand functions. During the process,
the prices of the commodities are changed simultaneously in such a manner
that the absolute value of the excess demand of each commodity decreases.
The Global Newton method must be started on the boundary of the price
space to ensure convergence to an equilibrium price vector, which makes
the economic interpretation of the path of prices generated by this process
somewhat cumbersome.

Scarf [1967,1973] and Kuhn [1968,1969] formulated two types of processes
for computing an equilibrium price vector. The sequence of price vectors gen-
erated by each of these computational processes, forms a path of points in
the unit simplex, which may be interpreted as a price adjustment process.
Scarf's process is the dual of Kuhn's process in the following sense. For
the former process, initially the price of the commodity which has the low-
est excess demand is decreased, and a path of points in the unit simplex is
generated satisfying the property that, the excess demands for all other com-
modities, which have the highest, excess demands, are kept approximately
equal to each other. For Kuhn's process, however, the price of the commod-
ity which has the highest excess demand is increased, and the prices of all
other commodities, which have the lowest excess demands, are changed such
that their excess demands are kept approximately equal to each other. Both
processes terminate at an equilibrium price vector for arbitrary exchange
economies provided all goods are desirable. To ensure convergence, these
processes must be started at. a price vector, where one or more commodities
have prices equal to zero. An economic interpretation of these computational
processes as price adjustment processes is therefore not straightforward.

Several contributions have appeared in the literature each linking a glob-
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ally convergent, price adjustment process to a globally convergent computa-
tional process (e.g., Van dor Laan & Talman [1987a], Kainiya [1990]). A
process is called globally convergent if it converges to an equilibrium price
vector for arbitrary excess demand functions while being started at an arbi-
trary price vector. One class of globally convergent computational processes
is the class of variable dimension restart algorithms. This class originated
with the contribution of Van dor Laan & Talman [1979]. The first, round of
this algorithm may start with a rather large step size, and this round ter-
minates quickly with a first approximation of IUI (xiuilihrium price vector. If
the excess demand at this approximation does not. fulfil a given accuracy cri-
terion, the procedure is restarted near the approximation with a smaller step
size. The second round terminates with another approximation of an equi-
librium price vector, and in general the excess demand at this price vector is
closer to zero in each component than the approximation found in the first
round. Each round terminates in a finite number of steps with un approxima-
tion of an equilibrium price vector. Whenever the excess demand function at.
this approximation does not fulfil the given accuracy criterion, the procedure
is restarted with a smaller step size. In this manner, an approximation of an
equilibrium price vector can be found such that the excess demand function
evaluated at this price vector, fulfils the arbitrary predetermined accuracy
criterion.

Several improvements and generalizations of the original variable dimen-
sion restart algorithm of Van der Laan & Talman [1979] have been developed,
e.g., Doup & Talman [1987a], Van der Laan efc ai. [1987] and Doup et ai.
[1987]. By these contributions, considerable gains in computational efficiency
have been accomplished. Furthermore, several of these algorithms generate
paths of prices which allow for quite natural interpretations as paths of a
price adjustment process. Recent, contributions exploit, this observation, e.g.,
Van der Laan & Talman [1987a,b], Van den Elzen [1993], Herings [1994,1995].
The aforementioned globally convergent price adjustment process of Kamiya
[1990] does not belong to the class of price adjustment processes related to a
variable dimension restart algorithm. In Kamiya's process namely, a homo-
topy function is introduced which deforms a trivial system having a unique
solution, to the system of the excess demand function.

In this chapter we present a new variable dimension restart algorithm, as
well as a new price adjustment process. Both processes are globally conver-
gent. The price adjustment process may be regarded as a synthesis between
the processes of Scarf and Kuhn. Contrary to these processes however, it may
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he started in an arbitrary price vector. In general, the starting point of the
price adjustment process will not be an equilibrium price vector. Initially,
the price of the commodity having the highest excess demand is increased
in our price adjustment process, similar to Scarf's process. Simultaneously,
the price; of the commodity having the highest excess supply, i.e., the lowest
excess demand, is decreased, similar to Kuhn's process. In general, under the
price adjustment process the prices of the commodities with highest excess
demand arc; allowe*! to increase from their initial level, and the prices of the
commodities with lowest excess demand are allowed to decrease from their
initial level. The prices of all commodities with highest and lowest excess
demands are changed in such a manner that the excess demands of the com-
modities with highest excess demand are kept equal to each other, and the
excess demands of the commodities with lowest excess demand are also kept
equal to each other. The prices of the commodities neither having highest
excess demand nor lowest excess demand, are kept equal to their initial lev-
els, while; their exe-ess elemands are allowed to vary between the minimal and
the; maximal levels. As soon as the exe:ess demand of a certain commodity
becomes maximal or minimal, iLs price is increased or decreased respectively,
and its excess demand is kept maximal or minimal. Whenever the price of
a commodity which has been raised or lowered from its initial level becomes
equal to this initial level again, its price is kept equal to this initial level
and its excess demand is allowed to become less than maximal or more than
minimal, respectively.

In the case that there are n + 1 commodities in an exchange economy, the
variable dimension restart algorithm which we present in this chapter, leaves
the starting point along one of n.(n + 1) possible one-dimensional sets or rays.
The algorithm is therefore referred to as the n(n-|- l)-ray algorithm, as it has
become customary to distinguish the variable dimension restart algorithms
by the number of rays along which the starting point may be left. In this
class there exist: a 2-ray algorithm (Doup & Talman [1987b]), several (n+1)-
ray algorithms (e.g., Van der Laan & Talman [1979,1980], Doup & Talman
[1987a]), and a (2"+* - 2)-ray algorithm (Doup e* a/. [1987]). The n (n+ 1)-
ray algorithm uses a simplicial subdivision of the unit simplex and generates a
piivowiso linew path of points in a sequence of adjacent, simplices, which leads
from the starting point, to an approximation of an equilibrium price vector.
When taking identical starting priê e vectors, the path of prices generated by
the n(n + l)-ray algorithm approximates the path of prices followed by the
price adjustment process. How closely the path of the n(n+ l)-ray algorithm
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approximates the path followed by the price adjustment process, depends
crucially on the subdivision of the unit simplex used by the algorithm.

We furthermore present a new intersection theorem in this chapter. Inter-
section theorems are used to prove the existence of solutions to mat henmtical
programming problems, economic equilibrium existence problems, and exis-
tence of solutions to game-theoretical problems. A well-known intersection
theorem is the KKM-lemma by Knaster, Kuratowski & Mazurkiewicz [1929],
Another well-known intersection theorem is due to Freidenfelds [1974], and
the latter result can be interpreted as a dual to the KKM-lemma. For sur-
veys on intersection theorems on the unit simplex and on the simplotope. we
refer to Talman [1994] and Van der Laan & Talman [1993]. Recently, Hcriugs
[1995] and Yang [1996] have added new intersection results. A standard tool
in proving intersection theorems is Kakutani's fixed point, theorem. How-
ever, simplicial variable dimension algorithms may also be used to provide
constructive proofs of existence of interstxlion points of a certain collection
of closed subsets covering the unit simplex or the simplotope. We use the
n(n + l)-ray algorithm to prove existence of an intersection point of a col-
lection of closed subsets covering the unit, simplex. Our intcrs<x-tion theorem
generalizes the KKM-lemma and the intersection result of Freidenfclds on
the unit simplex in the sense that these results form corollaries to it. Fur-
thermore, the intersection theorem immediately leads to an alternative; proof
of existence of an economic equilibrium.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, we formulate
the underlying model of an exchange economy and several other concepts rel-
evant for a description of our price adjustment process and our n(n + l)-ray
variable dimension restart algorithm. In Section 2.3, we discuss computa-
tional processes, price adjustment processes, and convergence properties of
these processes rather informally. We describe the paths followed by these
processes and compare them to the paths which will be followed by our price
adjustment process. As already stated our n(n + l)-ray algorithm approxi-
mately follows the path of our price adjustment process. In Section 2.4, we
formulate the globally convergent, price adjustment process. We demonstrate
how the price adjustment process works by means of a detailed description
of an example. In Section 2.5, we describe and formulate the n(n + l)-ray
variable dimension restart algorithm. We demonstrate how the algorithm
works by a detailed example. In Section 2.6, we prove the new intersection
theorem. We show that the KKM-lemma and an intersection result of Frei-
denfelds follow immediately from our intersection theorem. We furthermore
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give an alternative proof of existence of an economic equilibrium based on
our intersection theorem. . > •

This chapter is based on Joosten & Talman [1993] and on Joosten &
Talman [1995].

2.2 Model and preliminaries ,
We consider an exchange economy with n + 1 commodities, indexed j G
/"+* = {l,...,n + l} . The set of real numbers is denoted by 3f, the inner-
product of for instance i , y G 9?"+' is denoted by x • y. The set of all possible
price vectors is 5R"*'\{0""'''}, where 0"*' is the (n + l)-vect.or consisting of

zeroes. Let ||x||2 = yZ!>=i' *? denote the Euclidean norm, and let ^(^ .y) =
| | i — j/llj denote the Euclidean distance for z,y G 9?"''"'. Suppose that the
economy has m agents (or consumers). Each agent is characterized by his
consumption set, initial endowments and preference relation. For each agent
t G /'" = {1, ...,m} we assume that the following holds:

a. The consumption set X* is a compact, convex subset of R+"*"', con-
taining the set.

{x G 5?"+' I 0 < z; < £ > J + 1, for all .7 €

where tu'' = (wf, ...,u;£+i) is the vector of initial endowments of
the n + 1 commodities for consumer /i G /"';

b. to] > 0 f o r a l l j G / " + ' ;

c. The preference relation >:< is continuous, monotonic and strictly
convex.

Let B'(p) = {z G X' I p x < pu; '} denote the budget set of agent i G /"*
given price vector p G 9?"*'\{0""^'}. We assume that each consumer t G /"*
maximizes his utility over his budget set, i.e., he chooses a maximal element
with respect to his preferences >:, in the budget set fi'(p). Let

x'(p) G {y G B'(p) I y bi y for all y G B'(p)}.

be a vector of commodities which maximizes consumer i's utility given the
price vector p G 9i"+'\{0"+'}. Under Assumptions (a)-(c), for every p G
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this vector z'(p) is unique for every t € /'", moreover it is a
boundary element, of the budget set. Therefore,

p • x'(p) = p • «;', for each consumer i € /"', for every p € »"+'\{0"+'}.

Furthermore, the demand function i* : ^+ ' \{0"+ '} -» »"+> defined
pointwise by the above, is continuous in p € SR"+'\{0"''''} for each consumer
iG /"".

Let z' : »£*"'\{0"+'} -» »"+', be the excess demand function of
consumer t € /"*, defined by

z'(p) = i'(p) - u/ for every p 6 R^'\{0"+'}.

Then, p • z'(p) = 0 for every p € ft"+'\{0"+'}- The excess demand func-
tion, defined by

*(P) = £ *'(P) fo"" every p € ft""*

is a continuous function satisfying the following properties:

i. p • z(p) = 0 for all p G 9^+'\{0"+'} (Walras' law),

ii. 2j(p) > 0 whenever p_, = 0 (desirability),

iii. z(/*p) = z(p) for all scalars /i > 0 and all p G !R"+'\{0"+'} (homogen-
eity of degree zero in prices).

The price vector p* € R""*"'\{()"+'} is called an equilibrium price vector
if z(p') = 0"+'. Sonnenschein [1972, 1973], Mantel [1974], and Debrni [1974]
showed that Properties (i)-(iii) characterize excess demand functions. Prop-
erty (iii) allows normalization of the price space to the n-dimensional unit
simplex. The n-dimensional unit simplex is given by:

n+l

5" = {pG SB""" | Pj > 0 for all j e /"+', and £ p j = 1}.
7=1

The following states the well-known fact that there always exists an equilib-
rium price vector on the n-dimensional unit simplex for any excess demand
function. Its proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Definition 2.2: The subdivision of S* into sets
A(T) of varying dimension.

Proposition 2.1 Le£ 2 : 5" —» 3W*"*"•* 6e an excess demand /uncfton. 77ien,
f/iere exists p* e 5" saits/j/in^ z(p*) = 0"+*.

To facilitate the exposure in the following sections, we introduce several
notations here. For A C /"+', - A is defined to be the set {-j | jf € A}.
Furthermore, let 7' be a subset of /"+* U -/"+», satisfying T f l / " + ' ^ 0,
T D -/"+» ^ 0, and T n - T = 0. Let T+ = {j £ /"+» | j G T}, T~ = {j €

_ j e T}, and T^ = {/i 6 /"+* | / i ^ T U - T } .

Definition 2.2 Le< v € zni 5" 6e ^tven. For T as described afeove, f/te set
A(T) is ^t

= {p € S" | p,- < v,- t / j € T", p, = ^ t/ j € r , p, > «,- t / j

The dimension of A(T) is equal to | T | - 1 . Hence, 1 < dim A(T) < n
for all 7' as described above. Furthermore, the union of the sets A(T) over
all T C /"+' U - /"+• with T= = 0, is the unit simplex. The interpretation
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. • 1

, ' I f .! j

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Definition 2.3: the subdivision of .5* into sets C(T)
of varing dimension.

of such a set A(T) is straightforward. Any point in the interior of the set
i4(T) may be reached from i> by increasing the priceB of the commodities (of
which the index corresponds with an index) in 7'*, decreasing the prices of
the commodities in 7" , while keeping the prices of the commodities in 7"" at
their initial levels. For an illustration see Figure 2.1.

For an excess demand function 2 : 6'" —» 5R"~*', we define the following
subsets of the n-dimensional unit simplex.

Definition 2.3 Le£ 2 : 5" —> &""*' 6e an eicess demand /unction. 77ien, /or
T as described afcore, £/ie set C(T) is

<
i/ j € T",
t/ jf G T",

For an illustration, we refer to Figure 2.2. For the sake of comparison we
have depicted the same point u as in Figure 2.1.
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Since w € C({+3, — 1}), it follows at the price vector t; that the excess
demand of commodity 3 is maximal and the excess demand of commodity
1 is minimal. The sets defined by Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, will be used for
the globally convergent, price adjustment process, as well as for the n(n+ 1)-
ray variable dimension restart algorithm, both to be presented in the sequel.
Furthermore, Figures 2.1 and 2.2 will be used later on to illustrate how our
price adjustment process and the n(n + l)-ray algorithm reach an (approxi-
mation of) equilibrium price vector. Now, we give two useful lemmas, their
proofs are straightforward and therefore omitted.

Lemma 2.4 Lei 2 : S™ —» &"+' fee an excess demand /unciion. Lei p ' e 5 "
.saits/j/ z,(p*) = /? /or a// j € /"+'. T/ien p* is an e^ut/ifenum price vector.

Lemma 2.5 Le< p* € C(T), tfien p* = 0 /or some j e T" tmp/tes z(p') =
0"+'.

The simplicial subdivision underlying the n(n + l)-ray algorithm to be for-
mulated in Section 2.5, must be such that it subdivides each subset A(T)
into ^-dimensional simplices where £ =| T | — 1 is the dimension of A(T). To
describe such a triangulation we firstly introduce for every set T a projection
p(T) of ?) on the intersection of A(T) and the boundary of S", 6dS". For an
illustration, we refer to Figure 2.3

Definition 2.6 Le< T 6e as described 6e/ore, i/ien £/»e projection p(T) o /
v on A(T) n bd S" is

With these projections we define the following directions.

Definition 2.7 Lei T oe as descnfeed 6e/ore and /ei t = |T| - 1. Lei T" 6e
a su6sei o/ T, uni/i exac% one postiiwe and eiac% one negative e/emeni,
/ei T' = T\7*, and /ei T(T') = ( n , ....Ti-i) 6e a permuiaiion o/ i/ie i - 1
e/emenfcs o/T' . T/ien, i/ie directions o( l) , . . . ,o(i) are jiuen 6j/
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#{•1.-2.-3})

Figure 2.3: Ilhistration of Definition 2.6: The projections p(T) on the bound-
aries of 5*.

With these directions we define the following subsets of the sets /1(7'), for an
illustration see Figure 2.4.

Definition 2.8 Le< T 6e as described 6e/ore and /e* t = |T| - 1. LeJ T° 6c
a su6se^ o/ T, twi/i ezac% one postJti/e and eiac</j/ one ne</a<tt;e e/emenf,
/e< T' = rVT°, and /e< r(T>) = (H, ...,r, i) 6e a permu^ion o/ t/te t - 1
element o /T ' . 77ien, t/ie «et A(T°,r(T')) is

tt(«M0,0 < a(t) < < a(l) < 1}.

Observe that for given T with subsets T®, T' as in the preceding defini-
tions, and permutation r(T ') = (Fi, . . . ,I\_i) of the elements of 7'', the
extreme points of the set A(T*, F(T')) are precisely the starting point u and
the projections p(7*), p(T° U {Fi}),. . . , p(T® U {Fi,. . . ,Ft-i}) of w on the
boundary of the unit simplex. The directions g(l) , . . . ,g(£) are independent
by construction. The set A(T) is the union of all possible sets
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({+2,-1})

Figure 2.4: Illustration of Definition 2.8: The subsets of the sets

with 7*,T" and r (T ' ) as before, and A(T) is triangulated by subdividing
every subset A(T®,F(T')) of A(T) in t-simplices as follows.

Definition 2.9 A,et m 6e a positive integer, and Jet T and i 6e given as
6e/ore. 77ien, t/ie subset A(7*,F(T')) o/A(T) is subdivided into t-simp/ices
<r(a, 7r) wti/i vertices yV..,2/'"*"* acconrfing to t/ie QV-trianguZaiion

size m ~* sur/i t/iat:

satis/ying 0 =
o = (ai, ...,an+i) an integer vector

< aj < ... < ai < m — 1,

= y' 7Ti,..., 7T() a perroutation
= a , , and ^ = A: and

"'g(7Tj) /or i = 1,..., t t<nt/i TT =
o/ t/ie t eZements o/ / ' suc/i t/iat p > p ' i/ a^
TTp, = A; — 1/or some A; € {2,..., t} .

The union of the O, V-triangulation with grid size m~* of the sets
where 7*,T* and F(7') are for given T as defined before is a simplicial
subdivision with grid size m~* of A(T). Let QV(m) denote the collection
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\

e,

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Definition 2.9: The (^V-triangulation of 6'* for
m = 2.

of simplices of the QV-triangulation with grid size m '. The union of these
subdivisions of A(T) over all sets T induces a simplicial subdivision of .S"",
called the QV-triangulation with grid size m ', see Figure 2.5 for n = 2 and
m = 2.

Definition 2.10 Lei T and ( fie <u described te/one. For # = £ , £ - 1, /e£
tf € Q^(" i ) ^ a 5-stmp/ei lui^i vertices y' , . . . ,y*^' *̂» 5" , J/ien <7 w T-
compZeie t/ i/ie sj/5<em o/ /mear

E A, 0
— Q

0
_ e(T+)

0

tw îene e/, is f/ie /i-f/i tintf vector in ST*+', e(Q) = 53>eQ^> /or nonempty Q C
a so/u/ion «a<w/yinp \ > 0 /or a// i 6 / "+ ' , a < 0, /? > 0,

Denote A = (Aj,..., A,+i), // = (/x>,, /i 6 7*). It is easy to see that there are
n + 3 variables if </ = £ and n + 2 variables if </ = £ — 1. There are n + 2 linear
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equations to solve in system (2.1). A (feasible) solution (A,/i,a,/?) therefore
is (in general) not unique if </ = £. In the latter case a solution (A, ̂ ,a,/?)
is called a basic solution if at least one of the variables a,/3, Aj, i € /'"*"*
equals zero or at least one /!>,, /i G T*, equals either a or /5.

Assumption 2.1. (Nondegeneracy assumption) Suppose that
"(?/\ •>y**') € QV(m) is a T-eomplete ^-simplex in A(T). If 5 = * - 1,
then system (2.1) has exactly one feasible solution (A,/i,a,/3), satisfying
a < 0, /? > 0, Aj > 0 for all j € / ' , a < /z,, < /? for all /i € T*\ Furthermore,
if <7 = t, then at every solution (A,/i,a,/3) : a < 0, /? > 0, and if a / 0 ,
/? ̂  0, then at most one of the inequalities A* > 0 for i G /'•*•', Q < /ih < /3
for all /i € T*, holds with an equality. •

CJencrieally, the linear system (2.1) will be nondegenerate. However, if at a
solution this nondegeneracy assumption does not hold, then one may per-
form pivot steps in lexicographic order analogous to Herings [1995] and Yang
[1996]. For a T-complete /.-simplex ^(a,7r) with vertices y \ • • •, t/+' in a
given A(JT), the set of solutions of system (2.1) determines under Assump-
tion 2.1 a line segment of solutions (A,/z, a,/3). A line segment of solutions
induces a linear piece of points p = £i€/'+« »̂J/* ™ <r(a, TT). This linear piece
has two different end points corresponding with the two basic solutions of
system (2.1). This linear piece of points in <r(a, ?r) can be followed by making
a linear programming pivoting step in system (2.1) above with the variable
that is binding at one of the basic solutions.

Definition 2.11 Le£<7(a,7r) = <T(j/\...,y'^) G O.V(m) fee at-simp/ex. T/ien,
£/ie pieceiuise Zinear approximation Z 0 / z iwi/i respect to <r(a, 7r) is

p = E,e/'+' % ' ^ <r(a, TT), Eie/«+i ft = 1, #. > 0 /or a//

The QV-triangulation simplicially subdivides the entire unit, simplex, so ev-
ery point in the unit simplex belongs to a simplex as described in the def-
inition above. So, we may define the linear approximation Z : S" —• 5R""*"*
of 2 : S" —» SR""*"' with respect to the QV-triangulation, pointwise by Defi-
nition 2.11. Clearly <r(a, ?r) is a T-complete t-simplex in A(T) with solution
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(A,/x,Q,y9) of the system (2.1), if and only if for p = £«€/«+' A,y' € f(a,ff):

Z,(p) = a and p< < v* if t e T",
a < Z.(p) = M, < 0 and p* = v, if t 6 T*, (2.2)
Zj(p) = /? and ft > t\ if i € T+.

As a measure how close the piecewise linear approximation Z of r approxi-
mates the real excess demand function 2, one may use

max max

Clearly, lim™_oo max^Qv^) max^,, <*2(Z(p).*(p)) -»0.

2.3 Paths of price adjustment processes
In Walras' so-called successive tatonnement process (Walnut [1874]), mi
'auctioneer' is appointed. The auctioneer calls out. prices for all commodities,
and all agents respond by giving their excess demands for all commodities! at
these prices. In general, the markets of all goods will not be in equilibrium.
To reach an equilibrium, the auctioneer changes the price of the first good in
such a manner that the excess demand of this good becomes equal to zero.
The auctioneer proceeds with the second good to reach an equilibrium in
the market for the second good, and so forth. When the market for the last
commodity is in equilibrium, the auctioneer may have to repeat the whole
procedure over again. In general namely, the markets of the other goods will
not be in equilibrium any more. The procedure stops whenever the excess
demand of each commodity is zero or close enough to zero. An unattractive
feature of this process is that the auctioneer ignores information from the
markets of all other goods, while adjusting the price of a certain good in
order to reach an equilibrium on that market.

Samuelson [1947] formulated the so-called simultaneous tatonnement
process. Given an excess demand function 2 : 3?""*"' —• SR"+', the simulta-
neous tatonnement process is given by:

^ = z (p ) fo ra l lpe» r ' \ {0"+ '} - (2.3)

Since the excess demand function z is continuous, there exists a solution curve
{p(*)h>o satisfying p(0) = po € » ^ \ { 0 " + ' } and Equation (2.3). By using
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Walras' law, i.e., p • *(p) = 0 for all p € 3Ef*'\{0"+*}. it may be confirmed
that on the solution curve {p(Oh>o the length (measured in the Euclidean
norm) of the vectors being generated under this process, remains constant.

The interpretation of such a solution curve, i.e., a path of points rep-
resenting price vet-tors, generated by Samuelson's process is intuitively and
economically appealing. Under the simultaneous tatonnement process at
any price vector on such a path, the price of each good with positive excess
demand is increased, the price of every good with zero excess demand re-
mains unchanged, and the price of each good with negative excess demand
i« decreased. Furthermore, the changes in the prices of the commodities are
proportional to their excess demands. We refer to Arrow & Hurwicz [1958],
Arrow <•£ a/. [1959], Uzawa [1961] for sufficient conditions under which a
large class of price adjustment processes converge. These conditions are gen-
erally viewed as quite strong, and certainly not all economies satisfy these
conditions. For some time attention in the profession foaised on finding
weaker conditions on excess demand functions and price adjustment pro-
cesses for which convergence! to an equilibrium price vector was guaranteed.
Among these conditions, conditions for uniqueness of an equilibrium price
vector received particular interest. Scarf [1960] showed conclusively that the
simultaneous tatonnement process may not converge to an equilibrium price
vet-tor, even if this equilibrium price vector is uniquely determined.

The results of Sonnenschein [1972, 1973], Mantel [1974], and Debreu
[1974] imply that an excess demand function for an exchange economy is
characterized by continuity, Walras' law, and homogeneity of degree zero
in the prices. Every exchange economy with utility maximizing agents,
yields an excess demand function fulfilling these three conditions. More-
over, for any continuous function satisfying Walras' law and homogeneity
of degree zero in the prices, an exchange economy with utility maximizing
agents can be constructed, such that the resulting excess demand function
is equal to the former function on an arbitrarily large subset of the interior
of the space of all possible price vectors. So there is no set of conditions on
excess demand functions guaranteeing convergence of Samuelson's simulta-
neous tatonnement process to an equilibrium price vector which will hold in
general.

Smale [1976] formulated a more sophisticated method of price adjustment,
called the Global Newton method. This method has the form, for £ > 0,

• pn+i(<) = 1, and (2.4)
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where z is a continuously differentiable excess demand function. The scalar
A(t) is a real valued function evaluated at point t in time. For almost all initial
price vectors p(0) on the boundary of »^+'\{0"+'} with Pn+i(0) = 1, the
Global Newton method converges to an equilibrium price vector, provided the
eigenvalues of the (n x n)-Jacobian-matrix Dc(p) of the function (zj, ...,*„)
are all nonzero at a zero of z. Equations (2.4) can be rewritten as

*jd£) »,j«l n. (2.5)

Equation (2.5) implies that under this price adjustment process the change
in the excess demands of each of the first n commodities, is proportional to
the excess demand itself, and has the opposite sign. Note furthermore that
the excess demand of the first n commodities are maximal throughout the
entire process.

A price adjustment process is said to be universally convergent if it,
converges to an equilibrium price vector for (almost) all aggregate excels
demand functions. If the process additionally accomplishes this feat, while
being started in an (almost) arbitrary price vector, then it is called glob-
ally convergent. We call a process effective in the sense of Saari & Simon
[1978], if the solutions converge to an equilibrium price vector for (almost) all
initial price vectors in some subset of the space on which the excess demand
is given. Keenan [1981] calls a process locally effective if convergence to
an eqmlibrium price vector is guaranteed if the process is started sufficiently
near an equilibrium price vector. By the above it should be clear that. Wal-
ras' successive tatonnement process is not. universally convergent, neither is
Samuelson's simultaneous tatonnement process.

Keenan [1981] showed that if the Global Newton method is started in
the interior of the price space, sufficiently near an eqmlibrium price vector,
convergence of the Global Newton method is still guaranteed. Hence, Smale's
computational process is universally convergent, effective and even locally
effective. However, for an arbitrary interior starting point Keenan [1981]
showed that convergence to an equilibrium price vector is not guaranteed.

Under Scarf's computational process [1967], when started at the vertex
^n+i = (0, ...,0,1)^ of the n-dimensional unit simplex, a path of prices on
the unit simplex is followed, satisfying:

*j(p) = z*(p) for all j , fc € /"*', such that j , /fc ^ n + 1,
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for all prices p of the path. Hence, the changes in the first n components
of the excess demand function 2 are proportional to 2 itself in this process
as well. Several authors have remarked that Smale's Global Newton method
follows the same path as Scarf's computational process when the former is
started at the price vector (0, ...,0,1)"*". An alternative manner of describing
S, i.e., the path of points p followed by the processes of Scarf and Smale
when started at JI = (0, . . . ,0 ,1)\ is

Pj > Wj and z_,(p) = max^/n+i z/,(p), j = 1, ...,n,
Pn+i < "n+i and 2«+i(p) =

So, the prices of the first n commodities are increased from their initial levels,
and the excess demand of these commodities are kept maximal and equal to
each other. The price of the last commodity is decreased from its initial
level and its excess demand is kept minimal. The path of the Global Newton
method, and the path of Scarf's process when started at the point e3, are
illuHtraUnl in Figure 2.6.

We now describe the path followed by our price adjustment process to be
presented in Section 2.4. This path is approximately followed by the n(n+1)-
ray algorithm to be presented in Section 2.5. Let ?> be an arbitrary point S"\
The price adjustment, process to be presented in Section 2.4 of this chapter,
when started at ?>, follows a path of points in some set A(T) for varying T
such that for each point, p on a curve in A(T) it holds that

Pj < i>j and 2j(p) = min/,6/n+i 2^(p) for all j € T~,
p., = i>j and min/,g/n+i 2&(p) < 2j(p) < max/,e/n+i 2/,(p) for all j € T*,
P> > "> **"d 2j(p) = maxhg/n+i 2h(p) for all j 6 T+.

(2.6)
Following Herings [1994], we may assume without, loss of generality that the
set of points in S" satisfying (2.6) consists of loops and paths. Exactly one
path connects the starting point, 1; with a solution to the zero point problem,
i.e., a vector p' satisfying 2(p') = 0""*"'. This path, to be denoted by P, can
be interpreted in economic terms as follows. Along the first (linear) piece of
the path the price of the commodity with highest, excess demand is increased
and the price of the commodity with lowest excess demand is simultaneously
decreased by the same amount, while the prices of all commodities having
neither maximal nor minimal excess demand are not changed.

In general, along the path the price of a commodity is increased from
its initial price value when its excess demand becomes maximal, and it is
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[•i.*4-a»

2.-1))
C«*2,-1.-3))

C({*2.-1.-3j;

.•3.-1})

C(M.-2)f

' C((+3,-2)̂  ®2

Figure 2.6: The path S followed by Smale's Global Newton method, and by
Scarf's process provided the latter is started with the price of commodity 3
equal to one. The path ends at p/.

decreased from its initial price value when its excess demand becomes mini-
mal. Meanwhile, the prices of the commodities having neither minimal, nor
maximal excess demand are kept equal to the initial prices. If however, along
the path the price of a commodity which has been raised (lowered) from its
starting value becomes equal to this initial value again, then it is kept equal
to this initial price value, and the excess demand is allowed to decrease from
the maximal value (to increase from the minimal value). We refer to Figure
2.7 for an graphic illustration for the example formed by Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

In Section 2.5 we will present the so-called n(n+ l)-ray variable dimension
restart algorithm. This algorithm, when started at u, approximately follows
the path P, and terminates at an approximation of an equilibrium price vec-
tor. Given the QV-triangulation with some grid size m ', a piecewise linear
path of points in a sequence of adjacent T-complete £-simplices a(a,7r) in
/1(T) with T-complete common facets, for varying sets T, is generated. Each
simplex of the sequence contains a line segment as piece of the path fulfilling
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Figure 2.7: The path P followed by our price adjustment process, and ap-
proximately followed by ourn(n+ l)-ray algorithm. The path P connects the
point t> and the equilibrium price vector p/.

(2.2), i.e., it satisfies (2.6) with the excess demand function ^ replaced by its
piecewise linear approximation Z. The line segment in such a simplex may
be followed by making a linear programming pivot step in the linear system
(2.1). How closely the piecewise linear path generated by the n(n + l)-ray
algorithm follows the path P, depends crucially on the grid size of the trian-
gulation. The smaller the grid size m~^ of the O. V-triangulation namely, the
better Z approximates c, and the more accurately the algorithm will follow
the path P.

2.4 Globally convergent price adjustment
The price adjustment process may start at an arbitrary point of the unit
simplex. If the starting point v 6 S", is not an equilibrium price vector, we
may assume, following Herings [1994], that there is precisely one good, say
i*, with maximal positive excess demand, and there is precisely one other
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good, say ji" 6 Car(t») = {j 6 /"*' | v, > 0}, with minimal negative eooMM
demand. Hence, t; G C({+t*, — J>*}). Then, under tli<" price Adjustment
process, initially p,., the price of commodity i*, is iiu-U-.IMHI liom tt,., and
simultaneously Pj«, the price of commodity j \ is decreased from ty . The
prices of all other commodities remain unchanged initially.

Throughout the entire process, we make the following nondegencracy as-
sumption: At any point in 5" reached by the price adjustment, process which
is not an equilibrium price vector, it holds that for at most one commod-
ity the excess demand becomes maximal or minimal, or its price becomes
equal to the initial value again. This nondegeneraey assumption is made for
convenience in the ensuing description, and it holds generically.

The price adjustment process leaves the starting point i\ along the ray
formed by the one-dimensional set ,4({+t*, — j*}) by increasing the price of
good i* from the initial level t-,., decreasing the price of good j * from the
initial level ?y, and keeping the prices of all other commodities Hxcd at- their
initial levels. One of the following three mutually exclusive »iiualiori.v will
occur along J4({+I*, — j*}):

1. For some price vector p* it holds that p^. = 0;

2. For some price vector p* it holds that the excess demand of some com-
modity, say z' € T*, becomes equal to the excess demand of commodity

3. For some price vector p* it. holds that the excess demand of some com-
modity, say j ' € T*, becomes equal to the excess demand of commodity

If Situation 1 occurs, then the price adjustment process stops at p*. Since
j ' € T~ z(p') = 0"+' by Lemma 2.5.

If Situation 2 occurs, then the excess demand of commodity i' becomes
maximal. The process continues by raising the price of commodity z', from
its initial level tv, and by keeping the excess demands of commodities i* and
t', respectively, equal to each other. Thus, the set /4({+i*, +i', — j*}) of 5" is
entered and a path of points in this set is followed satisfying Zj«(p) = 2t'(p)
for each point p of the path.

If Situation 3 occurs, then the excess demand of commodity j ' becomes
minimal. The process continues by lowering the price of commodity j ' ,
from its initial level ?y, and by keeping z,. and z,-, the excess demands
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of commodities j * and j ' , respectively, equal to each other. Thus, the set
A({+i*, — ji*, — / } ) of S" is entered and a path of points in this set is fol-
lowed satisfying Zj-(p) = z>'(p) for each point p of the path.

In general, the price adjustment process traces a path in some set -A(T)
for varying T satisfying for every p on a curve in A(T) that

Pj < «j and Zj(p) = min^e/n+i 2/,(p) for all j € T
Pj = «, and min/,e/a+i 2/,(p) < 2j(p) < max/,g/»+i z/,(p) for all j G T*
Pj > i>, and Zj(p) = max/,c/n4i z/,(p) for all j G JP"*

Generically, following the proof of Theorem 10.4.2 of Herings [1995], the set
of points satisfying (2.G) for some set T consists of a finite number of curves,
each curve being a loop or a path with two end points. Then, one of the
following case* may occur at an end point of a path in

1. The price adjustment process reaches a point p* 6

2. The price adjustment process reaches a point p* G mf(.A(T')) such
that for some j * G T* it holds that ^-(p*) either becomes maximal or
becomes minimal;

3. The price adjustment process reaches a point p* € znf (A(T)) satisfying
i 2/i(p*) =

In Case 1, p* satisfies p* = 0 for some j € T~, or p* € A(/C) for some
nonempty set /C C T, satisfying |T\/('| = 1. In the first subcase of Case
1, the price adjustment process stops at p*. It follows namely by Lemma
2.5 that p* is an equilibrium price vector. In the second subcase of Case 1,
pj = ?;* for precisely one it G /"+'\T<\ Let tf := T\{Jfc} if fc G T+, and
/f := T\{ — A;} if A: G T~, then the price adjustment process continues by
tracing a path of points p in A(A'), satisfying (2.6) with T equal to if .

In Case 2, the price adjustment process continues by tracing a path of
points p in the set A(A'), where A' := Tu{+j*} if 2j«(p*) = max/,g/n+i z/,(p*),
and A' := TU {-j*} if Zj-(p') = min^/n+i 2/,(p*), satisfying (2.6) with T
(Kjual to A".

In Case 3, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that p* is an equilibrium price
vector, and the price adjustment process terminates.

In this manner, starting at t», the price adjustment process follows a path
of points, corresponding with price vectors, in sets of which the dimension
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may vary between 1 and n, for an exchange economy with n + 1 commodities.
Such a set A(T) is completely determined by the arbitrarily chosen starting
point of the process, « 6 S " , and a certain set. of positive' and negative integers
T C / " * ' U - / " + ' , with dim A(T) equal to | T | - 1 . Along the path followed
by the process in such a set. A(T), the excess demand of any commodity with
index it € Tfl /""*"' is kept maximal, and the price of any such commodity
may be higher than the initial level. Furthermore, the excess demand of any
commodity with index fc € TTl - / " + ' is kept minimal, and the price of such
a commodity may be lower than the initial level. The prices of all other
commodities in the exchange economy are kept equal to their initial levels,
and the excess demands of these commodities are allowed to vary betwi«en
the levels of minimal and maximal excess demand.

If the excess demand of any of the latter commodities become equal to
either maximal or minimal excess demand as well, then the price adjustment,
process continues in a set of dimension one higher. On the other hand, as
soon as the price of a commodity becomes equal to its initial level again,
while having been raised or lowered from its initial value, the price adjust-
ment process continues in a set of one dimension lower. The path of points
followed by the price adjustment process, connects the starting point. ?> with
a point representing an equilibrium price vector. The price adjustment pro-
cess terminates at an equilibrium price vector for arbitrary excess demand
functions under precisely the conditions which guarantee the existence; of at
least one equilibrium price vector, while being started at an arbitrary price
vector. The informational requirements for this g/obaiiy ro/iwr^eul price
adjustment process consist of local information obtained from the excess de-
mand function and global information about the location of the current price
vector in relation to the starting point. ?>.

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to a detailed discussion of the
examples in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 as depicted in Figure 2.8. At the starting
point 71, the excess demand of commodity 3 is maximal and the excess demand
of commodity 1 is minimal, since w € C({+3, —1}). The price adjustment
process leaves the starting point. ?> by raising the price of commodity 3 and
simultaneoiisly lowering the price of the commodity 1 from their respective
initial levels «i and W3. Thus, the one-dimensional set A({+3, —1}) is entered
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Figure 2.8: The price adjustment process follows the path P by moving from
the starting point ?» via p(l), p(2) and p(3), to the equilibrium price vector
p*. The actions taken at these points necessary to follow the path P are
described in the example.

and a curve of points p in 5^ is traced, satisfying

P3 > t>3 a n d 23(p) = max,,6/3 Zh(p),

j ' P 2 = t ' 2 a n d zi (p) < «2(p) < 23(p),
Pi < i>i a n d 2j(p) = i ( )

until p(l) is reached. At the price vector p(l), it holds that 22(p(l))> the
excess demand of commodity 2, is equal to ^3(p(l)), the excess demand of
commodity 3. Moreover, ^2(p(l)) and 23(p(l)) are both maximal. The pro-
cess continues by raising the price of commodity 2 from its initial level ^2,
and by keeping £2 and C3 equal to each other. Thus, the set A({+2, +3, —1})
is entered and a curve of points p in 5^ is traced, satisfying

and 2j(p) = maXhg/3 2h(p) for j € {2,3},
and 2i(p)

Pj >

Pi <

until p(2) is reached. At the price vector p(2), the price of commodity 3
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which had initially been raised, has become equal to its initial level t'3 again.
Then, the process continues by keeping the price of commodity 3 at t>j, and
by allowing the excess demand of commodity 3, 23(/>), to become less than
the maximal excess demand, 22 (p). The latter causes a raise of the price
of commodity 2 and simultaneously a lowering of the price of commodity 1.
Hence, the process proceeds by entering the one-dimensional set. A( {+2, -1})
and following a curve of points p in 5^ satisfying

j>2>i>2 and
P5 = «s and
Pa < Vi and 21 (p) =

until p(3) is reached. At this price vector the excess demand of commodity 3
becomes equal to the minimal excess demand of commodity 1. The prociws
then proceeds by lowering the price of commodity 3 from t>,i and tavping zi
equal to 23. Thus, the set A({+2, - 1 , -3}) is entered and a curve of points
p in 5^ is followed satisfying

P2 > ?>2 and *2 (p) = maxhe/3 z/,(p),
P2 < 7>2 and 2j(p) = min,,G/3 2/,(p) for j = 1,3,

until p* is reached. At the price vector p*, it holds that. 2i(p*) = 2a(p*)
23(p*), hence p* is an equilibrium price vector by Lemma 2.4.

2.5 A globally convergent algorithm

2.5.1 Description of the algorithm

The algorithm may start in an arbitrary interior point ?> of the unit simplex. If
i) is not an equilibrium price vector, we may assume without loss of generality
by the results of Herings [1994] that, there is a unique maximal component of
2(11), say i, and a unique minimal component of 2(t>), say j . Then, according
to (2.6) with 2 replaced by its piecewise linear approximation Z with respect
to the QV-triangulation with some grid size m~', the algorithm leaves ?>
by increasing p< and by decreasing pj by the same amount, along the one-
dimensional set J4({+I, — j}).

The algorithm will generate a path of connected line segments of points
p satisfying (2.2) contained in a sequence of adjacent T-complete fc-simplices
<r(a, TT) having T-complete common facets in sets .4(T) of varying sets T, by
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going for each simplex in the sequence from one basic solution of system (2.1)
to the other one. This is accomplished by performing a linear programming
pivot step in (2.1) with the variable that is binding at the first basic solution.

For the set of solutions (A,/x,a,/3) of system (2.1) with respect to a T-
complete f-simplex a(a, TT) of the O, V-triangulation with grid size m~* in a
given set A(T°,P(T')), the line segment of points p = JZ^i ^y* connects
exactly two points corresponding with the two basic solutions. Each point p
on this line segment satisfies (2.2). If a(a,7r) is generated by the algorithm,
it moves in <r(a, 7r) from one point corresponding with a basic solution, say
p \ to the other one, say p^. Whenever a = 0 or /? = 0, then the round of the
algorithm terminates with solution (A*,/i',a*,/3*) with p* = 5Zt=\ ^*y* = P*
as an approximating solution of the zero point problem of 2. Otherwise,
a < 0 < /? and one of the following two situations may occur:

1. p^ is an element of a T-complete (£ - l)-facet of rr(a, 7r) and due to
Assumption 2.1 exactly one Â , t € / '+ ' , equals zero,

2. p^ is in the interior of rr(a, TT) and due to Assumption 2.1, exactly one
/zji, /i € 7*\ equals either a or /3.

In Situation 1 the algorithm distinguishes two cases. Let A, = 0, s €
at 7^, then p^ is a point in the T-complete t-facet r opposite vertex y", and:

la. r lies in the interior of A(T",T(T')), or •••

lb. r lies in the boundary of A(T°, T(T')).

In Case la, the algorithm moves from rr(a, 7r) to the unique T-complete
^-simplex <r(o,7r) in A(7*, F(T*)) which shares the facet r with rr(a, 7r). The
parameters a and TT of the new simplex <r(a,7r) are given in Table 2.1. By
making the adaptations described, a new vertex is generated, say y*', for
some .s' € / '+ ' . This new vertex of rr(a,7r) lies opposite r and replaces y* in
system (2.1). Next a linear programming pivot step is performed in system

2
(2.1) with

1
is generated.

by increasing Ay from zero. Thus a line segment in
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S = 1

2< s < *
s = « + 1

^7T2, ^ 3 , . • •, 7T | , TTj j

( 7 T , , . . . , 7 T , _ 2 , 7 T , , 7 T , _ , , 7 T , + ,_... , 7T , )

a
a + e(fl"i)
a
O - P(7T,)

Table 2.1. Given <r(a, TT) with parameters a = (aj, ...,On+i) and TT =
(TTI, ..., 7T(), a and TT are the parameters of the (-simplex ff(a,l) sharing the
facet r opposite the vertex y* with <T(Q, 7r).

In Case lb, the algorithm distinguishes throe possibilities:

1. s = 1, TTI = 1, and a,, = m - 1,

2. 2 < * < t, a»,_, = a,,, ?r,_i = fc - 1 and rr, = A; for a certain it,
2 < it < *,

3. s = t + 1, 7Tt = *, a,, = 0.

In Possibility 1, the facet r lies opposite vertex 1/' in 6</ 5". Therefore, for
some z € T~ it holds that p, = 0 for every p € r . This implies yf = 0 and
hence •Zi(y') > 0 for all j = 2,..., < + 1. Let at p* = p*, the basic solution be
given by (A',/z',a*,/F), i.e., P* = E ^ A , V - Clearly Z(p') = E ^ a \ ' ^ ) .
which implies Z.(p') = E>t2^>2t(j^) > 0- ^ " the other hand, since t G T",
we must have that Z.(p') = Q < 0. This yields Z,(p') = a = 0. Since a < 0,
this possibility cannot occur.

In Possibility 2, the facet r also lies in precisely one other subset, of ( ) ,
say A(7J°,E(2!')). Then, r is a facet of a unique ^-simplex rr(&, TT) in this
subset. The necessary adjustments to characterize rr(a, TT) and A(7j", £(£'))
may be found in Table 2.2. The vertex y* of <r(g, TT) opposite the facet r
replaces y* of <r(a, 7r) in system (2.1). Next a linear programming pivot step

is performed with

is followed in 0-(a,7r).

by increasing A, from zero. Thus, a line segment
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Case

Jk>2

A; = 2 and

I", £ ' ,£(£') , a, 7[
/k »U fy I^J ' # ' J M I J

l _ ( i - ) = ( 1 1, .-, 1 fc-3,1 * - l , l i k - 2 , 1 Jt, --, 1 t - l )
fl = a , 7 [ = 7T

ifTi>Othen i £(!') = (+fc,Fa,-,r»_i)
I, a = a,7r = 7T

if T, < 0 then | E ( l ' ) = ( - j , F*2,..., Tt_,7

Table 2.2. Adaptations to be made when the facet T opposite the vertex y*
for some a G {2,...,*} of <r(a,7r) in A(T°,r(T')) lies in M

In the case of Possibility 3, the facet r lies in 6d A(T) but not in 6d S".
More precisely, r is a '/'-complete (< - l)-simplex in A(T\{rVi}). Then the
element F,_i is removed from T" and from T' and the algorithm continues in
A(Z) with Z = A l ^ t - i } - The simplex r is the T-complete (< - l)-simplex
(r(fi,7r) in A(7*,E(T')) described in Table 2.3. A linear programming pivot

step is performed in system (2.1) with I •*' I, where j = Ft_i if Pt_i > 0

and j = -P(_i if r<_i < 0, by decreasing /Zj from /3 if IVi > 0, and by
increasing /ij from Q if r\_i < 0. Thus, p^ is kept equal to t>j and a line
segment is followed in the simplex rr(a,7r) of dimension one lower.

EC
a =

r

r')
= a,

I'

=

,E(I')
r' =

( F i , . . . ,

= (TTI,

T^\{Ft_i}
Fj-2)
...,7T,_i)

Table 3.3. Adaptations to be made when the facet r opposite vertex t/'+*
of <r(a,7r) in A(T",T(T')) lies in M >4(T).

In Situation 2, one of the variables /i/,, /i € T"\ becomes equal to a or /?.
Let j = /i if /ih = o, and let j = — /i if /x̂  = /3. The ^-simplex <r(a, 7r) is
the facet of exactly one (£ + l)-simplex <r(a,7r) in a subset A(T°, r ( r ' ) ) of
A(I) where T = T U {j}, as described in Table 2.4. A linear programming

pivot step is performed in system (2.1) with -. by increasing A*+2
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from zero, where j/'+* is the vertex of <r(a, 7r) opposite <r(a, 7r). The algorithm
increases p/, from r* if /i,, = a and decreases p* from t>/, if /x* = 0. Tims a
line segment in «r(o, 7[) is followed. . . < ,

s = o»

I'

=
Z' =

(r,,..
= (^i

U
_,

0)
. j )

1)

Table 2.4. Adaptations to be made if /*>, has become equal to rv or /?;
> = -/ i if /ifc = Q, and j = /» if /^ = 0.

So, the algorithm terminates as soon as a = 0 or /J = 0. All components
of Z(p'), where p* is the approximating sohition, are nonpositive, in owe
/? = 0, or nonnegative, in case a = 0. The function Z is an approximation
of 2, hence we have z(p') « Z(p*) > 0"+', or *(p*) « Z(//) < ()"••'. This
gives rise to the eonchision that, p* is close to a solution, or at least to a point,
where all components of z(p') are small in absolute value, since obviously
(p*) • z(p*) = 0. How close all components of z(p*) are to zero depends
on the grid size m~'. If the accuracy of the approximating solution is not
sufficient, the algorithm may be restarted in or close to p* with a smaller
grid size in order to improve the accuracy of the approximating solution to
be found in the next round. Within a finite number of restarts any a priori
chosen accuracy of approximating solution is reached in this way.

2.5.2 The steps of the algorithm

The steps of the n(n + l)-ray algorithm to approximate a zero point of a con-
tinuoiis excess demand function 2 on 5", starting at an arbitrary t> 6 inf 5"
and using the QV-triangulation with grid size m~' as underlying simplicial
subdivision of 5", are as described below. This subsection ends with an ex-
ample which illustrates the steps taken by the algorithm.

Step 0. Let Zfc(w) = min/,Zh(i;) and z;(t;) = maxh,2/,(i>). Set y' = t>,
T° = {+/, - * } , T = T°, 7" = 0, < = 1, 7T = (1), a = (0, ...,0), u; = 2, A, = 1,
a = 2*(i>), /? = zi(«). Âh = 2h("). /i € T*, and go to Step 1.

Step 1. Perform a linear programming pivot step with ^ by iincreas-
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ing Au, from zero in the following system of linear equations: *

(2.7)
where A* > 0 for all i G /'+*, Q < 0, /3 > 0, a < /x,, < 0 for all /i G 7*. When
oor /3 becomes equal to zero, go to Step 3. Else, if î/, becomes equal to a
or /? for some fteT, go to Step 3.
Else A, becomes equal to zero for some s G 7'+'\{u;}, go to Step 2.

Step 2. If 2 < s < £, a»,_, = a,,, 7r,_i = A: - 1 and TT, = A: for a certain
A:, 2 < A: < £, then we can find the necessary adjustments in Table 2.2, to
obtain (̂a.ZC)- Let .s' be the index of the new vertex of <r(a,7r), set u> = s',
rr(a,7r) = a(&, j ) , and return to Step 1.
If a = £ + 1, fl| = * and a», = 0, go to Step 4.
Else replace y* according to Table 2.1 to obtain <x(a,7[), set u> = s', <r(a, IT) =
<7(fl,7[), and return to Step 1.

Step 3. If Q = 0 or /? = 0, stop with solution (A*,/z*,a*,/?*) and p* =
£<i{ ^i?/' is an approximating zero point of z.
Else, for precisely one /i G T", it holds that /*/, = a or //^ = /?. If/Xh = a, then
—/i is added to T, and if ///, = /?, then /i is added to T. The relevant adap-
tations may be found in Table 2.4 to obtain <r(a, 7r), set £ = £ + 1, u; = £ + 1,
ff(a, TT) = rr(a,7r), and return to Step 1.

Step 4. The sot. T becomes T\{Ft_i}. The other adjustments may be found
in Table 2.3 to obtain rr(a, TT), set £ = £ — 1, er(a, 7r) = <r(a, TT), and perform

a linear programming pivot step in (2.7) with ^ where j =| Ft_i |, by

increasing the variable /i, from a if Fj_i < 0, and by decreasing the variable
/ij from /i if F(_i > 0. If either /x>, becomes equal to a or /? for a certain
/i G T*, or if a or /9 becomes equal to zero, then return to Step 3.
Else A, becomes zero for some s G / '+ ' , and return to Step 2. •

Every round terminates at Step 3 with a solution (A*,^*,a*,/3*) satisfying
a* = 0 or /?* = 0. The approximating solution p* therefore satisfies 2j(p*) <
j9 = 0 for all j G /"+', or Zj(p') > a = 0 for all j G /"+'. Whenever this
approximation of a zero point of z is not satisfactory, i.e., z(p*) is not close
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enough to zero in all components, then the algorithm may he restarted with
t> near p* and a larger m. In this manner, any a priori cluxsen accuracy of the
approximating solution can be reached within a finite number of restarts.

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to a discussion of the algo-
rithm for an example. Clearly, p satisfies (2.6) if and only if p 6 A(T) nC('f)
for some set T. The point r in Figure 2.9 is identical to the i» of the Fig-
ures 2.1 to 2.8. Since w € C({+3, -1}), at the starting point, the excess
demand for commodity 3 is maximal, and the excess demand for commod-
ity 1 is minimal. The excess demand for commodity 2 is neither maximal
nor minimal. The point p' is the intersection point of all sets ('('/'). At
p' it holds that z,(p') = max^/s Zh(p') for all t 6 /**'. Simultaneously,
*(j/) = minfce/3 z^fj/) for all i e /"+'. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, z ^ ) = 0"+*.

In Figure 2.9, the grid size of the O. V-triangulation is m~* = £. The
vertices of simplices which are relevant, for the discussion are denoted by
t*',...,u*. The points corresponding with basic solutions are denoted by
p*,...,p^, and the approximating solution reached by the algorithm is de-
noted by p*. The piecewise linear path from t> to p*, denoted by the heavily
drawn path in Figure 2.9, approximately follows the path P in Figure 2.7.
On the piecewise linear path from t> to p*, the algorithm generates a sequence
of eight adjacent T-complete t-simplices in sets A(T) for varying sets T with
i =| T | - 1 : ff(i;,u») in A({+3,-l}), « T ( T > W ) in A({+3,-1}, (+2)), and
rT(w,u',u") in A({+2, - 1 } , (+3)), then <r(«V) and a ( W ) in A({+2, -1}),
followed by a(ir\ u", u*), «r(u', u«, U*), and «r(u«,tr\ u*) in A({ +2, -1} , (-3)).

The algorithm begins with Step 0, and the initial settings relevant here,
are T = 7* := {+3,-1}, 7* := {2}, y» := t;, ^ := u*. A := (1,0), a :=
min,,e/3 Zfc(w) = Zi(«), /? := max^g/s Z/,(w) = Z3OO, «»d M2 := Za(")- The
algorithm performs in Step 1, a linear programming pivot step in system
(2.7) by increasing A2 from zero. A linear piece of points p in A({+3, —1}) is
generated in <r(t;,u') satisfying Zj(p) < i?2(p) ^ ^ (p ) *nd pi < «i, pj = «j,
P3 > "3- This linear piece in <T(?J,U*) ends at p ' , which corresponds with the
basic solution where ^2 = /?.

At, the point p' in <7(v,u'), the second component of the pieeewise lin-
ear approximation Z of 2 becomes maximal, i.e., Z2G0') = ^3(p')- The
algorithm continues with Step 3, and makes the adjustments in Table
2.4: T := T u {+2}, T' := {+2}, and t^ := u^. Note that the 1-simplex
<T(T>,U*) is a {+2, +3, -Incomplete facet of the {+2, +3, -Incomplete 2-
simplex <r(u,u*,u^). The algorithm returns to Step 1 by making a linear
programming pivot step in system (2.7) by raising A3 from zero. A linear
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e.

Figure 2.9: The piecewise linear path of points satisfying (2.2), followed by
the algorithm from ?» to the approximating solution p*, is depicted as the
sequence of seven connected heavy line segments.

piece of points p in A({+3, —1}, (+2)) is generated in a(t),u',«^) satisfying
Zj(p) < Z2G?) = ^ (p) and pi < fi, P2 > ^2, P3 > U3. This linear piece
in a(v,u',u^) ends at p^ which corresponds with the basic solution where
A2 = 0.

The point p* lies in the other {+2, +3, — Incomplete facet of <r(i;,u*,u^)
with vertices t' and u^. This facet lies in M A({+3, —1}), (+2)) and also
in W A({+2, — 1}, (+3)). It forms a facet of precisely one simplex in the
set A({+2, —1}, (+3)). The algorithm performs Step 2, and makes the
adjustments in Table 2.2: T° := {+2,-1}, T' := {+3}, y* := u*, y* :=
tr*. The algorithm returns to Step 1, a linear programming pivot step is
made in system (2.7) by raising A2 from zero. A linear piece of points p
in A({+2,-l},(+3)) is generated in a(u,«^,u^) satisfying Zi(p) < Z2(p) =
Zs(p) and pi < t»i, P2 > 1*2, P3 > t"3- This linear piece in cr(i;,ti^,u^) ends at
p^ which corresponds with the basic solution where A3 = 0.

The point p^ lies in the {+2,+3, -l}-complete facet of a(u,u^,u^) with
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vertices t> and u*. This facet, lies in fed A({+2,+3, -1}), but not in fed S".
This boundary piece is formed by the set A({+2, -1}) and the facet, is the
{+2, -Incomplete 1-simplex <r(t;,u*) in A({+2, -1}). The algorithm per-
forms Step 2 and continues with Step 4 by setting T := T\{+3} and by
making the adjustments in Table 2.3: y' := t>, y* := t»*. while /? := Za(/^) and
/i3 := i?3(p^). The algorithm returns to Step 1, a linear programming pivot
step in system (2.7) is made by decreasing /Z3 from /?. A linear piece of points
p in A({+2, -1}) is generated in <T(U,U^) satisfying Zi(p) < £3(7*) < ^a(p)
and pi < t>j, P2 > t>2, P3 = t»3. This linear piece in <r(t>,tr') ends at j ^ = u*
which corresponds with the basic solution where Aj = 0.

The set {u^} is a {+2, -Incomplete facet of <r(y, tr*), and a facet of
precisely one other simplex in A({+2,-1}). The algorithm performs Step
2 and the adjustments in Table 2.1: y' := u^, ŷ  := u*. The algorithm
returns to Step 1, a linear programming pivot step is made in system (2.7)
by increasing A2 from zero. This, a linear piece of points p in A({+2, -1})
is generated in <r(u\u*) satisfying Zi(p) < ^ (p ) < Zj(p) and pi < t>j,
P2 > *'2> P3 = "3- This linear piece in fl-(u"\u*) ends at, p* € in£ rr(u',u*)
which corresponds with the basic solution where /J3 = a.

At, p* it holds that Zi(p*) = Za(p*) = min/,g/3 Z/,(p'*). The point p< lies
in the {+2 , -1 , -3}-complete fat̂ et <7(it̂ ,u )̂ of <7(u*,u*,u"). The algorithm
performs Step 3, and makes the adjustments in Table 2.4: T := T U {-3},
T' := {—3}, y"* := tA The algorithm returns to Step 1, a linear program-
ming pivot, step is made by raising A3 from zero. A linear piece of points p
in A({+2, - 1 } , (-3)) is generated in er(u',u*,u*) satisfying Zi(p) = .^(p) <
Z2(p) and pi < «i, P2 > i>2, P3 < "3- This linear piece in <r(u ,̂u*,u®) ends at
p^ which corresponds with the basic solution where A2 = 0.

The point p^ lies in the other {+2, - 1 , -3}-complete facet of <7(ir\ U*, u*),
and this facet is a {+2, - 1 , -3}-complete facet of precisely one other sim-
plex in A({+2, —1}, (—3)). The algorithm performs Step 2, and makes the
adjustments in Table 2.1: ŷ  := u®, y"* := 1A The algorithm returns to Step
1, and performs a linear programming pivot, step in (2.7) by increasing Aj
from zero. Thus, a linear piece of points p in A({+2, — 1}, (—3)) is gener-
ated in <r(tr\u®,u*) satisfying Zi(p) = Zs(p) < Z2(p) and pi < «i, P2 > «2,
P3 < «3- This linear piece in <r(u^,u*,u*) ends at p^ corresponding with the
basic solution where Aj = 0.

The point p^ lies in the other {+2 , -1 , -3}-complete facet of <r(u',u®,u^),
and this facet is a {+2, — 1, —3}-complete facet of precisely one other sim-
plex in A({+2, —1}, (—3)). The algorithm performs Step 2, and makes the
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adjustments in Table 2.1: y' := u®, ŷ  := tr\ ŷ  := u*. The algorithm re-
turns to Step 1, and performs a linear programming pivot step in system
(2.7) by increasing A3 from zero. A linear piece of points p in <r(tx̂ , u*, u^) is
generated satisfying Zi(p) = Z.,(p) < ^ (p ) and pi < t>i, P2 > «2, P3 < t>3,
which ends at p*. The algorithm terminates with the solution (A*, /i*, a*, /?*),
and p* = £?_, A*y* 6 ini a(u*,u^,u*) is an approximation of the equilibrium
price vector p'.

If 2(p*), the excess demand function evaluated at p*, is not close enough
to zero in all components, then the algorithm is restarted at p ' , with a finer
simplieiiil subdivision of the unit simplex, i.e., a larger 771. Such restarts with
a finer .siiiiplicial subdivision of the unit simplex, are made by the algorithm
until a round terminates with an approximation that satisfies the a-priori
chosen accuracy level.

2.6 An intersection theorem
The n(n+ l)-ray algorithm leads directly to an intersection theorem of closed
subsets covering S". This theorem can be considered as a hybrid of the
well-known lemma of Knaster, Kuratowski and Mazurkiewicz (KKM) and
an intersection result on the unit simplex of Freidenfelds. Both intersection
theorems follow namely immediately as corollaries. In the next, theorem S"
is covered by n(n 4-1) closed subsets. Some of these subsets might be empty.
Each subset of the collection is indexed by a pair (+i, — j) with i, j € /"+'.

Theorem 2.12 Let {£(+i, - j ) | t, j G V"+\ i 7̂  j} 6e a /ami!)/ 0/ dosed
sets covering 5" suc/i i/ia< /or euery x 6 6d S" ii ZioZds t/ia< x G B(+i, — j)
/or some i 6 /""*•' and /or some j G /""•"* satis/j/m^ Xj > 0, or /or everT/
i € /""*•* sate/ying x, = 0, x G £(+i, - j ) /or some j G /"+*. 77ien t/iere exist
an x* G S" and a nonempty set T* C /""""̂  sato/yim? t/iat /or every i e T '
t/iere exist j G T* and fceT' suc/i t/iat x* G B(+i, - j ) and x* G B(+fc, - i ) .

Proof. For x G S", let z : 5" -» 9?"+* be defined by z(x) = e(i) - e(j)
for some i, j G /"+' satisfying x G B(+i, — j) where Xj > 0 and if no such
j G /"+' exists then i satisfies x< = 0. Clearly, E?=i' 2|(*) = 0 for all x G S".
Given some fixed starting point. 1> G int S" let the n(n + l)-ray algorithm
be applied to 2 for a sequence of decreasing grid sizes mj~\m2 \77i3 \ . . . ,
converging to zero.
Suppose the algorithm terminates at x ' in 6d S" satisfying x* = 0 for every
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j for which x* lies in B(+i, - j ) for some t € / "* ' . Then for every i €
satisfying x,* = 0 it holds that x* € B(+i, - j . ) for some j , 6 /"+' with
x*. = 0. Clearly, x* satisfies the statement in the theorem with T" equal to
the set {;, € /"+* | x* e fl(+t, - j . ) and x,' = 0}.
Otherwise in round fc, fc = 1,2 the algorithm terminates with a, say,
f *-dimensional simplex <7* with vertices y*',..., y*'* + ' sucJi that the system
of linear equations

'* + i

£A*(^-e ,* ) = 0, (2.8)

has a nonnegative solution A*,..., Af̂ +, summing up to one and where i j , j * €
/"+ ' are such that the vertex y*-* of a* lies in #(+»£,- . /*), for h « l,...,<fc + l.
Notice that due to the fact, that £)£+' Zj(y*'") = 0 for every /i = 1 ** + 1,
the algorithm can only terminate at. Step 3 with both f» and /? equal to zero.
Let x* = 53{,*Ji' A*y*-'" be the approximating solution found in round A:, Jb =
1,2,... . When A; goes to infinity then there exists a sulwequence A.-,, fcj,... ,
such that lim^_oo^fc^ = ar* for some x* G 5", <^ = t* for all /A liiiii,_oo Aj" =
A; > 0 for all /i = l , . . . , r + 1, satisfying £ £ + ' A; = 1, and »J" = i,, and
Jfc" = Jfc ̂ r some i/, and jh, /i = 1,..., <* + 1 . Since the grid size m^J conv(>rges
to zero when £„ goes to infinity, we also have that y*"-'" converges to x* for
every h = l , . . . , f + l. Sim^e for every /i we have that. ?/"•'* € Z?(+i*", - j*")
and every 5 ( + i , —j) is closed, we obtain that, x* € #(+i/, , - j / , ) for /i =
1,...,** + 1. Furthermore it follows from (2.8), when /c = /:„ and // goes to
infinity

^K-^) = 0- (2-9)

Now, let, T* = {4 I A; > 0, /i € /''+>} and let 7^ = {jh | Â  > 0, /i e /''+>}.
We will show that. T"' = 7^. Take some i e T' and suppose z ^ T^. Then
the t-th equation of (2.9) yields

where A: is such that tjt = i, yielding a contradiction. Similarly, take some
j € 7^ and assume j ^ T'. Then the j-th equation of (2.9) yields
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of Theorem 2.12, the intersection point is x*, T* =
{1,2,3}.

where fc is such that J* = j , yielding also a contradiction.
Hence, 7'* = T' = T* satisfies the statement of the theorem. Notice that
T* ^ 0 since £!'=/ A; = 1. •

The intersection theorem is illustrated for n = 2 in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
In Figure 2.10, the set T* equals {1,2,3} and x* lies in the intersection of
£(+1 , -3 ) , £(+2, -1) and £(+3 , -1) . In Figure 2.11, the set T* equals
{1,3} and the set £(+1, -3) n £(+3 , -1) consists of the point e2. From
Theorem 2.12 both the KKM-lemma and Freidenfelds' intersection result on
the unit simplex follow as corollaries.

Corollary 2.13 fA'/fM-/emma,} Lei Ci,...,Cn+i feen+ 1 c/osed siiisefs cov-
ering 5" suc/i Ma£ /or every x e S " tfiere exists a j> € /"+* sa£ts/ym<7 x̂  > 0
and x € Cj. 77»en n ^ C , - ^ 0.

Proof. For j = l,...,n, define £(+(j + l ) , - j ) = C>, where j + 1 = 1
for j = n + 1. Moreover £(+t, —j) = 0 whenever t ^ j + 1. Then these
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satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.12. Hence, there exists x* € 5"
and a nonempty set T" C /"+' such that j G 7" implies (j + 1) G 7" and
i* € B(+(j + 1), - j ) . Hence 7* = /"+' and so x ' € C, for every > € /"+". •

Similarly, the next intersection theorem follows.

Corollary 2.14 f/Vetden/e/ds' intersection fneonem on 5"^ £»€< C\, ...,Cn+i
6e n + 1 c/osed 5u6«efs couenn^ 5" sticn #ia< x g C , u>/»enever x̂  = 0. 77»en

Proof. For j = 1,...,n+1, define £(+.;',-fj + 1)) = C, wherej + 1 = 1 when
j = n + 1. For i y£ j + 1, let B(+j, - t ) = 0. We will first show that, these seta
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.12. Let x G M(5"). Then there exists a
j € /""*"' such that x, = 0 and x^+i > 0. Since Xj = 0 we have that x e C,.
Hence, z € £ ( + j , — (j + 1)) whereas x^+i > 0. According to Theorem 2.12
there exist an x* € 5" and a nonempty set T* satisfying j 6 7" implies !>oth
j + 1 G 7" and x' € B(+j, ~ 0 + 1))- Hence, T* = /"+» and so x' € C, for

Proposition 2.15 For every excess demand/unrhon 2 : 5" —> SR"+' tfiere
exists an economic egui/i6num, i.e., i/iene extsis p* € 5" sa<t.s/j/inp z(p*) =

Proof. Let 2 : 5" -+ 3?"+' be an excess demand function. For i and j € /""*"',
let us define

~i) = {x € S" I 2,(x) = ^max̂  2/,(x) and 2^(x) =

Since 2 is continuous, p • 2(p) = 0, and 2/,(x) > 0 whenever x* = 0,
these sets satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.12. Hence there exists an
x* € S" and a nonempty T* C /"+>, such that i G 7" implies there ex-
ist a j with x* G £(+i , - j ) and a A: with x* G B(+A:, - i ) . Consequently,
2,(x*) = max/,€/n+i 2/,(x*) and 2^(x') = min^/n+i 2/,(x'), hence 2(x*) =
by Lemma 2.4.
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of Theorem 2.12, x* is the intersection point, T* =
{1,3}.
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Chapter 3

Evolution of populations and
strategies

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we develop a framework for a more unified modelling of 'evo-
lutionary' processes in the social sciences. We present two different evolution-
ary models, but apply an essentially similar method of analysis. In the first
model, we call evolutionary dynamics sign-compatible if for every subgroup
with positive population share, the change in population share corresponds
in sign with its relative fitness, i.e., the difference between the subgroup's fit-
ness and the average fitness. In the second model, the evolutionary dynamics
are called sign-compatible if additionally for each subgroup the change in the
weight on each action corresponds in sign with its relative payoff, i.e., the dif-
ference between this action's payoff and the average payoff on the subgroup's
action. Sign-compatible dynamics form a large class of dynamics to which
for instance the replicator dynamics (Taylor & Jonker [1978]), as well as the
class of aggregate monotonic dynamics (Samuelson & Zhang [1992]) belong.
An even larger class is formed by the class of the weakly sign-compatible
dynamics. Evolutionary dynamics are called weakly sign-compatible if at
every state at least one subgroup with increasing population share has above
average fitness. In the second model, it must additionally hold for each sub-
group that the weight on at least one action with increasing weight has above
average payoff.

In evolutionary game theory the main equilibrium concepts are the Nash

53
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equilibrium (Nash [1951]) and the evohitionarily stable strategy (Maynard
Smith & Price [1973]). We forward the saturated equilibrium (Hofbauer &
Sigmund [1988]) as a generalization of the Nash equilibrium. We generalize
the evolutionary stable strategy into two separate directions: a dynamic
and a ,s£a<ir one. The dynamic generalization is called the evohitionarily
stable equilibrium, the static version is called the generalized evohitionarily
stable state. These equilibrium concepts will be applied to both evolutionary
models.

A saturated equilibrium implies 'ezftncfton o/</ie /ess/if: each subgroup
with below-maximal fitness has population share equal to zero. In the case
that the concept of a saturated equilibrium is applied to the model where
all subgroups learn, it must additionally hold that no subgroup places pos-
itive weight on any action with below-maximal payoff. We prove existence
of nt least one saturated equilibrium, and show that each saturated equi-
librium is a fixed point for weakly sign-compatible dynamics. Furthermore,
sign-compatible dynamics converge only to a saturated equilibrium from the
interior of the state space, and all stable fixed points of sign-compatible dy-
namics are saturated. These results are proven for both models.

An evohitionarily stable equilibrium satisfies the property that for given
weakly sign-compatible dynamics, any trajectory sufficiently nearby con-
verges monotonically to it. Hence, each evohitionarily stable equilibrium
is an asymptotically stable fixed point of the dynamics. Asymptotic stability
of a fixed point means that if a (sufficiently) small perturbation of the dy-
namical system takes the system out of the fixed point, then the system will
return to this fixed point again. Evolutionary stability in the dynamic sense
additionally implies that the manner in which the system returns to the fixed
point, is 'well-behaved'. To determine whether a point is an evohitionarily
stable equilibrium, it is necessary to know the dynamics nearby.

To establish whether a saturated equilibrium is a generalized evohition-
arily stable state, only information about the payoff structure is needed. The
conditions of a generalized evohitionarily stable state do not imply dynamic
stability of the state for arbitrary (weakly) sign-compatible dynamics. How-
ever, for the replicator dynamics the generalized evohitionarily stable state
is asymptotically stable.

Useful refinements of the saturated equilibrium concepts are the strict
saturated equilibrium for the first model and the monopolistic and strict
saturated equilibrium for the second model. At a strict saturated equilibrium
precisely one subgroup has highest fitness. At a monopolistic and strict
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equilibrium additionally each subgroup possesses precisely one action with
highest payoff. For these (strong) refinements the static and the dynamic
variants of evolutionary stability do concur. These results are proven for
both models.

Evolutionary dynamics were originally exclusively used as population dy-
namics, i.e., to model the evolution of the composition of a population over
its subgroups, or to model the evolution of mi ecological system with several
species of organisms. However, at least since Zeeman [1981] evolutionary
dynamics have been interpreted alternatively as learning or imitation dy-
namics in game theory. Developments may be roughly described as follows.
At. first, replicator dynamics were taken as a starting point of analysis, i.e.,
the dynamics were assumed to be the product, of some unmodclled learning
or imitation process. Lacking a compelling rationale for the replicator dy-
namics outside mathematical biology, larger classes of dynamics were then
examined, e.g., Friedman [1991], Samuelson & Zhang [1992], Swinkels [1993].
Experiments on learning meanwhile, seemed to justify the assumption that
adaptive stategic adjustment behavior leads to evolutionary dynamics, cf.
e.g., Crawford [1991], Miller & Andreoni [1991]. Recently, several contribu-
tions have given explicit theoretical foundations for evolutionary dynamics as
imitation or learning dynamics. Schlag [1994], Bjornerstcdt. & Weibull [1993],
and Weibull [1995] derive evolutionary dynamics from imitation. Borgers &
Sarin [1995] derive the replicator dynamics in a learning-by-reinforccmcnt
model.

Best-response dynamics (Gilboa & Matsui [1991], Matsui [1992]), which
are closely related to continuous fictitious play dynamic* (Rosenmiillcr [1971]),
are often motivated by strategical inertia: every period each player receives
an opportunity to adjust his strategy with a small probability. Assuming
that individuals are rational, that they can calculate the best response in
the current strategic environment, and that, they can switch to this b«*t re-
sponse, the best-response dynamics appear on aggregate level as a strategy
adjustment process. We refer to Gilboa & Matsui [1991] and Matsui [1992]
for more elaborate motivations and interpretations, and to Hofbauer [1995]
and Oechssler [1995] for variations.

Several interpretations are possible for the two models in this chapter. In
a purist interpretation, the first model describes the evolution of a popula-
tion consisting of several interacting subgroups with fixed inheritable strate-
gies. Alternatively, this model can be interpreted as describing a process of
learning-by-imitation as in Zeeman [1981], or adaptive learning with strategic
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inertia as in Gilboa & Matsui [1991] and Matsui [1992]. The purist inter-
pretation of the second model is that it combines both population dynamics
and learning dynamics for each subgroup in the population. An alternative
interpretation, which may be attractive in mathematical biology, is that the
model describes the coevolution of several species with distinguishable sub-
groups. The 'intermediate' model, namely a model with several subgroups
which alter their strategies in an adaptive manner in a certain strategic en-
vironment, is covered by Friedman [1991].

The social sciences >ise variants of evolutionary dynamics to motivate
several adaptive processes such as learning processes, selection processes,
market share dynamics, etc. (e.g., Silverberg [1988], Dow [1986]). In the
settings which are of interest in the social sciences, externalities may very well
occur (e.g., Sehelling [1978], Arthur [1990], Metcalfe [1994]). Externalities go
by different, names, such as self-reinforcing mechanisms, complementarities,
state dependent, feedbacks, increasing or decreasing returns, and may lead to
non-linearities of the fitness functions. Our approach is general enough to
deal with externalities.

Multiplicity of evolutionarily stable equilibria or generalized evolution-
arily stable states may complicate predicting the long run evolution of the
population as well. It would be quite helpful if conditions could be derived
guaranteeing uniqueness of a saturated equilibrium, and simultaneously pro-
viding information on its dynamic stability. Several results on special cases
exist, see e.g., Robinson [1951], Hofbauer & Sigmund [1988], Nachbar [1990],
Monderer & Sela [1993], Monderer & Shapley [1993a,b], Hofbauer [1995],
Oeehssler [1995]. However, these results require at least considerable adap-
tation for nonlinear fitness functions and (weakly) sign-compatible dynamics.

The evolutionary process in our first model is driven by the so-called rel-
ative fitness function. A relative fitness function attributes for every state
to each subgroup the difference between its fitness and the average fitness of
the population. Each relative fitness function satisfies continuity and com-
plementarity. The results of Sonnenschein [1972, 1973], Mantel [1974], and
Debreu [1974] imply that any function satisfying continuity and complemen-
tarity is an excess demand function for a pure exchange economy with nor-
malized prices. So, a relative fitness function may be regarded as an excess
demand function for a pure exchange economy with prices normalized to the
unit simplex. Further analogies to concepts in general equilibrium theory
follow from there. We 'translate' several results from general equilibrium
theory to derive further conditions for uniqueness of a saturated equilibrium
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for the 'population dynamics' model. <

It is difficult in general to find (compute) a saturated equilibrium. For
linear fitness functions, Jansen [1987] has formulated a linear programming
algorithm. However, as far as we know Jansen's algorithm is only applicable
to special cases of the first model in this chapter. The procedure of Van den
Elzen & Talman [1991] may be used for asymmetric evolutionary bi-matrix
games. For nonlinear (relative) fitness functions more powerful methods are
required e.g., Doup et a/. [1987]. This algorithm finds a saturated equilib-
rium for both models presented in this chapter for arbitrary relative litmus
functions and arbitrary relative payoff functions. The algorithm may be
started from an arbitrary point in the state space. Simulation by discrete
variants of the dynamics in order to find a saturated equilibrium should be
ruled out based on Saari [1985].

In the next section, we present our model with population dynamics.
We present the saturated equilibrium, the generalized evolutionarily stable
state, and the evolutionarily stable equilibrium, and we compare these con-
cepts with the standard fixed-point concepts. We exploit relations between
evolutionary dynamics and tatonnement processes to derive conditions which
guarantee uniqueness of a saturated equilibrium, as well as convergence of
all interior trajectories under the dynamical system.

Section 3.3 introduces an evolutionary model with population dynamics
on one hand, and learning dynamics for all subgroups in the population on
the other. We generalize the concepts of the saturated equilibrium, the; gen-
eralized evolutionarily stable state, and the evolutionarily stable; equilibrium.
We show similar relations of these equilibrium concepts to standard fixed-
point concepts as the ones derived for the population dynamics model. We
show furthermore connections to, and (perhaps more importantly) discrep-
ancies with the standard equilibrium concepts in evolutionary game theory,
the Nash equilibrium, and the evolutionarily stable equilibrium. Section 3.4
concludes.

Section 3.2 is based on Joosten [1996], Section 3.3 is based on Joosten
[1995].
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3.2 The 'population dynamics' case

3.2.1 The model and equilibrium concepts

We consider a population with n+ 1 distinguishable, strategically interacting
subgroups. The population as well as the subgroups are assumed to be
very large, or alternatively, the number of interactions at each point in time
is very large. The interaction of the subgroups has consequences on their
respective; abilities to reproduce, and 'fitness' may be seen as a measure
of this ability to reproduce. The fitness of a subgroup is determined by
the subgroup's genetically determined behavior, and the genetically given
behaviors of the other subgroups in combination with the composition of
the population. Behavior of each subgroup is assumed predetermined, hence
fitness can be treated as depending only on the composition of the population.

Let /""*•' = {l,...,n + 1} and let z = (xi, ...,z,,+i) denote a vector of
population shares. Then, z G S" = {j/ G »"+' | % > 0 for all j € J"+\
5Zl=i' 2/i = !}• We suppress time-notations whenever possible. For z,y G
9R"+\ the inner product is denoted by z • y and z < y means Zj < t̂  for
al i i G /"+'. The component j G /"+' of e, G S" is equal to one. The
(n + l)-vector of zeroes is denoted by 0"+*. For a G 3J we define sign a by
.sign a = 1 if a > 0, sign a = — 1 if a < 0, sign a = 0 if a = 0.

Let £ : S" —> SR""*"* be a fitness function, i.e., a function attributing
to every subgroup its fitness at each state. We assume that this function
is continuous and captures all relevant influences. The relative fitness
function / : 5" -» 5R"+* is given by:

/,(z) = £<(z) - 2 ] x,-£7,-(x), for all i G /"+* and z G S". (3.1)
jg/n+l

Every relative fitness function is continuous and satisfies complementarity,
i.e., z-/(:r) = 0 for all z G S". In the sequel, we treat relative fitness functions
as if characterized by continuity and complementarity.

To model the evolution of the composition of the population, we consider
a dynamic process represented by the following system of n + 1 autonomous
differential equations:

f-JTM (3.2)
for all i 6 S". where | = ( ^ ^ " ) = (tf,(x) ff_+i(i)) = #(x)
notes the continuous-time changes of the population shares of all subgroups.
Dynamics are admissible if in Equation (3.2)
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a. / / is (Lipschitz) continuous, .

b. E."=i' #.(*) = 0 for all i € 5", and tf,(x) = 0 whenever x̂  = 0.

A trajectory under the dynamics // is a sequence of points, {x(t)},>o, being
a solution to x(0) = xo € 5" and Equation (3.2) for all / > 0. Under
(Lipschitz) continuity, existence (and uniqueness) of a solution is guaranteed
(cf., e.g., Hirsch & Smale [1974], Perko [1993]). Conditions (a) and (b)
guarantee that the dynamics never leave the n-diinensional unit, simplex.

To connect evolutionary dynamics with the payoff structure, i.e., the rel-
ative fitness ftinction, we introduce the concept of sign-compatibility, revolu-
tionary dynamics are sign-compatible if they are admissible and satisfy:

c. sign //,(x) = si^n /,(x) whenever x, > 0.

Evolutionary dynamics are weakly sign-compatible if they are admissible
and satisfy that, at each state x, there exists at least one i € /"+' such that:

c'. #i(x) > 0 implies /,(x) > 0.

For sign-compatible evolutionary dynamics, the change in population share
of each subgroup with positive population share corresponds in sign with its
relative fitness. For weakly sign-compatible dynamics there must be at, least
one subgroup at each state for which this holds.

Sign-compatible dynamics are closely related to sign-preserving dynamics
(Nachbar [1990]), and slightly less general than SPS-dynamies (Ritzberger &
Weibull [1995]). Sign-compatible dynamics are weakly compatible (Friedman
[1991]), moreover they are myopic adjustment dynamics (Swinkels [1993]).
Aggregate monotonic dynamics (Samuelson & Zhang [1992]) are sign-compat-
ible (Ritzberger & Weibull [1993]). Myopic adjustment dynamics (Swinkels
[1993]), best-response dynamics (Gilboa& Matsui [1991], Matsui [1992]), and
continuous fictitious-play dynamics (e.g., Rosenmuller [1971]) are weakly-
compatible, not sign-compatible.

The state y 6 5" is a fixed point if //(j/) = 0"+'. A fixed point is a
limit point if there exists at least one trajectory that did not start in it,
converges to it. A fixed point is stable if any trajectory starting sufficiently
close to it remains nearby forever. A fixed point is unstable if it is not
stable. A stable fixed point is asymptotically stable if it is a limit point
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of all trajectories starting nearby. For formal definitions we refer to Hirsch
& Smale [1974].

The state y 6 S" is a saturated equilibrium if /(y) < 0""*"' (Hofbauer &
Sigmiuul [1988]). A saturated equilibrium y is strict if /,(y) = 0 for precisely
one j G /""*•'. At a saturated equilibrium each subgroup with positive popu-
lation share has highest fitness. Any subgroup with below-average-fitness has
population share equal to zero. For symmetric evolutionary matrix games
with inheritable fixed pure strategies, each (strict) Nash equilibrium corre-
sponds with a (strict) saturated equilibrium. The following lists relations
between concepts. Proofs can be found in Section 3.5, the appendix to this
chapter.

Proposition 3.1 f/j 77ierr exists a£ /east one saturated e<7ut/i6rium; every
.saturated C(?m/t6ritmi w a vertex.

^ For u>eaA:/y sign-compatifc/e dj/rmmica it /io/ds t/iat:

o. Eac/i saturated egui/i6rium is a /ixed point;

6. Eac/i strict saturated egm/ibhum is asymptotzcaZ/y sta&Ze.

f3j For si^n-compati6/e dynamics it /io/ds t/iat:

a. Every sta6/e yixed point is a saturated egui/i&rium;

6. Every iimit point o/ an interior trajectory is a saturated egui/ifc-

rium.

A fixed point y € 5", is defined to be an evolu t ionary stable equilibrium
if there exists an open neighborhood [/ C S" of y satisfying

(y - z) • //(x) > 0 for all x G f/\{y}. (3.3)

A fixed point y G S", is defined to be a generalized evolutionarily stable
state if there exists an open neighborhood [/ C 5" of y satisfying

( y - x ) - / ( x ) >Ofor a l l x€ f/\{y}. (3.4)

The former concept is new in evolutionary modelling as far as we know. The
latter one generalizes the evolutionarily stable strategy (cf. Maynard Smith
[1982], Hofbauer & Sigmund [1988]). For symmetric evolutionary matrix
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games with inheritable fixed strategies each evohitioiiarily stable strategy
corresponds with a generalized evolutionary stable state.

If Equation (3.3) or Equation (3.4) holds for an open neighborhood of
a saturated equilibrium, then no other saturated equilibrium exists in this
neighborhood. For a population consisting of at most two subgroups, the
asymptotically stable fixed points, the evohitioiiarily stable equilibria, mid
generalized evolutionary stable states toincide for all weakly compatible
dynamics.

Given some relative fitness function and admissible dynamics, let 55A7\
E5E, ASFP, SFP, GESS, SAT, LP,«, and F P denote the set* of all strict
saturated equilibria, evolutionary stable equilibria, asymptotically stable
fixed points, stable fixed points, generalized evohitioiiarily stable statist, sat-
urated equilibria, limit points of interior trajectories, and fixed points, re-
spectively. Connections between these sets are summarized in the following.

Proposition 3.2 For t/ie sets ît»en atove, it Zio/ds t/iat:

W SSAT C GE55 C SAT;

For weaA:/y si^n-compah6/e dynamics :
55AT C A5FP; E5E C A5FP; 5 AT C FP; A5FP C LP,̂  C FP;

For si^n-compa^i6/e dynamics :
55AT C E5E C A5FP C S F P C 5AT C F P ;
A5FP C LP,,,, C 5AT.

The proof of Proposition 3.2 implies that the Euclidean distance is a Lya-
punov function near an evolutionary stable equilibrium. Hence, we have
the following.

Corollary 3.3 77ie F/UcZidean distance £o an evo/u£ionart/y ,s<afc/f
num decreases mono£onica//y in (tme a/ong any £ra/ec£ory starting

c/ose io ii.

Corollary 3.3 is sufficient for asymptotic stability, but it is not a necessary
condition. It may happen that trajectories which start near an asymptoti-
cally stable fixed point, move quite far away from it before converging. Hence,
evolutionary stability is a more stringent requirement than asymptotic stabil-
ity. Weissing [1990] makes a similar distinction between evolutionary stability
and asymptotic stability.
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An advantage of the definition of evolutionary stability with Equation
(3.3) is that it immediately implies asymptotic dynamic stability for the
dynamics at hand, as well as monotonic convergence of all trajectories suf-
ficiently nearby. Furthermore, the concept is applicable to all (weakly sign-
compatible) dynamics. A disadvantage is that the dynamics must be known
to eHtablish the status of a saturated equilibrium with respect to this type
of evolutionary stability. Often, the payoffs on strategical interactions are
better known than how to translate their effects into changes in the com-
position of the population. It should be noted that a saturated equilibrium
for given (weakly) sign-compatible dynamics may be an evolutionary stable
equilibrium, but not for other dynamics within this class (see also Ritzberger
& Wcibull [1995]).

Except for the strict saturated equilibrium, discrepancies exist between
static and dynamic evolutionary stability in general. One way of dealing with
tluwe discrepancies is to follow Friedman [1991], who defines all asymptoti-
cally stable fixed points of evolutionary dynamics as 'evolutionary equilibria'.
Hence, in our terminology Friedman has:

SSAT C EE = ASFP C S F P C SAT C FP,

where EE is the set of all evolutionary equilibria. Gilboa & Matsui [1991],
Matsui [1992] define (set-valued) equilibrium concepts in terms of the dy-
namics as follows. A strategy is called (e-)accessible from another strategy if
there exists a path under (perturbed) best-response dynamics from the latter
to the former. A set of strategies is called cyclically stable if no strategy out-
side the set is (€-)aecessible from inside this set and each pair of strategies in
the set is (e-) accessible from one to the other and vice versa. If a cyclically
stable set is a singleton, it is called a socially stable strategy. Each socially
stable strategy is a saturated equilibrium in our terminology, hence Matsui
[1992] has:

SSS C CSS / SAT and SSAT C SSS = L P C SAT,

where SSS is the set of socially stable strategies and CSS is the set of
cyclically stable sets.

Three approaches differ from the standard approach, where evolutionary
stability is defined in terms of conditions on the payoff structure (cf. Maynard
Smith & Price [1973]). We regard the evolutionarily stable eqmlibrium as
being in line with the approaches of Friedman [1991], Gilboa & Matsui [1991],
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and Matsiii [1992]. The generalized evolutionary stable state is in line with
Maynard Smith & Price [1973]. For the replicator dynamics, we have the
following. • • » - • . . > t - . •

Proposition 3.4 Every oenera/tzed evo/uticman/y sta6/e sfa^e is on asymp-
lotica//y sta6/e _ îed point o/ t/ie rep/icator rfynamics.

Remark 1 Let a ne/atiwe /itness /unction / : 5 " - » R " * ' 6e t̂ven 6y:

(n+1 \ /n+1

E J ( Ew an (m + 1) x (m + l)-matnx, and a* € £"* M <A
o/su6groupA:6 /"+'. Lef C = [*', a*, .„,«"+>] 6e <AP (m+1) x

o6<awed 6y faAnn̂  t/ie .strategy *',•••, s""*"' as tt« n + 1 co/umru. i'/ien,
/or y € 5" £Ae /o//o«nno t«;o statements ane e^utvaient:

• 2/ ts a saturated egut/t6rium unt/i respect to / ;

• (y, y) is a MLS/I e^ui/ifcnum zn tAe symmetrtr 6t-matrir jome

5ee a/so Bomze fi/ Van Damme //092/. •

3.2.2 Evolutionary dynamics and tatonnements

Mathematical analogies exist between concepts in evolutionary modelling
and concepts in general equilibrium theory. Sonnenschein [1972, 1973), Man-
tel [1974], and Debreu [1974] show that, any function satisfying continuity
and complementarity can be an excess demand function for a pure exchange
economy with prices normalized to the unit simplex, on an arbitrarily large
subset of the interior of this unit simplex. Hence, a relative fitness func-
tion may be analyzed as an excess demand function on the unit simplex.
Further analogies follow from there. A Walras equilibrium corresponds with
a saturated equilibrium and weakly sign-compatible dynamics correspond
with tatonnement processes (cf. Uzawa [1961]). For an overview on general
equilibrium theory, we refer to, e.g., Arrow & Hahn [1971].

A saturated eqiulibrium is called regular if the Jacobian matrix of the
relative fitness fimction at this point exists and if the determinant of the n x n-
submatrix of the Jacobian obtained by deleting the last row and column, is
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nonzero. If each saturated equilibrium is regular, then their number is finite
(Debreii [1970]) and odd (Dierker [1972], Hofbauer & Sigmund [1988]). The
relative fitness function / is strongly cooperative (competitive)' if it is
differentiable and satisfies for all interior states i and all i ^ j , i, j € /""•"'

> « ) 0. (3.5)

The interpretation of Eq. (3.5) is straightforward: in the strongly cooper-
ative (competitive) case if the population share of one subgroup increases,
then the relative fitnesses of all other subgroups increase (decrease). The
conditions for strong cooperativeness and gross substitutability are mathe-
matically equivalent, s(*> also Arrow et a/. [1959], where it is shown that
gross substitutability of an excess demand function implies uniqueness of a
Walnus equilibrium. Hence, the next two lemmas follow immediately.

Lemma 3.5 For a .s£nm<//y cooperative ^competitive,) re/aht/e _/i<ne5s /unc-
tion: i/ t/iere exists an interior .saturated egm/i&hum, t/ien it is t/ie unigue

T- .saturated w/ui/i6num.

Uzawa [1961] links conditions for uniqueness of a saturated equilibrium to
asymptotic stability (complete instability) of a saturated equilibrium for sign-
compatible dynamics.

Lemma 3.6 For a strom//y cooperative (competitive,) re/ative /itness /unc-
tion: i/ t/iere e:rist.s an interior saturated egui/i&rium, t/ien eac/i trajectory o/
si(/n-fompati6/e dynamics _/rom t/ie interior o/S" converges to fmoves away
yrom^ it.

In Uzawa's proof, sign-compatibility takes such a prominent role that there
is little hope to generalize Lemma 3.6 for weakly sign-compatible dynamics.
Uniqueness of an interior saturated equilibrium need not hold, if strong co-
operativeness (competitiveness) is slightly weakened to ^ ^ (<) 0 for all
i ^ j and for all x 6 S". However, all trajectories for sign-compatible dy-
namics starting in the interior of 5" converge to some fixed point (cf. Uzawa
[1961]).

'Hofbauer &: Sigmund [1988] use the terms cooperative and competitive for slightly dif-
ferent evolutionary systems. However, for the replicator dynamics examined by Hofbauer
& Sigmund, our Equation (3.5) is equivalent to their definition.
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For sign-compatible dynamics a necessary and sufficient condition for
permanence is that the relative fitness is positive for any subgroup whose
population share is close to zero. Permanence implies that no boundary
saturated equilibrium is reached by any interior trajectory, and a uniform
lower bound exists for the population share of all subgroujxs in the long
run (cf. Hofbauer & Sigmund [1988]). If a strongly cooperative system is
permanent, then there exists one saturated equilibrium which is an interior
state and a global attractor for the entire interior of the state space.

The problem of finding a saturated equilibrium is known in the literature
as a nonlinear complementarity problem. For symmetric evolutionary bi-
matrix games Jansen's algorithm [1987] may be used, and its solution may
give answers on the stability for the replicator dynamics. Van dni Kl/.en &
Talman [1991] give an algorithm to find a perfect. Nash equilibrium for bi-
matrix games, hence it may be used to compute a saturated equilibrium for
asymmetric evolutionary bi-matrix games. For nonlinear fitness functions, we
must turn to more powerful methods, e.g., Doup e( a/. [1987]. Marker & Pang
[1990] list additional conditions which may be translated to conditions on
evolutionary systems which guarantee uniqueness and stability of saturated
equilibria, and may simultaneously facilitate the computation of a saturate*!
equilibrium.

Simulation of continuous-time dynamics by a discrete approximation in
order to find fixed points of dynamics involves certain caveats. Saari [1985]
implies that the (informational) requirements necessary to guarantee conver-
gence to a saturated equilibrium are generally not met by evolutionary dy-
namics used in simulations. Pseudo-convergence (cf., e.g., Nachbar [1992]) is
an annoying problem in simulation: for long periods the dynamics appear to
converge to a state which is not a limit point, of the simulated dynamics. Cy-
cling, i.e., a sequence of points being repeated an infinite number of times, is
another common pitfall in simulation. Simulated dynamics may cycle, while
the real dynamics do not. For evolutionary games where continuous-time
dynamics admit stable limit cycles only for populations with at, least four
subgroups (cf. Zeeman [1980], Hofbauer [1981a]), Weissing [1990] shows ex-
istence of stable limit cycles already for populations with three subgroups for
discrete dynamics. Even worse, Weissing [1990] shows that for continuous
dynamics converging to an interior fixed point, the discrete analogue may
spiral outward (Dekel & Scotchmer [1992], Cabrales & Sobel [1992]).

For higher-dimensional models complexity problems increase in general,
and existence of strange attractors, or even chaos must be anticipated for the
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continuous-time dynamics, and increasingly so for discrete-time dynamics.
Little is known about the behavior of discrete approximations of continuous
dynamics in the presence of strange attractors in general, and even less is
known about the relation between the qualitative behaviors of continuous
dynamics and their discrete approximations.

3.3 Population dynamics and myopic learn-
ing

3.3.1 The model

We consider a population with n + 1 distinguishable, interacting subgroups,
where n is a non-negative integer. The population and its subgroups are
assumed to consist of very large? numbers of randomly mixing boundedly
rational individuals, who can react only to the current strategic environment.
Subgroup i is assumed to have m̂  + 1 actions available with obviously m* a
nonnegative integer.

The state space is the Cartesian product of one n-dimensional unit
simplex and n + 1 unit simplices of (possibly) different dimension, and will
be denoted by

n+l

An element of S is denoted by an ordered pair, say (x, s), where a; € 5" is an
(n -I- l)-vector of population shares, and s = ( s \ ..., s"+*) e n?=o* 5"** is the
Cartesian product of n + l vectors representing the strategies employed by the
n + 1 subgroups. Obviously, the composition of the population over its n + l
subgroups, is characterized by the vector i 6 5". The strategy s' G 5"*', for
t € 7"+\ is the (possibly) mixed strategy used by subgroup i. Time notations
are suppressed when confusion is unlikely. Let (x, s), (y,u) € E, and p be a
positive integer, then the p-distance between (x, s) and (y, u) is given by

n+l n+l m, + l

][;|x,-y, |" + £ £ | 4 " <
i = l »=1 h = l

We refer to the 2-distanee as the Euclidean distance, and we define doo(, •) =
liirip—oo dp(> •)• The j-th unit vector in 9?''"'"', is denoted by e,, and the zero-
vector is denoted by (V"*"'.
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The fitness function £": H —» §?"•*"' is a continuous function Attributing
to every subgroup in the population, its fitness for every state. The fitness of
a subgroup can be regarded as its (expected) average number of offspring, or
alternatively, as a measure of potential to reproduce or grow. The relative
fitness function (Joosten [1996]) is the function / : E —»JR"*' given by

/,(x,s) = £,(x,a) - £ x , E , ( x , s ) for all (x,a) € E, i € /"+>. (3.6)

Let 7r' : E —> S?"***', for each i € /"+', be a continuous payoff function,
where the /i-th component of TT'(X, s) denotes subgroup i's payoff on pure
action /i G /"*•"•"' at state (x, s) € E. Then, for each subgroup i € /"*', the
relative payoff function o' : E —> JR"**"*"' is given by

gj,(x,s) = <(x,a) - * £ «;<(x,a) for all (x,«) € S, /i € 7"*+>. (3.7)
fc-i

Note that for all (x, s) G S : x • /(x, s) = 0 and s' • #*(x, s) = 0 for all i <= /"+'.
Furthermore, the relative fitness function and the relative payoff functions
;ue continuous.

Remark 2 We a//o«; /or arfti^ran/ 7TeZa<t?;r /î ne.s.s /unriion.s and n?/a/!t«r pay-
"j^/"^c<ions. Connecttorw 6e£ween </ie paj/Oj^/unchon and i/ie yifnc.s.<*/«nc-
tion o/ eac/i suft^roup s/iou/d 6e assumed. For instance, /ei (x, s) € E, f/ien
Zei s|iw' /or a// i € / "+ ' 6e ^tuen 6y

A p/attsi6/e connection 6eiu;een t/ie paj/oj's and i/ie^<ness o/su6yroup i €
is

E<(x, s) - £,(z, s|w') = A (s< • TT'(X, s) - u;' • TT'(X, a|

/or a// (x, s), (x,s|ty*) € E, un£/i given /?j > 0. //ence, i/s<ra<egj/ to' gives a
/lig/ier payo^ to i € /""*"' i/ian s' does, f/ien i/ic s£rategy tw' yie/d.« a /lig/ter
/iiness f/ian siraieoy s' does.
An aiferTiafive connection 6etit;een paj/o^s and neZative _^tness o/ i € 7""*"' w

* • 7T*(X, S) - to' • 7T«(X, « |

/or a// (x, s), (x, s|u;') € E, unt/i oiven ft > 0. //ence, i/u;' improve.* <m&</roup
i 's payOjfl's ne/ative to s', t/ien its ne/ative /itness increase*. Note t/iat (K) does
not imp/y (D), nor does (D) imp/y (N). •
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To model the evolution of the composition of the population over its sub-
groups, we consider a dynamic process represented by the following (n + 1)-
system of autonomojis differential equations:

^ = /7(x, s) for all (x, s) € 2, (3.8)
at

Where / / : 2 - «-+», and J = ( )
To model the evolution of the strategies employed by the n + 1 subgroups,

we consider a dynamic process represented by the following fe"=T/(mi + 1)J-
syHtem of autonomous differential equations:

=£• = C(z,«) for all (x,a) e 2, i € / " + \ (3.9)
at

where G : E - * - + ', and £ = ( )
The evolutionary model consists of two subsystems determined by Equations
(3.8) and (3.9), respectively. The subsystem determined by Equation (3.8)
is called the population dynamics in the sequel, and the one determined by
Equation (3.9) is called the learning dynamics. We assume the subsystems
to be interactive. Changes in the composition of the population may change
the strategic environment, as may changes in the strategies used by the
subgroups. The influence of one individual on the strategic environment
is assumed negligeable in the short run.

The evolutionary dynamics represented by Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are
admissible if:

a. / / and G\ for all i G /""*"', are (Lipschitz) continuous on S,

b. Er=V #(* .«) = 0 and £ £ + ' G£(x, s) = 0 for all (i , 5) G E, j 6 /»+*,

c. Gj,(i,s) > 0 whenever sj, = 0,

d. //i(x, s) = 0 whenever x, = 0.

A trajectory under the dynamical system described by Equations (3.8) and
(3.9) is a sequence of points, {(x(f), s(f))},>o, being a solution to (x(0), s(0)) =
(xo,so) € E and Equations (3.8) and (3.9) for all t > 0. Under Property (a),
i.e., (Lipschitz) continuity, existence (and uniqueness) of a solution is guar-
anteed (cf., e.g., Hirsch & Smale [1974]). Properties (c) and (d) are boundary
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conditions. They differ because for the population dynamics it is
that extinct subgroups remain instinct (forward invariance). Fbr learning
dynamics, forward invariance seems rather strong.

To connect the dynamics to the payoff structure, i.e., the relative fitness
function and the relative payoff functions, we introduce the concepts of sign-
compatibility and weak sign-compatibility. Dynamics given by Equations
(3.8) and (3.9) are sign-compatible if they are admissible and satisfy:

e. st<7n //j(x, s) = sign /,(x,s) whenever x* > 0,

f. si(jn GJ,(x,s) = st^n <^(x,s) whenever sj, > 0.

Dynamics in Equations (3.8) and (3.9) are weakly sign-compatible if they
are admissible and satisfy for all (x, s) G E:

e'. atyn /7,(x, s) = siyn /,(x, s) > 0 for at least one t € /""*•',

P. sign G{(x,s) = si^n p£(x,s) > 0 for at least one /i G 7"*J+\ for all

In the following example, we derive population dynamics and learning
dynamics step-by-step from the payoff structure of an evolutionary game.

Example 3.1 We consider a very large population consisting of two very
large distinguishable, strategically interacting subgroups. Each individual in
either subgroup has two actions available. Then, the state space is given by
E = S' x S' x S'. Clearly, any state (x,s',s^) € E, is characterized by the
tuple (xi,s},s,) € [0, lp. This allows us to represent the state space E by a
cube. See for a graphical representation of the state space Figure 3.2.
To derive the payoff functions 7r' and 7^, we introduce the notion of the
average strategy. If any individual in the population is matched with an
individual of subgroup 1, with a probability equal to i i , and is matched with
an individual of subgroup 2 with a probability equal to (1 — xj), then the
(expected) strategy against which each individual in the population plays,
is the average strategy. Gilboa & Matsui [1992] show that this procedure
is jiistified if the subgroups are very large. For the state characterized by
(xi,s},Sj) G [0,1]"\ the average strategy is given by

S(x,,s},S?) - *,«» + (1 - *„ • - _ „ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ j _ ^
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Let the following matrices ; M I c : uv

0 2
1 0

0 1
2 0

represent the payoffs of subgroup 1 and subgroup 2 respectively, to be inter-
preted as follows. If an individual in subgroup 1 uses action 1 and the popula-

[ 3 -I

f = 2"
4 J

If he uses action 2 his (expected) payoff is | . For an individual in subgroup 2,
the payoffs are | on action 1, and | on action 2. Thus, the payoff functions
for the both subgroups are given by

»r'(x,,«{,«?) = A\S(z,,s}X) for all (x,,a},a?) € [0,1]*, i = 1,2.

Equating fitness for both subgroups to their average payoff yields

^(i,,«},fl?) = «*.w'(x,,«},«?)forall(x,,a},a;)G[0,l]', i = 1,2.

Hence, the relative fitness function evaluated for (xi,s},sj) € [0, lp , is:

The relative payoff functions evaluated for (xi, s}, sf) € [0,1]^ are given by

The population dynamics are represented by

The learning dynamics for both subgroups are given by: . .. .

.. — '*i5n^i)*i!*i; — ,. > i — i ,* .

Several calculations yield:

= xi (1 - x,) (s{ - s?) (2 - xi + 3x,a? - 3xis} - 3s?) ,

^ = s} (l - «}) (2 + 3*,5? - 3x,a} - 3*?) ,
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3.3.2 Fixed points of the dynamical system t 1

In this section, we formulate fixed point concepts for the dynamical system.
Several are standard and may be found in textbooks, e.g.. Hirsch & Smale
[1974]. Other concepts are less standard, but. relevant, in the analysis of evo-
lutionary systems. In Joosten [1996], we examine the saturated equilibrium
(Hofbauer & Sigmund [1988]) and define the evolutionary stable equilibrium
and the generalized evolutionary stable state. We generalize these concepts
to the present model.

The state (y,u) € H is a fixed point if //(y,u) = 0"+* and G'(y,u) =
Qm,+i fa,, jji j g jn+i ^ ftxgjj point (y,u) is a limit point if a trajec-
tory {(x(f.),s(O)}«>o exists satisfying (x(0),s(0)) e E\{(y,u)} and (y,u) «
limt_oo(^(^).«(0)- A fixed point (y,u) € E is stable, if for any neighbor-
hood (/ C 5of (y,u), there exists an open neighborhood V C (/ of (y,u),
such that any trajectory starting in V remains in [/. A stable fixixl point
is asymptotically stable, if an open neighborhood W of (y, u) exists such
that (t/,u) is a limit point for every trajectory starting in IV.

Let (y, u) 6 E, then u' is a myopic best-response for subgroup t 6 /"+',
if

< > 0 implies ^(y.u) =

In that, case, we write u' € M£fl,(y,ti). If u' G MBfi,(y,u) for all ?; 6 /"+',
we use the notation u € MZ?/?(y, u).

A state (y, u) € E is a saturated equilibrium if:

/(y,u) < 0"+* and g'(y,«) < 0"*-+' for all i G /"+'.

At a saturated equilibrium 'extinction of the less fit' holds: Each subgroup
with less than highest fitness has population share zero. Furthermore, each
subgroup employs a myopic best-response. So, if (y, u) G E is a saturated
equilibrium, then u € M5jR(y,u). A saturated equilibrium (y, u) is strict if

/L one /i, € /"**' for all t € /"+'.

A saturated equilibrium (y, u) is monopolistic if

/t(y,«) = 0 for precisely one i 6

The following proposition summarizes the relations.
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Proposition 3.7 For t/ie evo/uttonarj/ mode/ o/ t/iis section: i . ,\

77iere exists a< /eas£ one 5aiura<ed eout/i&num; ''

For u/eaJfc/y *iffn-compa î6/e dt/namic5 if /toids t/iat; ;

o. Eac/i saturated e^ui/tfthum is a/iied pozn<;

6. Every monopo/is<ic and strict saturated eoui/i6rium is asj/mptoti-

^ For ston-compafi6/e dynamics it /io/ds t/iat:

a. Every .stafc/e /iied point w a saturated

6. Eve?T/ /imif point o/ an interior trajectory is a saturated eoui/ife-
rium.

Not every trajectory converges, nor need it be that, any trajectory not starting
in a fixed point, converges (see Figure 3.1). Stable fixed points need not be
limit points, and limit, points may be unstable.

A fixed point (y, u) G E is defined to be an evolutionarily stable equi-
librium if an open neighborhood {/ C S of (y, u) exists, satisfying

n+l
- 4 G ' ( i , s ) > Ofor all (i ,s) e t/\{(y,u)}. (3.10)

A fix(xl i)oint (y, u) e 5 is defined to be a generalized evolutionarily
stable state if an open neighborhood [/ C E of (y, u) exists, satisfying

! , u ) } . (3.11)

For given relative fitness function and admissible dynamics, let the sets of all
fixed points, saturated equilibria, monopolistic and strict, saturated equilib-
ria, stable fixed points, asymptotically stable fixed points, generalized evo-
lutionarily stable states, and evolutionarily stable equilibria be denoted by
FP, SAT, MSSAT, 5FP , A5FP, GESS, and ESE, respectively. Further-
more, let. LP,,,t denote the set of all limit points of trajectories starting in the
interior of the state space. Then, the following lists the connections between
these sets.
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d.e,).

- • - ' 1

Figure 3.1: Arrowheads indicate directions of the dynamics. Note that n = 0
and m = 2. The state (l,u) is the unique saturated equilibrium, but it is
not stable. All trajectories converge to the dotted cycle.

Proposition 3.8 fbr /Tie sete git/en afcove, t< /10/ds

^ ; A/55 AT C GE55 C 5AT;

^ For tueaWy 5i^n-compa^i6/e dj/nomtcs :

A/55 AT C E5E C A5FP C 5 F P C FP;

5AT C FP; A5FP C LP^e C FP;

For st</n-compa£:Me dynamic* :

A/55 AT C E5E C A5FP C 5 F P C 5AT C FP;

A5FP C L P ^ C 5AT;

For f/ie nep/tcafor dynamics : GE55 C A5FP.
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Note that a monopolistic and strict saturated equilibrium possesses all 'de-
sirable' dynamic convergence properties for (weakly) sign-compatible. It sat-
isfies furthermore the conditions on the payoff structure guaranteeing evo-
lutionary stability as formalized by the concept of generalized evolutionary
stability. The proof of Proposition 3.8 implies that for each evolutionary
stable equilibrium the Euclidean distance is a Lyapunov function. This leads
to the following.

Corollary 3.9 T/ie F/Uc/idean distance to an evo/utionari/y sta6/e efluz/i&-
7ium decreases monotonica//y in time aiong eac/i trajectory starting su^-
cient/y c/ose to it.

An asymptotically stable fixed point need not, be an evolutionarily stable
equilibrium. For an evolutionarily stable equilibrium no trajectory starting
'sufficiently' close to it, moves away from it before converging. This is not
precluded by asymptotic stability. In the following, we examine fixed points
of the dynamic system for Example 3.1.

Example 3.2. We continue Example 3.1. At any fixed point (x,s) =
((xi, 1 — Xi), (s}, 1 — s}), (s?, 1 — s?)) of the dynamical system:

— = xi (1 — xi) fs{ — s?) ^2 — Xi + 3xiS? — 3xis} — 3s?) = 0,

-7^ = s} f 1 — s}) (2 + 3xis? — 3xjs} — 3s?) = 0 ,

^ = a? (l - a?) (l + 3x,s? - 3xi5} - 3s?) - 0.

Several calculations show that the set of fixed points is the union of twelve
compact, convex sets.

F P = {(ei.ei.cj)} U {(ci.ca.e,)} U {(ca,e,,e2)} U {(ej.ea.ei)} U

{((A, 1 - A) ,ei,c,) | A 6 [0,1]} U {((A, 1 - A) .ea.ca) | A € [0,1]}U
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(0.0.1W

(0,0,1/3)*

(0,0,0)

(0,1.1),

(1/2.0,1)
• • - ^ <

(0.1.1/3)

, ., ^i .o)

rfi.0.1)

(1/2,1. C
• ><

(1.1.1)

<1.2/3.1)

') I (1.1.0)

XJ(1.2/3,0)

(1.0.0)

Figure 3.2: The state space represented by the unit-cube. A point (x,j/,z)
in the unit cube, corresponds with a state ((x, 1 — x),(y, 1 - y), (2,1 - 2)).
The sets of fixed points are denoted by heavily drawn lines and dots. The
saturated equilibrium characterized by (^,1,0) is an evolutionary stable
equilibrium as well as a generalized evolutionarily stable state.

For an illustration we refer to Figure 3.2. Note that no interior fixed points
exist. Furthermore, we find

This saturated equilibrium is strict, but not monopolize. Moreover, it is
an evo/uftonari/j/ s£a6/e egui/tohum, hence it is asj/mp£o£tca//j/ slao/e. It is
also a generalized et>o/u£tonari/y s£a/>/e s£a<e. Note that each generalized
evolutionarily stable state must be an isolated saturated equilibrium, hence
it is the unique generalized evolutionarily stable state. Consequenly,

= GE55 = A5FP = 5 F P = 5AT.

The fixed points which are not saturated equilibria, are
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Remark 3 77ie computations /or £zamp/e 5.2 are raf/ier fedious. 77ie cir-
cum.stanr:e t/iat inferior /iied points do not eiisf in t/iis ezamp/e, simp/i/ies
ca/ru/ahons con«idera6/y. Finding a saturated e</m/i6num /or /uc/ner dimen-
siona/ mode/s, or even /mdino an interior saturated a/ui/zorium /or a /ou;-
dimenszona/ mode/ simi/ar to Eiamp/e 5.2, may 6e otzite /lard. For suc/i
eases we reeommend t/ie a/</orit/im o/ Doup et a/.

3.3.3 Strategic stability versus dynamic stability

The most prominent equilibrium concepts in evolutionary game theory are
the Nash equilibrium and the evolutionarily stable strategy. The evolution-
arily stable strategy aims to formalize that if an invasion of one group of
mutants takes place, then the 'original' strategy fares better than the 'invad-
ing' strategy in the strategic environment that arises by this invasion. Hence,
the invaders are to be driven out under the selective pressures. However, the
evolutionarily stable strategy is defined as a static concept in Maynard Smith
& Price [1973] and dynamics were not used until Taylor & Jonker [1978].

The latter contribution introduced the replicator dynamics and showed
that each Nash equilibrium corresponds with a fixed point of these dynamics.
Moreover, each evolutionarily stable strategy in symmetric bimatrix games
corresponds with an asymptotically stable fixed point of the replicator dy-
namics. This formalized the notion of evolutionary stability as intended by
Maynard Smith and Price.

In this section, we examine the dynamical properties of strategic equilib-
ria, i.e., the Nash equilibrium and the evolutionarily stable strategy, in our
model. Let (y,u) G H, and recall that

u|«)'= (u\...,u'-\u;\u'+\...,tz"+i) for i € / "+ ' .

Then, the strategy x' G 5"** is a best-response of subgroup i, if

x' G argmax{«/ • 7r'(y,u|tu') | to' G

In that, case we write x' G BRj(y, u). We write u G #R(y, it) if x* G 5Rj(y, u)
for all i G /"+'. The state (y, u) G H is a Nash equilibrium if

u € B % , u ) . (3.12)

Generalizing the concept of the evolutionarily stable strategy is not straight-
forward. We chose a generalized version of Theorem 9.2.8 in Van Damme
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(1991), which is originally due to Hofbauer [1981b). The state (j/,u) 6 E is
an evolutionarily stable strategy, if u € Bfi(y.w), and additionally, if
there exists an open neighborhood <V C E of (y, u) sat isfying

u' • g'(z.s) > 0 for all (x,s) € £/\{(y,u)} whenever s' ^ u'. (3.13)

In our model, neither a Nash equilibrium, nor an evolutionarily stable strat-
egy need to be fixed points, since neither (3.12), nor (3.12) and (3.13) com-
bined, imply

/.(!/,«) = /,(V,«) for any pair t, j € /"+*, t ^ >,

hence it may occur that //,(y, u) ^ 0, or //,(y, u) ^ 0, or both.
Example 3.2 shows that a fixed point, which is an evolutionarily stable

strategy, need not be dynamically stable. Take namely, f«i«(§< 3)1 **a)» i-©-i
Xj = 1, s} = 5, sf = 0, which is a fixed point and an evolutionarily stable
strategy. However,

2 4

Hence, it is not a saturated equilibrium, and also dynamically unstable.
Example 3.2 furthermore shows that an evolutionarily stable equilibrium

need not be a Nash equilibrium, let alone an evolutionarily stable; strategy.
The unique evolutionarily stable equilibrium ( ( | , | ) »ei,C2j is an asymptot-
ically stable fixed point, hence all trajectories sufficiently nearby converge to
this evolutionarily stable equilibrium. However, it may be calculated^ that
Bi2i((|,i),c,,ea) = {(§,£)} 7̂  {ei} = A/flfl,((i,i),e,,e2). This implies
that we have shown the following.

Proposition 3.10 Le£ (y, u) 6e a saturated e r̂ui/ifenum, i/ien i< may ocrur

The state (y, u ) e H is called a Nash* equilibrium if

•^Subgroup l's payoffs are ^ s M ' s ' + |»M'e2 = j ^ ' i — 3(*})*)i which are maximized
for s} = §.
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The Nash* equilibrium is a 'crass-over' between a Nash equilibriiun in the
strategic part and a saturated equilibrium in the population dynamics part.
The state (y, u) € E is called an evolutionarily stable* strategy if an
open neighborhood £/ exists satisfying (3.12), (3.13) and additionally

(y - x) • /(x,a) > 0 for all (x,s) e £/\{(y,u)) whenever x ^ y. (3.14)

An evolutionarily stable* equilibrium is a 'cross-over' between the evolution-
arily stable strategy in the strategic part and a generalized evolutionarily
stable state in the population dynamics part. An interpretation of these
'hybrid' concepts is that additional to being a Nash equilibrium or an evolu-
tionarily stable strategy, all subgroups with positive population share have
maximum fitness. All subgroups with below maximal fitness have population
share zero. We now state the following, and the ensuing example will suffice
as proof.

Proposition 3.11 Le< (y,u) 6e a jVas/t* egut/iftnum, f/ien it may occur

Example 3.3. Let a population consist of three distinguishable subgroups
and let

- 1 13
0 10

5 5
0 -10

0 -10
5 5

be the matrices of payoffs of individuals in subgroup 1,2, and 3, respectively.
Consider the state (y,u) = ([fj), fjj, fjj] , (e2,ei,e2)) . Since, the average strat-
egy is given by S(y, u) = [5,5], we have

/,(y,u) = u'A'S(y.u) - £ > , (u'A'S(y,u)) = 0 for i 6 /».

Subgroups 2 and 3 use strictly dominant pure strategies. For subgroup 1, it

may be confirmed that £?Ri(y,u) = argmax{^sM's ' -I- sM' ' | s' G

S*} = {''2}- This implies that (y,u) is a Nash* equilibrium.
However, <7*(y,u) = ei, hence (y,u) is not a saturated equilibrium. •
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These propositions have important implications. Note that if A/£J/?(y,u) g
B/?(y,«) at a Nash* equilibrium, then it is dynamically unstable for sign-
compatible dynamics. Furthermore, if at a saturated equilibrium #/?(y,u) ^
A/B/?(y, u), there may exist, an interior trajectory of which this saturated
equilibrium is a limit point. In that, case, the system converges to a fixed
point which is not a Nash equilibrium. For the evolutionarily stable* strategy,
we have the following.

Proposition 3.12 Let (y, u) 6e an evo/utionari/y xtabfc * strategy, tAen (y,u)
ts a ^eneraiued enoiuhonan/y stable state.

The evolutionarily stable equilibrium in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 is a strict,
saturated equilibrium, but. it is not a Nash equilibrium, as we have shown.
Note however that any tnriiinrfuai m .s«fo7ro«/j / maximizes his payoff by
using action 1. This discrepancy between rationality on 'subgrou|>-level'
and 'individual-level', seems caused by the circumstance that no individual
has a significant influence on the strategic environment. If subgroup 1 were to
act as one rational player, then it. would indeed switch to the best-response,
and all individuals would improve. An individual's best-response is a myopic
optimal decision, hence it need not be automatically optimal for the entire
subgroup. A natural question is: How large must the fraction of subgroup
1 be such that, if this fraction were able to calculate* a best-response to
the current strategic environment, and switch to this best.-response, a shift,
occurs away from the myopic best-response? In the Examples 3.1 ans 3.2
this fraction of subgroup 1 should be larger than ^ for any shift away from
the myopic best-response to occur^. Hence, the arguments of Matsiii [1992]
motivates myopic best-response rather than best-response dynamics.

3.4 Discussion
A crucial assimiption iinderlying deterministic evolutionary processes is a
'large number' assumption similar to the ones we made. Formal justifica-
tions are given by e.g., Gilboa & Matsui [1992] and Boylan [1992]. Samuelson

*Given A € [0,1], the fraction of subgroup 1 which may revise its strategy at
( (5 .5 ) ,£1,62) < the problem which this fraction faces, given that subgroup 2 and the rent
of subgroup 1 stick to their strategies, is to find 5} maximizing ^-=A+;;.»j+2A.sj -^A(«j)*.
For A < ±, the solution is 5} = 1, for | < A < 1, the solution is «, = 5 + ^j .
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[1993] emphasizes that evolutionary models are sensitive to the limiting as-
sumptions explicitly and implicitly made. Usually time and population size
are taken to infinity in the limit, and perturbations in the selection process
and payoffs are taken to zero in the limit. Different evolutionary dynamics
may arise by taking limits in different orders.

If the population is not very large'* for example, the matching procedure
may not be approximated as implicitly assumed in this chapter. Noise may
furthermore be present in the learning process or selection process. Exam-
ples are Foster & Young [1990], Young [1993], Kandori e« a/. [1993], and
Binmore & Samuelson [1993]. Players may make a mistake and choose an
action which is not. a best response. Chance may influence natural as well
as market, selection. Payoffs may cause noise as well. Firstly, payoffs need
not be entirely deterministic. A model where the payoffs have a stochastic
component, is Fudenberg & Harris [1992]. Secondly, it may not. always be
justified to (Hjiuite payoffs and fitness. We may know (observe) the actual
payoffs, but we do not necessarily know how they translate into fitness which
driv<« the evolutionary process, see e.g., Binmore & Samuelson [1993].

The distinction between the long run and the ultra-long run is important.
For the long run, the starting point, and the dynamical system determine the
limiting outcome of the evolutionary process. For the ultra-long run, Young
[1993] and Kandori e£ a/. [1993] predict that generically the dynamical sys-
tem will be at one asymptotically stable fixed point, of the dynamics with
a proportion of the time going to unity as time goes to infinity. Crucial in
their approach is that, the asymptotically stable fixed point, having the largest
basin of attraction, is selected. Fudenberg &; Harris [1992] and Binmore &
Samuelson [1993] mention possible complications with respect to this predic-
tion. We give one with a similar flavor. Imagine a 'linear' fitness landscape
where attraetors are pits with constant slopes, and gravity forms the evo-
lutionary dynamics. Random shocks occur and generate an impulse on for
instance a ball. Then, there is a one-to-one connection between the size of a
baxin of attraction and the difficulty for the ball to escape the pit, by uphill-
climbing by random shocks. In a 'nonlinear' fitness landscape, the slope of

*Often alternative assumptions are introduced for populations which are 'not very large'
to replace the large number assumption, e.g., the assumption of the numbers of contests
being wry large. Furthermore, the unit of selection is often changed from individuals to
other variables, e.g., the biomass of the subgroups is sometimes taken in mathematical
ecology.
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the basin of attraction as well as its size matter. It may be harder to escape
from a small and deep pit than from a largo shallow one.

A recent development, is to focus on set-valued concepts, see e.g., Gilhoa
& Matsui [1991], Basu & Weibull [1991], Matsiii [1992], Rit/hen-er X- Weibull
[1995], Gaunersdorfer & Hofbauer [1995], and to motivate them .us nunoines
of evolutionary processes, i.e., inductive processes. This chapter adds a new
dimension to the problem which some of these new approaches aim to solve.
It suggests that the link between outcomes of evolutionary processes and
game-theoretical equilibria is particularly weak when there does not exist
a one-to-one relation between Nash equilibria and saturated equilibria. The
reason is that evolutionary dynamics are motivated by myopic and individual
strategic decisions, while dynamics leading to Nash equilibria may require a
higher level of reasoning, or a large degree of coordinated action.

3.5 Appendix
Proof of Proposition J.I (laj Sttuiifoni. (Ity ami
(2b) For the strict saturated equilibrium e,, let V : 5" —» 9?"+' be given by
V(z) = 1 - x_,. Then, K(x) > 0 for x ^ «„ and dV(x)/«ft = -fy(x). As
//,(x) > 0 for all x sufficiently near e,, asymptotic stability follows imme-
diately. (3a) Let. y be a stable fixed point and suppose; j € /"*' satisfies
/,(x) > 0. Then K(x) = x., > 0 for all x € ini 5", and dV(x)/<i* = //_,(x) >
0, for states x sufficiently near j / . Hence, y is unstable. This contradiction
implies /(y) < 0"+'. (3b) Straightforward. •

Proof of Proposition 3.2 (1) Straightforward. (2) 55/1T C ASFP,
C F P follow from Prop. 3.1; by definition ASFP C LP,^ C FP;
C A5FP follows from: Let y € £ S £ and let (/ c S" be an open

neighborhood of y where Eq. (3.3) holds. Then, K : (/ -» 3? given by V(x) =
E,"^/(y. - x,)* is a strict Lyapunov-function, since ^ ^ = -2^r=i'(yi ~
x,)//,(x) = -2(y - x) • //(x) < 0 for all x € t/\{y}. (3a) 55AT C F.5E:
Let y = ej € SSv4T, then there exists a neighborhood ( / c 5 " such that
x 6 (/\{y} implies (y, - x_,)//,(x) > 0 and (y, - x,)//,(x) > 0 for all i ^ j .
Hence, (y - x) • //(x) > 0 for all x 6 i/\{y}. (3b) Straightforward. •

Proof of Proposition 3.4 Without loss of generality we may assume that
y e £ S £ H mt(5"). Let {/ c int(5") where Eq. (3.4) holds. Define
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V : 1/ - H by V(i) = E?=i*Vi ln(z,-), hence V(x) < 0 for aU i e t/\{y}.
The replicator dynamics are given by G,(x) = Xi/,(x) for all i € /"+*, hence:
dK(z)/<ft = E S ' ifciG,-(z) = j / • /(z) = (y - z) • /(x) > 0 for all x e f/\{y}.
Clearly, V is maximized in y. <, . . •

Proof of Proposition 3.7 (1) Let Fo be the point-to-set-mapping from E
to the subsets of 6'", satisfying for every (x, s) 6 E:

Fo(x, a) = centre,, € 5" | £ (z , s) = max /,(x, s)}.

Let for each i € /""*"', Fj be the point-to-set-mapping from E to the subsets
of S""', satisfying F,(x,s) = com;{e>, e S™* | ^ (x , s ) = max^,m,+i ^ (x , s )} .
Let F be the point-to-set-mapping from E to the subsets of E, for every
(z, a) 6 E given by F(x, .s) = n?=o ^ (^ - *)• The mappings Fo, Fj,..., F«+i are
nonempty-valued, convex-valued, compact-valued, and upper-semi-continuous
by construction, hence F as well. Since E is compact and convex, by Kaku-
tani's fixwl-point theorem (i/,u) G E exists, satisfying:

(y,u) € F(y,u).

Hence, j/j > 0 implies /,-(j/,u) = maxjg/n+i / i(y,u), and uJi > 0 implies
</J>(2/>") = maxfcg/m.+i #i(y,u). Let Co = maxjg/n+i/i(y,u), and let. for all
i € /"+*, Cj = maxfcg;mj+i ^ ( y , u ) . Since (y,u) € F(y ,u) , it follows that

n+l m, + l

X! V*/I(J/> ") = ^0' ^ d Z ! "fc^i(y»**) = ^ for all i

From y • /(y,u) = 0, and u* • #'(y,tz) = 0 for all i € 7"+\ it follows that
co = c< = 0 for all £ € /"+*. Hence, /(y,u) < 0"+\ and ^(j/,u) < 0"̂ +^ for
all i e /"+'.
(2a) Straightforward. (2b) Let (y, u) be a monopolistic and strict saturated
equilibrium. Then, there exist one i* G /""*"* and for each i € /"+*, one
j * € /"""*"\ satisfying y = ej. and u* = ej«. We show that V : S —> 9? given
by

n+l

i = l

is a Lyapmiov function on s near (y, u). Note that, ^-JJ = —//<-(x, s) —
j.(x,s) < 0 for (x,s) -» (y,u), since near (y,u), /,-(x,s) is the
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unique positive component of / (z ,s) and similarly for every t €
</j.(j,s) is the unique positive component of (/'(j, s).
(3a) Let. (y,u) € E be a stable fixed point of sign-compatible dynamics and
suppose (y,u) is not a saturated equilibrium. Then, t € /*+' exists satisfying
y, = 0 and /,(y, u) > 0, or j € / " • ' and fc 6 /""'+' exist satisfying u£ = 0 and
0t(y, u) > 0. Let (y, u) be a stable fixed point of sign-compatible dynamics,
and suppose y, = 0 and /,(y,u) > 0 for some t G /"+'. By continuity of / ,
6 > 0 and e > 0 exist such that /,(x,a) > 0 for all (x,s) e £A{(y,u)} where

Let {(x(0.s(0)}«>o C H be a trajectory with i,(0) > 0. So, (x(<),«(0) € £/
implies //,(x(f.),s(0) > 0 for all* > 0. Then, there exists r > 0 such that

^ , > , ,*)(y,u)) = e,

implying (x(t*),a(«')) £ [/. Hence, (z(t),a(t))}i>o leaves {/. This yields a
contradiction. For the case u£ = 0 and <7t(y,u) > 0 for some j € /""•"',
A- € /"*J"*"', a contradiction with the stability of (y, u) can be proven simi-
larly. (3b) Straightforward. •

Proof of Proposition 3.8 (1) A/SS4T C GE55 is straightforward. We
only prove G£SS C 5^4T. Suppose (y, u) G GE55 and (y, u) is not. a satu-
rated equilibrium. Then i G /""*"' exists such that /,(?/,u) > 0, or j € /"•*"'
and /i € /"*>+' exist such that gi(y,u) > 0.
Suppose i G /""*"' exists such that /,(y, u) = e > 0. Then, take W = {(x, u) €
H | x = (1 - A)y -I- Ae,, A € [0,1]}. By Eq. (3.11)

(y - x) • /(x,u) > 0 for all (x,u) € W D f/\{(y, u)}.

However, it follows that lim^o (j/ • /(^,«) — ej • /(x,u)) = —e < 0, since
y • /(y, u) = 0, and e, • /(y, u) = e > 0 by our assumption. This yields a
contradiction.
Similarly, the case when j € /"*' and /i G /"*J+' exist such that ff£(y,u) > 0,
yields a contradiction.
(2) v45FP C 5 F P C F P holds by definition, 5/1T C F P follows from Prop.
3.7, LPjnj C F P and A/SS/IT C E5E are straightforward. We only prove
E5E C A5FP. Let (y,u) G E 5 E and let ^ C E be an open neighborhood
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of (y,u) such that (3.10) holds for all (x,s) € f/\{(y,u)}. Let V : (/ -» H be
defined by

n+l n+1 m, + l

1=1 i= l /i=

Obviously, V(y,u) = 0, and V(x,s) > 0 for all (x,s) G £/\{(y,u)}. Further-
more,

eft ,tt
n+l n + l < +

-2 (y, - x.) //,(x, a) + £ £ -2 (< - sj.) Cjx, 5) < 0,
1=1 «=i /i=i

for all (x,s) G (/\{(y, u)}. Hence, V is a strict Lyapunov function on £/, and
(y,u) G ASFP [cf. Hirsch and Smale (1974)].
(3) LP,nt C SAT is straightforward. We only prove S F P C SAT. Let
(y,u) G S F P and suppose (y, ?x) ^ SAT. Then t G /"•*"' exists such that
)i(y,u) > 0, or j G /"+' and /i G 7""^' exist, such that ffi(?/,u) > 0.
Suppose t G /""•"' exists such that /<(y, u) > 0. By continuity of/, there exist
£oi £i > 0 and a neighborhood

satisfying /j(x,s) > £1 for all (x, s) G C/. Therefore, it holds that for any
traj(H'.tory {(^(0) *(0)}«>o satisfying x(0)j > 0, the component. Xi(£) increases
as long as (x(£),s(£)) G t/. Hence, there exists a £* > 0 such that

This implies that (x(<*),s(<*)) ^ (7, which yields a contradiction with the
stability of (y, u).
The case that j G /"+' and /i G / " ' J+ ' can be proven similarly.
(4) Let (y, u) G G£SS. We show that the function V : E -> 3? given by

n+l n+l mi

i = l h=l

is a Lyapunov function near (y, u). Obviously, V(z,s) < 0 for all (x,s) G
mt H. Note furthermore that.

i= l h=l
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n+l+
(y - x) • /(x, •) + £ ( « ' - «') •$'(*.*)• '

• • - - » = i • - • • " • - • \ '

Hence, for the neighborhood t/ of (y, u) where Eq. (3.11) holds, wr have

Proof of Proposition 3.12 Let (y,u) € ES'S, and let £/ be the open
neighborhood satisfying Equations (3.13) and (3.14). Clearly, (3.13) implies

n+l
«* • 5'(^.«) > 0 whenever (x, s) € (/\{(i/, u)}, s ^ u, theraiora

n+l
£ ( ) 0 for aU (x,«) € £/\{(y,u)}, a ?£ u.

Combining the latter with Equation (3.14), completes the proof.
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Chapter 4

Changing payoffs or action sets

4.1 Introduction

A game with changing payoffs or changing action sets, is a dynamic game in
which the payoffs or action sets may change from one decision moment to the
next as a consequence of the actions played previously. Stochastic games, as
well as differential games are, generally speaking, examples of such games.
Strictly speaking, repeated games are not games with changing payoffs, as
the players keep the same action sets and the payoffs do not change.

Our motivation for studying games with changing payoffs or changing
action sets, comes from the idea that by (not) performing certain actions
the payoffs on these actions may increase (decrease), or the set of actions
available may change. This may be called learning by fioi/jg or u/Wcanii/jg
by not doing, respectively, and can be interpreted as (un)learning how to
perform a physicai action. An everyday example is the stamina of a long
distance runner. If the runner practices regularly, his stamina will improve.
If he stops practicing, his stamina will deteriorate.

There is a rich literature on learning by doing in economics following the
seminal paper of Arrow [1962], especially in the contexts of growth theory
and the theory of technical change. Performing a task over and over again
may lead to gains in productivity or to decreasing average costs. Much of the
knowledge gained in this manner is tacit, and difficult to codify in general.
This implies that this knowledge can only be acquired by actually doing the
task. If one ceases to perform a task, this may lead to unlearning, i.e., losses
in productivity or increasing average costs.

93
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The literature on unlearning by not doing is quite sparse in growth theory
and the theory of technical change. One reason may be that economic and
technical change is largely unidirectional: A strategy is discontinued generally
because a better alternative has become available. Unlearning leads to a
deterioration of the profitability of the strategy abandoned, and learning
effects will increase the benefits of the adopted strategy. If switching decisions
are never reversed, unlearning effects, though present, may never become
apparent. See also Arrow [1994].

In human capital theory, the relevance of unlearning effects is acknowl-
edged. Blanchard &: Summers [1986] and Moller [1990], partly ascribe per-
sistent unemployment to the depreciation of human capital caused by the
inability of the unemployed to maintain and update their skills by work-
ing. In other words, the unemployed unlearn part of the abilities they once
possessed due to their inactivity. Simultaneously, they do not have the op-
portunity to acquire new knowlwige connected to performing their job.

Acharya [1981] attributes part of the economic problems which former
colonies in sub-Saharan Africa face, to a combination of the following effects.
The cofonial era disrupted much of the once existing African economic infras-
tructure in favor of linkages with the colonial power(s). In the post-colonial
era the majority of these countries were not able to learn certain skills and
processes fast enough to be competitive in the world market. Meanwhile,
attractive alternatives which had been available in pre-colonial times, had
been unlearned by not doing in the colonial era.

We contribute several models on (un)learning by (not) doing in a game-
theoretical framework. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we consider infinitely repeated
games where two players simultaneously and independently choose an action
from their respective action sets at each point in discrete time. The special
feature of the games in these sections is that any action vanishes from the
action set of a player, if it has not been used by him at least once during
a certain number of consecutive stages. These games are special examples
of stochastic games. In Section 4.2, we consider repeated zero-sum games
with vanishing actions, where the gain of one player at each stage of the play
is equal to the loss of the other. For several cases we give the value and
optimal strategies for the limiting average reward criterion. In Section 4.3, a
similar approach is followed in a general-sum framework to show existence of
a Nash equilibrium for the limiting average reward criterion in several cases.
Furthermore, we show a Folk-Theorem-type result.

In Section 4.4 several differential games are analyzed. Play takes place
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in continuous time, and the players take actions in continuous time. The
momentary actions determine a stream of payoffs but. also infiuenco a state
variable which in turn influences the payoff function. The state variable
captures effects of learning by doing and unlearning by not doing in a more
gradual manner than in the preceding sections.

Section 4.2 is based on Joosten, Peters & Thuijsman [1995], Section 4.4
is based on Joosten, Peters & Thuijsman [1994].

4.2 Zero-sum games with vanishing actions
A repeated zero-sum game with vanishing actions is given by an (r/i x n)-
matrix of reals A = [<iij]™ i, ?=i and by two positive natural numbers rj.rj .
The game, denoted by (A.ri.rj), is played as follows. Initially players 1
and 2 have action sets / = {1,2,. . . ,m} and J = {1,2,. . . , n}, respectively.
Players are allowed to randomize over their actions. If action i of player it
has not been realized during r* consecutive stages, then action i i.s removed
from player A:'s action set and play continues on a submatrix of A. If we use
the notation r* = oo for instance, we mean that player A: € {1,2} newer loses
an action.

Whenever an entry (i, j) is selected, player 2 has to pay the stagevpayoff
a,j to player 1. Play continues forever and both players evaluate the infinite
stream of stage payoffs /?' at. stages t = 1,2,... as a limiting average reward
given by

The limiting average reward criterion was introduced by Gillette; [1957].
Player 1 wishes to maximize his expected limiting average reward, while
player 2 is minimizing the same.

A repeated zero-sum game with vanishing actions is a special type of
stochastic game with finite state and action spaces. It is well-known that
these games have a value, both for discounted rewards (cf. Shapley [1953])
and for limiting average rewards (cf. Mertens & Neyman [1981]). To compute
discounted value and optimal strategies there are several algorithms available
(cf. Raghavan & Filar [1991]), so in the case of discounting there is not. really
a problem in solving a repeated zero-sum game with vanishing actions. On
the other hand, little is known about how to solve stochastic games for the
limiting average reward criterion except for some very specially structured
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subclasses of games. Generally, there are no limiting average optimal strate-
gies and only history dependent limiting average e-optimal strategies (e > 0),
cf. Blackwell & Ferguson [1968]. Repeated zero-sum games with vanishing
action do not belong to any of the subclasses of stochastic games for which
solution methods are known for the limiting average reward criterion.

The value of the (one-shot) matrix game A, ua/(A), is given by:

wai(A) = max min 7rA<r = min max TTA<T.
ires™-' oeS"-> <T€S"-'*eS""-'

We say that the matrix game A has a saddlepoint at (i*, j*) , i* G /, j * G J,
if

a»,j* < <*t*j* < Ot*j for all t € / , j e J.

Wo fini.sh this introductory part on zero-sum games with vanishing actions
with the following result. Its proof is straightforward, and therefore omitted.

L6mma 4.1 Suppo.se t/ie mairrr game A /ias a sadd/e point a£ (i*, j*) . T/ien,
/or any ri, r-̂  t/ie vo/ue ?Vi,r-j o/ *̂ e (ri, r2)-restricted jame (A, rj , r2) is

4.2.1 (ri,r2)-Restricted zero-sum games with ri < 2 or

We start with two elementary results. Proofs are straightforward.

Lemma 4.2 T/ie (1, l)-nestncted ^ame (A, 1,1) /ias wa/ue i;i_i ^iuen fey u^i =
t»oZ(i4).

Lemma 4.3 For r > 2, t/ie (l,r)-restncted ^ame (A, l ,r) Zias wa/ue t'i_r =
i) = max, miiij a , j . T/ie (r, l)-restricted jome (A, r, 1) /ias ua/ue tv,i = w =

Now, we treat the case where one player has restriction equal to two, and the
other player has the advantage of being subjected to a 'milder' restriction.

Proposition 4.4 Let A 6e on (m x n)-matrix ^ame and /et r > 3. TTien,
t/ir i;a/«<: o/ t/ie (2, r)-restricted oame (A, 2, r) is oiuen 6y ?>2,r = 2Z, a«d t/ie
t;a/ue o/ t/»e (r, 2)-restricted oame (A, r, 2) is oiuen 6y ^,2 = «.
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Proof. We only show tvj,. = r. Obviously, player 1 can achieve at least 12
in the (2, r)-restricted game. Player 2 can guarantee r by playing as follows
without loss of generality: At stage 1 let. player 2 choose action 1 and suppose
that player 1 also chooses action 1. At stage 2 let player 2 choose action 2
with O12 = min, ai j and suppose that player 1 chooses action 2 as well. At
stage 3 let. player 2 choose action 3 with 02,3 = mill, «2j. At stage 3 player 1
can only choose 1 or 2, since he has lost all other actions. If player 1 chooses
2 (and loses 1) at stage 3, then player 2 can enforce payoff 02,3. If player 1
chooses 1 at stage 3, then player 2 can continue by playing actions 2 and 3
alternately, starting with action 3 at stage 4 as long as player 1 keeps both
actions available. If indeed player 1 keeps both actions available, this would
give payoffs 02,3 and 01,2 in cyclic order, yielding average payoffs of at most 12.
If player 1 chooses action 1 (2) twice in succession, then player 2 can enforce
a stage payoff of aj 2 (02,3) from then on, hence the limiting average reward
will be at most 12- •

The following result is an important intermediate step to solve (2,2)-restricted
games of arbitrary size.

Proposition 4.5 For a matrtr /I o/stze m x 2 (2 x n) tfie (2,2)-nes£rtrte<i
</ame (^4,2,2) /ias va/ue t>2,2 given 6j/ t;j,2 = | l! + 5W.

Proof. At stage 1 player 1 can put probability i on a row containing the
first, column maximum, and probability ^ on a row containing the second col-
umn maximum. Then, with probability i, the initial payoff will be at least
r». If this happens indeed, then player 1 can obtain an average reward of at
least ?; because, as long as player 2 has two actions, player 1 can alternate
between the two rows, each time receiving at least ?7; if player 2 loses an
action, player 1 can get the maximum of the remaining column. If the initial
payoff is below i;, then player 1 can get at least t; by choosing a maxmin
action. Player 2 can start with (^, ^) and proceed by switching as long as
player 1 has both actions available and the stage payoffs have been at. most
!2. If the payoff at stage 1 was at least iJ, then player 2 can proceed by playing
the minmax action. If player 1 has only one action available player 2 can
choose the action corresponding with the minimum payoff in the remaining
row. Hence, «2,2 = 5!* + 5"- •

m to solving (2,2)-restricted games with a game matrix of
1, let /I = [o,j]£Li,"=i be an (m x n)-matrix game without

We now turn
size m x n. So
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saddle points. After two stages of play in the (2,2)-restrict.ed game (A, 2,2)
both players lose all actions except the ones selected at the first two stages
of the play. So the remaining game which the players face at stage 3 will
generally have size 2 x 2 . There is no need to consider remaining games of
smaller size becatise the activity of choosing the same action at stages 1 and
2 (and necessarily thereafter), is always weakly dominated by the activity of
choosing this action at stage 1, and any other action at stage 2 and optimizing
from stage 3 onwards.

Suppose entry (t, j) has been realized at stage 1, each player will try to
optimize on the expected rewarfl in the (2 x 2)-game that remains after stage
2. If this remaining (2 x 2)-game is

with i ^ i, y ̂  j , then the players entered this game through (i, j) and hence,
by the previous results, they know the expected reward u>,z,_,y associated with
further optimal play; depending on a,j the reward will either be the maxmin
IZtxjy °r the minmax W ĵy of this 2 x 2-game. Using these notations we have:

{ Wtxjy if Oij < ^tijy

''izjy otherwise

At stage 2, conditional on (i, j) at stage 1, the players will optimize in the
(m— 1) x (n— l)-matrix game [^iijy]i/t,y/j, resulting in an expected outcome
of a*. = "a'[wixjy]x^i,y^j. Hence, at stage 1 the players wish to select actions
that are optimal in the matrix game A* = [a*j]™i,"=i, and 7̂ ,2 = i>a/(A*).

Given the above considerations we can solve the game (A, 2,2) by the
following algorithm.

Algorithm 4.1.

Step 1. Compute the I I x I )-bimatrix BG = b«jy,«tx,jy] where

V ^ / V ^ /
the numbers !1JI ,•„ and tTiijy correspond to the submatrix '^ '* of A.

Step 2. Given BG compute the m x n-matrix A* of which entry (i, j ) is
given by a*j = t>a/[
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Step 3. Compute the matrix game value and the optimal mixed actions in
A*. Then t>oi(A*) =

We illustrate the algorithm by the following example.

Example 4.1. Consider the (2,2)-restricted game (A, 2,2) with:

A =

Then, performing Step 1 yields:

12
13
23

2 4 6
3 * 5
7 f 0

12 13 23
2.3 3,3 4,4
5.4 2,6 4,4
5 5 or i s
2 ' J "*'" 5 ' J J

where for example entry (23,13) of BG may be obtained as follows:

A23.13 =
«3,1 ^3,3

3 5
7 0

so Uixjy = 3, and Wtijy = 5.
Performing Step 2 yields:

va/

2
5
2

" 3
5

. 2
4
5

. 2

3
2
3 '
3

6 '
5

wa/

wo/

va/

3

4
' 2

5
. 2

51
. 2

4 '

4
4 '
4
5

4
5
2 .

7/a/

i»a/

3

6
' 3

5
' 2

3

4 '

4
4 "
5
2 .
4
4
5 .

I 4 4

o 84 25

2 21 J
g 5 J is obtained from:

1^32,21

_ ^31,21

!i}2,21 ^32,23 - I I I
L 2 2
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The unique optimal mixed actioas in A' are (±§§§, 3 ^ , fg|) for player 1 and
(u«5' I02V uls) ̂  P^yer 2, while the (2,2)-restricted value is given by:

3285 657 ...„;. ,
= — = — .

The matrix game value is ?ja/(A) = y| and optimal mixed actions are (^, 0, ^ )
for player 1 and (^, {§,0) for player 2. •

4.2.2 (3,3)-Restricted zero-sum games

The following result solves all (3,3)-restricted zero-sum games where both
players have only two actions available.

Proposition 4.6 Consider £/»e (3,3)-restricted jame (A, 3,3)

t .sttfi<i/e points. Let f> = £(ai,i + ai,2 + 02,1 + "2,2)- T/ien, t/ie ua/ue 0/
(3,3)-nBstricterf </ame (A, 3,3)

Proof. Assume that 1; < f; < t» (the other cases follow similarly) and let
player 1 use the following strategy:

a. (Initialization) Until a payoff of at least 77 is obtained, play (^, i) except
when it is necessary to prevent an action from vanishing; in that case
choose that action;

b. If the previous payoff is at least 77 and player 2 has both actions avail-
able, then choose the action different from the previous one;

c. If the previous payoff is at most 22 and player 2 has both actions avail-
able, then choose the previous action again;

d. If player 2 has only one action left, select the action giving the highest
remaining payoff.
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Now the worst thing for player 1 to happen is that play will cycle around
all entries of the matrix giving average reward j(ai,i + o^a + 03,1 + aa,a).
This may be seen as follows. Let without loss of generality min{ai,1,03,3} >
max{ai 2,02,1}- Given the strategy of player 1 given above, player 2 may lose
an action yielding at least F>, or the optimal play may develop according to
one of the cycles:

• .. .01,1,02,2,01,1,02,2, • • • which is a cycle of length two, yielding average
payoffs of 5(01,1 + 03,2) > « > t~;

• . •• 01,1,02,1,03,2,01,1,02,1,02,2, •• which is a cycle of length three, yield-
ing average payoffs of 5(01,1 + 02,1 + 02,2);

• . .01,1,01,2,02,2,01,1,01,2,02,2,... which is a cycle of length three, yield-
ing average payoffs of 5(01,1 + 01,2 + 02,2);

• .. 01,1,02,1,02,2,01,2,01,1,02,1,02,3,01,3,... which is the cycle around all
entries of A, yielding average payoffs of t>.

Let without loss of generality 01,2 < 02,1 = t>, then the worst three-cycle
for player 1, is the one yielding average payoffs of 5(01,1 + 01,3 -I- 03,3). Now
suppose ^(oii + ai,2 + 02,1 + 02,2) > 5(01,1 + 01,3 + 02,2), then the following
contradiction may be derived: r» > £(ai,i + 01,2 + 02,1 + 02,2) = "•
Since similar arguments apply to player 2, the proof is complete. •

Proposition 4.6 is used in the proof of the following result, on matrices of size
m x 2.

Proposition 4.7 J/A = [a^] is a matrrr jame o/stze mx2 , t/ien «3,3(A) =
max{i;3,3(A') | A' is a (2 x 2)-su6ma£ru 0/A}. //A = [a,j] is a maJrtr game
o/stze 2 x n, i/ien i>3,3(A) = min{i;3,3(A') | A' is a (2 x 2)-suftma£rtr 0/ A}.

Proof. We only prove the case where A has size m x 2. In each row at
least one of the payoffs is at most r. Suppose that player 1 uses a strategy
which keeps three actions available in the long run, then he has to play these
actions in a cyclical order. If player 2 has both actions alive and keeps them
alive, then, every once in a while, he may repeat the same action at two
consecutive stages of the play. This enables player 2 to give player 1 a payoff
of at most u at all further stages. So by keeping three actions alive, player
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1 cannot expect to get more than T>. Hence, we may restrict ourselves to
strategies of player 1 where he keeps only two actions available in the long
run. •

One argument in the proof above, can be extended to general (3,3)-restricted
zero-sum games, namely that a player cannot play optimally in general by
keeping three actions available forever, given that the other one only keeps
two actions available. This insight is used in the following algorithm to find
"3,3 for an (m x n)-game.

Algorithm 4.2. *

t -

a. Find a lower-bound and an upper bound for V33 by examining what
players can achieve by focussing on one action each:

1). If the previous lower-bound and upper bound are not equal, then find a
better lower-bound and upper bound for 773,3 by examining what players
can achieve by focussing on two actions each:

max min ^(A^,,, . , , .^) < i'3,3(A) < min max "3,3(A
M « a J i j a J 1 J 2 « i « 2

where A i , ^ ^ , is the subgame of A that consists of rows ii,i2 and of
columns ji,J2- •

c. If the previous lower-bound and upper bound are not equal, then find a
better lower-bound and upper bound for 3̂,3 by examining what players
can achieve by focussing on three actions each: ,

1 3 1 3
max min - £ * , , * < *'3,3(A) < min max -

« t « J U J 3 £ r j J U 2 J 3 M«2«3 J
£ , , * , ( )

, «l,ta,«3 JU2J3 3 £rj JU2.J3 M,«2.«3 J

d. If the previous lower-bound and upper bound are not. equal, then apply
backward induction to find 7*3,3(A). This backward induction proceeds
in a similar manner as for (2,2)-resthcted games. •
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Example 4.2. Consider (A, 3,3) with

12 120 336
252 0 36
72 432 180

From this game we see that

= 72 < t>3,3 < 252 = minmaxo,j.

Looking at the (3,3)-values of the (2 x 2)-subraatriees of A, as given in the
following matrix:

12 13 23
12
13
23

96
72
189

159
72
135

120
267
180

we find that

maxmin6j,,jj,jj = 135 < W33 < 159 = minmaxfc,

If both players keep three actions available, then they both must play in
cyclical order. There are only 6 possible cycles, which are listed below. The
cycle:

• . . . a i i , 02,2,03,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 64;

« . . . Oi,i, 03,2,02,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 160;

« . . . 02,1, aj,2,03,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 184;

« . . . 02,1,03,2, ai,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 340;

• • •. 03,1, Oi,2,02,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 76;

« . . . 03,1,02,2,01,3 . . . yields an average stage payoff of 136.

Player 1 will drop action 1, if play takes place on cycles a 1,1,02,2,03,3 or
"3,i> 01,2,02,3. In this manner, he will get at least an average payoff of 135.
Player 2 will drop his action 2 if play takes place on cycles 01,1,03,2,02,3 or
02,1,01,2,03,3 or 02,1,03,2,02,3. In this manner, he will have to pay at most
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159. Neither player will drop an action if play takes place on the cycle
O3,i)O2,2t "i,3. since this cycle yields an average stage payoff of 136.
We can now use backward induction to find W33 and optimal strategies for
the players. Suppose at stage 1 entry (2,3) has been selected and players
continue in an optimal way. Then the next two stages will either lead to
cycle ai,1,03,2,02,3 where player 2 will drop his second action leading to an
average stage payoff of 159 since player 1 will eventually drop action 3 in that
case, or lead to cycle 03,1,01,2,02,3 where player 1 will drop his first action
leading to an average stage payoff of 135 since player 2 will eventually drop
his ,s<*-ond action in that case. Hence, if at stage 2 player 1 chooses action
1 and 3 with probability „• then the resulting average reward to him will be
at least £ • 159 + 5 • 135 = 147. By making similar calculations for all other
entries of A, the problem which the players face at the initial stage can be
represented as

• 147

159
. 135=

147
135^
159

147± '
147
147

By solving this matrix game we find va/(A*) = 147^, and the optimal
strategies in A* are (5,5,5) for both players. By the arguments used,
"3,3 = i>o/(A*) = 147g, and optimal play for both players is to start each
with (5, ̂ , ̂ ) followed at stage 2 by playing with probability ^ on the actions
not selected at the first stage, followed at stage 3 by selecting the action
not realized at the stages 1 and 2. This is followed from stage 4 onwards
by either staying in the cycle 03,1,02,2,01,3 or else by optimizing on some
(2 x 2)-subgame as indicated, where player 1 has to drop his first action if a
cycle is reached yielding less than 135 on average, and player 2 has to drop
his second action if a cycle is reached where he has to pay more than 159 on
average. •

4.2.3 On general (ri, ̂ -restricted zero-sum games

We conclude this section with several remarks, conjectures, and examples.

Proposition 4.8 For eoc/i (m x n)-mairix A, tue have

lim lim tv, r-j = lim lim tv, ro = Hm ?Vr = t>a/(A).
rj—.00 ra—»oo ' rj—>oori—>oo r—>oo

v , rj
rj—.00 ra—»oo ' rj—>oori—>oo
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Proof. Observe that for all natural munbers rj,ra and t, we have the fol-
lowing relation: '

Furthermore, as n increases player 1 can use his matrix game optimal mixed
action for a fraction of time growing to 1, every now and then seta-ting purr
actions in order to keep them available if necessary. Thus on the whole play
his expected payoff will approach t>a/(A) as rj increases. This implies that
lim,.,_ooiv,,oo = t>a/(A). Similarly,

Example 4.3. For the (2 x 2)-matrix

we have:

• The value of the one-shot matrix game A is va/(A) = | . For player 1
the unique optimal mixed action is (^, | ) , while for player 2 the unique
optimal mixed action is ( | , ^). By Lemma 4.2, W],i = ?;a/(A);

• For r > 1 we have: i/j_,. = u = 1 and iv.i = w = 2.
For the case ( l , r ) , optimal strategies are the following. For player 1:
Play action 1 at all stages. For player 2 : Choose the first-stage-action
randomly and continue with choosing the action which minimizes player
l's stage payoff from then on;

• For r > 2 we have: V2,r = i> = 1 and tv,2 = « = 2.
For the case (2, r) optimal strategies are the following. For player 1:
Play action 1 at all stages. For player 2 : Choose action 1 at the first
stage, choose action 2 at the second stage, followed by:

— If the first two payoffs were 1 and 0 (resp. 2 and 3), then play
both actions alternately starting with action 1 (resp. action 2) at
stage 3, until player 1 loses an action;

- Otherwise, choose action 1 if player 1 has action 1 left, and action
2 otherwise;
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' • f'2,2 = 5W + 5*7 = 5(1 + 2) = | . An optimal strategy for player 1
is: Start with (5,5), followed by playing the actions alternately as
long as payoffs 2 and 3 appear, and to play his maxmin action in the
remaining game otherwise. An optimal strategy for player 2 is to start
with (^,^), continue with playing the actions alternately as long as
payoffs 0 and 1 appear, and playing his minmax action in the remaining
game otherwise;

• "3,3 = 4(01,1 + ai,2 + 02,1 + ^2,2) = |- An optimal strategy for player 1
: is to start by playing (^, | ) followed by:

- As long as payoffs are at most 1, play (5,5), or pure if necessary
to prevent an action from vanishing,

- If the previous payoff is at least 2 and player 2 has both actions
available, then choose the opposite action;

- If the previous payoff is at most 1 and player 2 has both actions
available, then choose the same action again;

- If player 2 has only one action left, select the maximum payoff.

At worst for player 1, this strategy will force play to cycle around all
entries of the matrix A giving a limiting average reward of | ;

• For (A,ri,oo) with ri > 3 we conjecture

3 1
«Vi.oo- 2 2n-i 1'

while for player 1 it is optimal to play (5,5) as long as none of his
actions is about to vanish immediately, and to select such an action if
it is about to vanish. It, is not hard to show that this strategy indeed
guarantees the presented amount. However, we do not know a general
(?'i-dependent.) strategy for player 2 to guarantee this amount. Using
the algorithm of Vrieze [1981], we could verify that for many differ-
ent instances of ri, the value equals the presented amoimt. (Clearly,
tv,,oo < § since player 2 may play (f, | ) at. all stages.)

For the game (A, 00, rj) with r2 > 3 we conjecture

3 3
_

« W » - 2 + 2
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": by similar arguments as above. •

We remark that (r,, oo)-restricted games and (oo, ^-restricted games are
stochastic games where player 1 or player 2 controls the transition structure
(so-called single-controller stochastic games). Such games are well-known in
the literature. Solutions, i.e., a value and optimal strategies, for the limiting
average reward criterion can be found by solving a single linear program and
its dual (cf. Vrieze [1981], Filar & Raghavan [1984]). As

fr,.oo < «V,,r, < "oo.r,,

we may establish upper and lower bounds for the (rj,raj-restricted value by
using either algorithm.

4.3 General-sum games with vanishing actions
A general-sum game with vanishing actions is given by two (m x n)-rnatrice8
of reals .4 = [aij]£li,"=i, 5 = [6,j]™.,,"_, and two natural numbers rj,r-j.
The game, denoted by (A, B,ri,ra) in the sequel, is played similar to the
zero-sum game. We denote the history of play until stage 1 by the empty
sequence, i.e., /i' = (), and the history of play until stage f € {2,3,...} by
/i< = ( ( i ' , j ' ) , . . . , ( t ' " ' , / " ' ) ) where i* € / and j * € 7 are the actions that,
were played at stage s € {1, ...,£ — 1}. The set of all histories of play until
stage £ 6 {1,2,3,...} is denoted by 7/'. Given the restriction rj , a strategy
for player 1 is a function

with 7r,(/i') = 0 if action t e / was not used during n consecutive stages of
the play until i. Similarly, given r2, a strategy for player 2 is a function

with 0j(/i') = 0 if action j ' € J was not used during r2 consecutive stages of
the play until f. We tise TT(/I') = i as short-hand notation for 7r,(/i') = 1 for
t € / .

Given TT and <r, let i?^(7r,rr) be the expected stage payoff of player /: €
{1,2} at stage t. Play continues forever, and player fc € {1,2} evaluates the
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infinite stream of expected stage payoffs under ?r, rr as a limiting average
reward 7fc(7r,cr) = liminfr—oo £ Ej=i ^ ( T . ^ ) - Simultaneously and indepen-
dently of each other, both players try to maximize their limiting average
rewards.

Definition 4.9 77ie strategy com&mation (71-*, a*) is a 7Vas/i ec/m/iftrium /or

• 7i(fl"*,rr*) > 7I(TT,rr*)/or a//strategies 7r,

• 7"2(TT*.^*) > 72(^*1") /or a/' strategies rr.

The strategies 7r*,rr* are called (Nash) equilibrium strategies, the ex-
pected limiting average rewards, i.e., (7i(7r',rr*), 72(71-*, rr*)) are called the
(Nash) equilibrium rewards. So, a Nash equilibrium is a pair of strategies
satisfying that neither player can improve his limiting average reward by uni-
laterally deviating from his strategy. A Nash equilibrium (7r*,rr*) is pure if
both 7T* mid rr* arc pure strategies, i.e., 7r*(/i') G / and rr*(/i') G J for all
t € { l , 2 , . . . } .

We denote a repeated general-sum game with payoff matrices A and £J, by
(A, B, 00,00), and a Nash equilibrium for (A, 5,00,00) is given by Definition
4.9 with 7*1 = r2 = 00. We denote the (one-shot) general-sum game with
payoff matrices A and 5 , by (A, 5) . The (one-shot) strategies for players 1
and 2 are denoted by TT(1) € S""~' and rr(l) € S"~\ respectively.

Definition 4.10 T/ie strategy combination (7r*(l),rr*(l)) is a Nas/i ec/ui/i&-
/or (A, £?) i/

• TT*(1) Acr*(l) > TT(1) Aa ' ( l ) /or a// TT(1) €

T/ie .stmte^tes TT*(1), <T*(1) are ca//ed îVas/ij ec/ui/i6num strategies.

A Nash equilibrium for a one-shot game (A, B) is called pure if both equilib-
rium strategies are pure, i.e., TT*(1) € / , and rr*(l) e J.

An c-equilibrium (e > 0) is a pair of strategies satisfying that neither
player can improve more than e by deviating unilaterally from his equilibrium
strategy. As mentioned before, repeated games with vanishing actions are a
special class of stochastic games. For zero-sum stochastic games, Mertens &
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Neyman [1981] have shown the existence of the limiting average value. How-
ever, the existence of limiting average {-equilibria in general-sum stochastic
games is still an open problem. A survey on existence-results for f-cquilibria
can be found in Thuijsman [1992]. The class of games examined in this
section does not belong to any of the classes for which existence results of
(-equilibria have been published.

For unrestricted repeated games with the limiting average reward crite-
rion, the 'Folk Theorem' states that all feasible, individually rational out-
comes may be obtained as a Nash equilibrium outcome (cf., e.g., Aumann
[1981]). In the following subsection, we introduce conditions under which u
parallel to this 'Folk Theorem', exists for general-sum games with vanish-
ing actions. In Subsection 4.3.2, we show existence of a Nash equilibrium
for several cases. We end this introductory part, on general-sum games with
vanishing actions by giving a connection between the Nash equilibria of one-
shot general-sum games and the Nash equilibria of unrestricted ropoatwl
general-stun games. Then, we give a similar result for pure Nash equilibria
in a one-shot game and pure Nash equilibria in a (ri,rj)-restricted repeated
general-sum game.

Lemma 4.11 77ie /O//OUTO^ two statements are eaui7>a/ent:

i. (7r'(l),rr*(l)) ts a Afas/i egui/t&num o/(/! ,£);

it. (TT*,(T') satts/j/in0 TT* = (7r*(l),7T*(l),...) and rr* = (rr*(l),«r'(l),...), is
a JVas/i eoui/i&num o/ (J4, B, C», OO).

An analogous result holds for pure Nash equilibria in (v4,#) and pure sta-
tionary Nash equilibria in (A, B,ri,r2), the proof is straightforward.

Proposition 4.12 77ie/o/Zounn*? two statements ane

/or t/ie ^ame (/I, B

ii. (7r*,«T*) untA TT* = (i'.i '.i*,...), and a* = ( j '
egui/t6rtum in (>4, B, ri, rj).
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4.3.1 A 'Folk Theorem' for (rj, ̂ -restricted games -

In this subsection, we derive a 'Folk Theorem' for restricted repeated general-
Hum games, but we will firstly focus on the Folk Theorem for unrestricted
repeated general-sum games. We describe which sets of rewards in a repeated
game are feasible and which are individually rational. Then, we give the
Folk Theorem on repeated games. We proceed by showing which sets of
rewards arc feasible in an (rj, ̂ -restricted game, and which sets of rewards
are individually rational. Then, we give an analogy to the Folk Theorem for
(fi,raj-restricted games.

Consider (A, 5,00,00). Let t;̂  = max* min<, TT A rr denote the matrix
game value of the zero-sum game A. Similarly, let ?>« = max^ min* 7r £ rr. Let
7T ,̂(7̂  be such that TT̂  Ay > ?>,\ > iArr^ for all strategies x,y. Similarly,
let 7ro,Ty be such that 1 B<Tg > i'g > TT# By for all strategies x,y. Then, in
(A, 5,oo,oo), player 1 can obtain a limiting average reward of at least t;^,
by using 7r̂  at every stage of the play. Player 2 can keep player l's limiting
average reward at t» ,̂ by using rr^ at every stage of the play. Similarly, player
2 can get. a limiting average reward of at least. 7>a by using rr^ at every stage.
Player 1 can keep player 2's limiting average reward at I>B by using TT̂  at
each stage.

Definition 4.13 For (A, B, 00, 00) £/ie sei 0/ individual rataona/ rewards
is ijiven 63/:

,B,00,00) = {(z,y) e R* | x > t^, y

Definition 4.14 For (A, B, 00,00) t/ie set o//easz6Ze rewards is ^iven 6y:

FR(A,B,00,00) = {(x,y) e »* | 3(TT,(T) : ( i iK^ . -ya

The following lemma is well known. We give a proof because we want to
refer to it later on.

Lemma 4.15 F/?(A,B, 00,00) D cont;{(aij,6;j) | i e / , j € J} .

Proof. Take (a,6) e coiw{(a,j,6,j) | i e / , j € J} . Let. {A<j > 0 | i G /,
j 6 J, Eie / jeJ^J = 1}' satisfy (a,6) = E*e / je .AjK>Aj) .
We construct (7r,<r) satisfying (7I(7T,^),72("' , 'T)) = (o,&)• Choose (i*,j*)
arbitrarily. Define (i'"*"'̂ '"*"'), t 6 {1,2,...}, recursively as follows:
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Let /t(», j ) be the fraction of the times the pair (i,j) has occurred in the
sequence ((t\ j ' ) , . . . ,(»' , j ' )) . Choose (i«+», / + ' ) such that

It can be verified that. lim»_oo/i(»,.7) = A,j for all t e / , j € J. With the
above, define (ir,«r) by: (*(/»<), <r(/i')) = (»',>') for all * € {1,2,...}. Then,

Every Nash equilibrium in (A, B, 00,00) must be feasible and yield individ-
ually rational rewards. The former statement, is obvious, and the latter one
follows since player 1 has a strategy of receiving at least t»̂  regardless of his
opponent's behavior. Similarly, player 2 has a strategy of receiving at least.
"B regardless of his opponent's behavior. So, any Nash equilibrium should
give both players at least these rewards. Let NE/?(A, fl, 00,00) denote the
set of all limiting average Nash equilibrium rewards of (A, J3,oo,oo). The
following is well known.

Theorem 4.16 f'FoMs T/ieorem' on repeated

, £ , 00,00) n F/?(A, B, 00,00)) = ./VEfl(A, B, 00,00).

Instead of giving a formal proof, we illustrate the idea by considering a small
example.

Example 4.4. Consider the game (A, J9,00,00) with (A, Z?) given by

i " ' " ' - [ 0 , 2 1,0 J

Note that. 7r̂  = (£, ^), <r̂  = ( i , ^), t)^ = ^, similarly 7Tg = ( | , | ) , ffy = ( | , | ) ,
and ^B = | . Then,

1 2

_ 2> — 3 ' —

Take (x,y) = ( | , | ) e {(x,y) | x > I, y > | , 2x + y < 2}. Let

*(i,v) = (2,2,...),
j(s,5, = (2,2.2,2.2,1,1,1.2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1, . . . ) .
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Then, (7i(»(i.5).j(x.»)),72(*(s,y)i.7(s.v))) = (*,y) = ( f ,§) . However, (i(x,y), .?'(*,»))
is not a Nash equilibrium: If player 1 uses strategy t(*,y), then player 2 can
obtain a limiting average reward of 2 by playing his first action at all stages.
Let. the strategy combination (7r*,rr*) be given by

0
otherwise;

I "/» otherwise.

Then, also (7i0rV),72(7r*,<7')) = (x,y) = (|, j) . The so-called 'threats'
incorporated in the strategy combination (7r*,<r') are formulated in the 'oth-
erwise' parts. If player 1 unilaterally deviates by using action 1 at any stage,
then he gets mi expected stage payoff of i < | = i from then on, as player
2 uses (^, ^) at all further stages. Similarly, if player 2 unilaterally deviates,
he gets an expected stage payoff of jj < | = j / at all further stages.
So (7r*,a*) is a Nash equilibrium of (A, £,oo, oo). •

Now, we focus on (rj, ̂ -restricted games (A, Z?,ri,r2). We introduce
several notations in order to build infinite sequences of pure actions.

Definition 4.17 A 6/ocfc /or p/ayer 1, denoted fty fti = (ii,i2> ---,i») w a
sequence

A block for player 2 is defined similarly with respect to his action set J. We
call a block consisting of a sequence of s actions, an s-block. By (6, fe,...),
we mean the infinite sequence of actions obtained by an infinite repetition
of the block 6. Let 6' be an s'-block, i.e., a block of length s', and let c
be a natural number, then if we write (6, c • &') for instance, we mean the
(s -I- c • ,v')-block obtained by taking the s-block 6 first and then taking c
repetitions of the block 6'. For ft = (1,2,3), 6' = (4,4,2,1), and c = 2 we get
(fc,26') = (1,2,3,4,4,2,1,4,4,2,1).

Definition 4.18 An .s-Moc/c 6 = (ii,t2. •••,̂ ») /<"" p/ayer 1 zs admtsstb/e ?/
eac/i arfton in {ti,ij, ...,i,} occurs af /east once every rj consecutive stores
o/(6, ft,...).

An admissible block for player 2 is defined similarly with respect to restriction
rj. In general, admissibility of ft' and ft" does not imply admissibility of (ft', ft").
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Definition 4.19 Le< p G {1,2, ...,r} u*tA r = minfri ,^}. /Wt/iermore, /ct
5 = {(<ii,,fej,),(aj,,6>,),...,(o,,,6^)} consw< o/p diflerent entries o/(A,fl).
77ien, tAe sets 7(5) and J(S) are £tven 6y

/or tti G {1,2, ...,p} t/ie r-6/odb 6",6$' are ^t

* " I / •* ' • ' • " ' . * " * ' 7 . . v v / j . ^ _ >

û> _ f C7liJ2.-i jp-li jp) */*" = P

Hence, in these r-blocks player 1 first plays the sequence (ti,..., ip), and
2 first plays the sequence (ji,...,jp). Then player 1 plays the action tu,, and
player 2 plays the action j , , , , precisely r — p times in succession. Note that
65" is admissible for player 1 and fc^ is admissible for player 2. For instance,
a sequence

yields average stage payoffs of (X^, V )̂ where

v — ** ~ P_ 1 v^ °*"''̂ "'

^ »" - PL , v - *>•«,' J«»

With these notations we formiilate the following intermediate result. Now, let
, £?, rj , r2) denote the set of feasible rewards in the game (A, J3, ri, r2).

Lemma 4.20 Cont;({(A"^,y«) | u; G {1,2, ...,p}}) C Ffl(A,B,r,,r2) /or
p ^ **•
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Proof. Take (a, 6) = £«,€/* A^X^,,}^) satisfying A«, > 0 for all tu G
{l,2,...,p}andj:JL=i A» = 1. Fors = 1,2,..., let (a .A) = I E?=i(o<»j'A«j')
and let /i^, to G {1,2, ...,p}, be such that

lX=i A*CL» = 1 *"d AC > 0 for all to € {1,2, ...,p}. We will now construct a
sequence of action pairs ((i\j*), (i*,.7*), •••) such that

1 *
Jjun(a,,6.) = J(«n - 5Z(ai«j«,fci'j«) = (a,6),

and
lim /i^ = A^ for all to € {1,2, ..,p}.

Choose ((i\j '),...,(t",j*)) = ((ti,ji),...,(vjp))-
Define for all * e {0,1,2,...}: ((i^»+*',j '^»+*'), . . . ,(»^*+»',j^*+^)), re-
cursively as follows:
Let tu G {1,2, ...,p} satisfy:

(

and let fey^Jf be the corresponding r-blocks of both players as given in Def-
inition 4.19. Choose:

r^ ^ (jP+(*+l)r^-p+(*+l)rjj ^ ^

So, at every stage * = p + fcr for A; G {0,1,2,...} an r-block is chosen
for each player which is to be played from stage p 4- fcr + 1 until stage
p + (A: + l)r. Then, lim^oo ML = Hnijt̂ oo M *̂"" = A«, for all u; G P . Further-
more,

With the above we define (TT, (T) by

(7r(/iVCi')) = (»',/) for all* G {1,2,...}.

Hence, (7i(7r,rr),72(7r,fr)) = (a,6).
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(1.1)

(1.0)

Figure 4.1: Sketch of sets of feasible rewards in Example 4.5.

The similarity of the proof of Lemma 4.20 to the proof of Lemma 4.15 lies
in the idea that in the construction of the infinite sequence of actions in the
proof of Lemma 4.15, a decision is made for every stage. In the proof of
Lemma 4.20 such a decision is made only once in every r stages, and an
r-block is chosen for the next r stages.

Example 4.5. Consider (A,B,rj,r2) with rj,r2 > 4, satisfying

0,0 0,1
1,0 1.1

Take: i] = 1 and ji = 2, then:

Hence, {(0,1)} C Fi?(A, fl,r,,ra).
Furthermore, take ti = 12 = 1, ji = 2, ja = 1, then
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Then, «mi ; ({ (0 ,^ i ) , (0 , i )}) C FR(A,7i,r,,r2).
Similarly, take i, = ij = 1, 13 = 2, and ji = 2, J2 = J3 = 1, then

( { ( ) ( ) ( ) J )
Take ii = 12 = 1, »3 = *4 = 2, and j , = J4 = 2, J2 = J3 = 1, then

( { ( ) ( ) ( ) ) } )
See Figure 4.1. In the upper left hand sketch, four points and six line seg-
ments are indicated, representing the feasible rewards for sets 5 with p = 1
and p = 2 respectively. In the upper right hand and lower left hand sketches,
the four triangles indicate the sets of feasible rewards for sets S with p = 3.
In the lower right hand, the square indicates the set of feasible rewards for

Let Frts(;4, B, r,, rj) = COTJ.?; {(*„, KJ | ( a ^ , 6 , ^ J e S} for given 5. The
actions in the sets 7(S), J(S) are to be kept available in order to obtain
limiting average rewards in FRs(A, B,ri,r2). Let ^5,0-5 be strategies for
players 1,2 restricted to the sets 7(S) and J(S), respectively. Let wf =
iiif^sup, 7i(7r,flr<j). and wf = '"firs sup^ 72(^51 ")• These amounts lif, izf
may be interpreted as follows. If player 2 has all actions in J(S) available,
he can keep player l's limiting average reward at «f. Similarly, provided
player 1 has all actions in 7(5) available, he can keep player 2 at 7)f •

Now, for e > 0, let TT̂  and rr̂  satisfy 72(7^, <r) < izf + £ for all <r, and
7I(TT,<I5) < !if + f for all 7r. Furthermore, let the set of individually rational
rewards in the game (A, B, ri, r2) with respect to S be given by

7RRi-(A, B.ri, rj) = {(1,y) € » x » | x > uf, y > «f}.

Let

denote the set of Nash f-equilibriuin rewards in (A, 73, H , ^ ) with respect to
S. Then, we can state the following.
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Proposition 4.21 For (i4,B,ri,r2), and non-empty set 5 <u £it*n 6f/ore,
if /io/ds t/ia£ /or every

(a,6) € (F/?<f(^,B,r, ,ra)n//?«s(^,B,r, ,r2))

and/or every e > 0 tfiere w a MK/I e-eguiit&num (»r,,o-,) untA |7i (TT,,O-,) - a| <
£ and |72K,o-*) - 6| < e.

Proof. Let (a,6) e F/?5(A,B,r,,r2) n //?/?$ (.4, B,r,,ra). In the proof of
Lemma 4.20, it was shown that a pair of infinite sequences of pure actions,
say,

t~ =

may be constructed satisfying (<Vji,6,iji) 6 5, and all actions in /(S), J(5)
remain available, while liniT_oo ^ 5Ze=i(**«ijn''iiji) — («.^)- Furthermore, let
2^ and 2^ be given as defined above. Now, let (7r',<r*) be given by

ZT5 otherwise;

5̂ otherwise.

If play develops according to (t°°,J°°), then the limiting average rewards
are equal to (a, 6). Suppose player 2 uses <r* and player 1 deviates at, some
point in time from i°°, then he will receive an average stage-payoff of at most
vf + e < a + e from then on as player 2 will play <r̂  from then on. (The case
for player 2 is similar.) This implies that (TT*,O-*) is a Nash £-equilibrium of

4.3.2 Existence of a Nash equilibrium for (ri,r2) with
r i < 2 o r T2 < 2

We begin this subsection with a straightforward result for rj = r2 = 1.

Lemma 4.22 TTie /o//oufln<7 £u;o statements one e^uzvaient:
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( ts a TVas/i e<7ui/i&rtum/or t/ie

it. (7r*,a*) satis/ymg TT*(/I') = ?r*(l) and <x*(/i') = <r*(l), is a 7Vas/i eoui-
/ifthum in (A,fi, 1,1).

Hence, each game (A, £?, 1,1) possesses a Nash equilibrium, and the first stage
action-combination is exactly a one-shot bi-matrix game Nash equilibrium.
We introduce the following notations: J(i) = {j € J | 6,j =
and j(i) € {j € J(i) | a,j = min^y^a,,*}. Let action i* satisfy

a<j(i). Then, we can state the following two resiilts.

Proposition 4.23 T/i<; /o//oti/in<7 siraie^y com6zna<ion w a MM/I e^ui/iftrium
/or (A, fl.l.r) /or a// r > 2:

• For p/ayer 1; P/aj/ action i* a< a// sfaoes;

• For p/ayer 2: P/ay ariion 1 at «ta(/e 1. For a// s£a</e.s t > 2, p/ay any
action yie/dtn^ t/ie /iip/ies< stape-payo^ /or p/ayer 2 against p/ayer i 's
remaining action.

The case rj > 2, r-j = 1 is analogous.
For r > 3, we show that a Nash equilibrium for (A, B, 2, r) yields limiting

average rewards equal to (ai*j(««)A*j(«*))-

Proposition 4.24 T/ie /o//o«nng strategy comftination is a ./Vas/i eaui/i6rium
o/(A, B,2,r) uni/ir > 3:

• For p/ayer 1: P/ay action i* at a// stages;

• For p/aycr 2: At stage 1 se/ect action 1, at stage 2 se/ect action j(i^),
at stage 3 se/ect j(i^), /o//o«;ed 6y:

rhi •
a. As /ong as p/ayer 1 /ias two actions avat/a6/e, p/ay j(i '),j(i^) ai-

ternate/y, starting «ht/» j(i^) at stage 4;

6. //p/ayer 1 nas on/y action i*, s € {1,2} at;at/a6/e at any stage,
c/ioose j(i*) /rom tAen on.
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Proof. This strategy-combination yields (<v j(j.), 6j. j(j.)) as limiting average
rewards. Let. player 1 use r at all stages, then player 2 can get a stage i>ayoff
of at most 6,-j(,») at each stage. Hence, his limiting average award is at most
6,.j(,.j. Let player 2 use the strategy given, then at stage 4, player 1 either
has one action available, say i', or two actions, say M,tj. In the first case
player 1 receives a stage payoff of a,<j(i<) from then on. Hence, his limiting
average reward is Oi'j(t') < <*t*j(t*)- In the second case, player 1 mvives a
stage payoff of at most raax{a,,j(,,),o,,j(.j)} < o,«j(,>). •

Again, the case r2 = 2, rj > 3 is analogous.
For the purpose of showing existence of a Nash equilibrium of arbitrary

games (A,B,2,2), we derive several intermediate results for the case where
each player has two actions at the start of play. The following is straightfor-
ward and well-known.

Lemma 4.25 77ie 6t-ma£rix jome (A,Z?) r/ô .s nof nave n puns Mw»n
/i6num i/ and on/y t/ eii/ier one o/ £ne /o/Zounno /ists o/ inc</ualtlu:s /io/d:

• Ol.l < O2,l. ^2,1 < &2,2. <*2,2 < <*1,2. ^1,2 < &1.11

• Ol.l > O2,l, ^2,1 > ^2,2, O2.2 > «l,2> ^1,2 > ^1,1-

We call a diagonal of a (2 x 2)-matrix good if the sum of its elements is
strictly higher than the sum of the elements of the other diagonal. The
other diagonal will be called the bad diagonal. If we use the phrase 'the
good diagonal for player 1' for instance, we mean the good diagonal in payoff
matrix A. For the first series of inequalities of the lemma above, the diagonal
((1,2), (2,1)) is the good diagonal in A, since a i j + a2,i > fli.i + 02,2- The
diagonal ((1,1), (2,2)) is the good one in .0 since 61,1 + 63,2 > V2 + 2̂,1 • This
leads to the following.

Corollary 4.26 // a (2 x 2)-6t-matrix </ame (A, B) does no£ posse** a pure
Mis/i e^ut/tftnum, tfien 6o£/i A and B Ziave a oood dtagona/ and a 6ad rizaryona/.
A/oneouer, t/ie oood dtagona/ tn A corresponds urctfi tfie 6ad one tn B, and wee
versa.

Proposition 4.27 For any (2x 2)-oame (A, B, 2,2) inene exwte a Misn
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Proof. In view of Lemma 4.11, we only prove existence of Nash equilibrium
for games (A, £?,2,2) where (A, £?) does not have a pure Nash equilibrium.
Define TT* by:

• Play (5,2) **• *h^ fi™t stage, and next:

• If the good diagonal of A is reached at the first stage of play, then
proceed with:

a. Koep both actions alive as long as player 2 has two actions;

b. If player 2 has only one action left, then choose an action yielding
the highest one-stage payoff, at all further stages.

• If the bad diagonal of A is reached at the first stage of play, then
choose the action corresponding with the highest bad diagonal payoff
from stage 2 onwards.

Define <r* similarly with respect to Z?. Then (7r*,rr*) is a Nash equilibrium.
This may be seen as follows. Without loss of generality we may assume that
((1, 1), (2,2)) is the good diagonal for player 1, hence the good diagonal of
player 2 is ((1,2), (2,1)) by Lemma 4.25. We may furthermore assume with-
out, loss of generality that 02,1 > a ^ and 611 > 62,2- Suppose player 2 uses a*.
Then with probability ^ player 2's bad diagonal is reached at the first stage
of play. In that case player 2 plays action 1 from then on. Hence, player 1
maximizes his stage-payoff from then on by choosing action 1 as well. With
probability ^ player 2's good diagonal is reached at the first stage. Player
1 then has essentially three options: Keep both actions available, drop ac-
tion 2, or drop action 1. The first, option yields an average stage payoff of
2(̂ 1,2 + 02,1) as both players will switch forever, the second one yields ai_2,
and the third one yields 02,1. Hence, player 1 maximizes his average stage
payoff by choosing action 2 from then on. Since player 1 cannot influence
which diagonal will be reached at the first stage of play, he may choose (i, | ) .
Therefore, TT* maximizes player l's limiting average reward when player 2 uses
a*. Similarly, if player 1 uses ?r*, then <r* maximizes player 2's limiting aver-
age reward. •

We now show existence of a Nash eq\iilibrium for general games (A, £?, 2,2).
After two stages of play both players lose all actions except the ones selected
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at the first two stages. So the remaining game which the players face at
stage 3, will generally have size 2 x 2 . We do not consider remaining games
of smaller size because the activity of choosing the same action J at stages
1 and 2, is weakly dominated by the activity of choosing .r at the first stage
and any action y ^ x at stage 2.

Suppose entry (1,1) has been realized at. stage 1, and suppose (t , j ) y&
(1,1) is chosen at stage 2, so /i* = ((1, l ) , ( i , j ) ) . Then, the remaining game
after stage 2 is

Then, one of three cases (cf. Corollary 4.26) occurs:

1. The game (A/,J,J5/,3) possesses a pure Nash equilibrium, say, (t*,j*)
with»*€ { l , i } , i ' e {l , j};

2. The diagonal ((1,1), (t, j)) is player l's good diagonal, and at the same
time it is player 2's bad diagonal;

3. The diagonal ((1, j ) , (i, 1)) is player 2's good diagonal, and at the same
time it is player l's bad diagonal.

In Case 1, the players may use (i*,j*) at all stages £ > 3, and the average
payoffs will be (a,.j.,6j.j.). Suppose player 1 indeed \ises action i* at all
stages £ > 3, then player 2 maximizes his stage payoff by using action j * at
all further stages. Similarly, suppose player 2 uses j ' at all further stages
then player 1 maximizes his stage-payoffs by using action i*.
If Case 2 occurs, assume without loss of generality that 611 > 6,j. Player l's
good diagonal is reached, and player 1 may proceed from stage 3 (cf. the
proof of Proposition 4.27):

• Keep both actions alive as long as player 2 has two actions available;

• If player 2 loses an action choose the action yielding the highest stage
payoff from then on.

Player 2 can proceed (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.27) with:

• Choose the first action from stage 3 on. Then, in that case the average
stage-payoffs will be (ai.i,6],i).
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By the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 4.27, neither player can
unilaterally improve his average stage-payoff from then on.
In Case 3, assume without loss of generality that ai,i < a,,_,. Players 1 and 2
may proceed from stage 3 on as described in the proof of Proposition 4.27 as
well. Hence, the average stage-payoffs will be (a<j, 6»j) from then on. Neither
player can unilaterally improve his average stage-payoff at any further stage
of play.

Let us introduce several notations with respect to /i"* = ((1,1), (i, j)) :

= < (ai.i.Vi)
in Case 1,
in Case 2,
in Case 3,

(iV,...)

I (M,...,

(1,1,..'.)
( l , J , l , j , - )

as long as player 2 has actions 1, j
once player 2 has only action 1 left.
once.plaver 2 has only action 7 left

in Case 1,

in Case 2,

in Case 3,

in Case 1,
in Case 2,

as long as player 1 has actions l,t 1
j once player 1 has only action 1 left > in Case 3.
1 once player 1 has only action i left J

The pairs (tw^.ty^i) and (^3,^3) may be interpreted as follows. If /î  =
((1, l),(i, j)), then the strategy-combination (^3,^3) yields average stage-
payoffs of (11̂ 3, u^s) from stage 3 on, and neither player can achieve a higher
average stage-payoff by deviating unilaterally from (^3 ,^3 ) .
The same may be done for all /i^ = ((1,1), (i, j)) satisfying t ^ 1, j ^ 1. Let,

termine for (WA ,«, W ĵ D) a Nash equilibrium (7r,*j n, <̂n n) • Let
be the expected Nash equilibrium rewards, to be interpreted as follows. I
entry (1,1) is reached at the first, stage of the game, then (a(i,i)'^(i,i)) *""̂
the expected average rewards from stage 2 on, to be achieved by playing
(*"(*i i)'̂ (*i i)J **" stage 2, followed by (^(i,i),(tj))>^(*(i,i),(tj))) if entry (i,j)
with 17^ 1, j 7̂  1, is reached at stage 2. Neither player can improve his aver-
age stage-payoff from stage 2 on by deviating unilaterally from this strategy
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given that entry (1,1) is reached at stage 1.

Construct A' = [a£ J and £* = [ t ^ J with a*,^ and 6^,, determimxl con-
ditional on entry (i, j ) being reached at the first stage in a manner similar
to the one just described in detail for entry (1,1). Determine for (A*, £*) a
Nash equilibrium (7r'(l),«r'(l)) and let the corresponding expected payoffs
be equal to (t'J.i'j). Let (ir*,<r*) be given by:

• if A* = ((i,j)), then let (»'(A»)

• if /i* = ((i,j), (*,/)), then ((W(

By backward induction it follows that (7T*,<T') is a Nash equilibrium of

(A,B,2,2) and (7i(^,ff '),7i(»r',^)) = K,t»5).
Based on the preceding we formulate the following algorithm to calculate a
Nash equilibrium of a (2,2)-restricted general-sum game.

Algorithm 4.3.

Step 1. Take i G / , j 6 J, examine the bi-matrix games (A/,3,B^), for
^ = ((*. j ) . (*:. 0) satisfying fc ^ i, Z ^ j . Determine (TT^, rr^) and (t«;^, u>£,)
corresponding with (A/,3,Bhs) for each /r* = ((i,j), (A:,/)) with A; ^ i, / ^ j ,
as described.

Step 2. Construct for /i* = ((t, j)) the bi-matrix game (W^,, H^j) with

Determine for /i^ = ((t,j)) a Nash equilibrium (7r̂ ,<7Jja) of the bi-matrix
game (W))a, W ĵ) and the corresponding expected payoffs ( a ^ , ^ ) .

Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for all /i* = ((t,j)) with t € / , j e J. Let

(A', B*) be the bimatrix the entry (i,j) of which equals (fl(ij),^»)-

Step 4. Determine a Nash equilibrium (7r'(l),(7*(l)) for the bi-matrix game
(A*, B*) and let (wj, wj) be the corresponding equilibrium payoff.

Step 5. Now, a Nash eqiulibrium for (A,B,2,2), is given by (TT*,<T*) with:
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The expected average rewards for (7r*,<7*) are given by:

Example 4.6. Consider the game (A,B,2,2) with

2,1 2,2 1,3
1,4 3,0 2,4
0,2 0,1 3,0

We examine all (A/,3, £,,3), satisfying /i' = ((1,1), (i, j)), with i, j ^ 1.

2 at even stages
1 at odd stages £
A;

(1,1....)-

1,4 3,0 '

if player 2 has 2 actions

if player 2 has only A; = 1,2;

) = (2,4), < , = (2,2,...), and ^ 3 = (3,3,...).

( ( l , l ) , ( 3 , 2 ) ) w e h a v e ( A f c 3 , B , , 3 ) = f ^ J

) = (2,2), Trja = (1,1,...), and ^ 3 = (2,2,...).
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1 at odd stages
3 at even stages
it

r;»= (i , i , . . . ) -

. > while player 2 has 2 actions,sf J
if player 2 has only A; = 1,3,

We obtain the bi-matrix game (WA ,), W', ,j) which is givtni by

Both (3,2) and (2,3) yield a Nash equilibrium in the game (W(\ ,>, W ,̂ ,>).
Take (a^i),6(,,,)) = (2,4) and ( T T J , , ^ , ) = (2,3).
Proceeding in similar manner for all entries, we obtain a bimatrix game

2,4 2,2 2,4
2,4 2 , ^ 2,4
1,3 2,4 2 , | j

Clearly, (1,1) is a Nash equilibrium in (A*,B*). Then, a Nash equilibrium
for (A,fl ,2,2) is (jr'.rr') given by:

= ( i , i ) ;

< 3 = (1,1,...) if fc' = ((1,2), (2,1)) or /i* = ((1,3)(2,1)),
7r«3 = (2,2,...) if/r> = ((1,1),(2,3)), /i* = ((1,3),(2,1)), or
((1,3), (2,2)).
For all other /i* = ((1,1b), (2,/)), *: , '€ {1,2,3}:

2 at even stages
1 at odd stages
fc if p layer 2 h a s only A: = 1,2,

and
a«, = (1,1,...) if /i* = ((1,1), (3,3)), ((2,1), (3,3)), ((3,1),(1,3)), or
((3,1), (2,3));

• • ] while player 2 has 2 actions,

; (
For all other ^ = ((fc, l),(/,3)), it,/ € {1,2,3}:

3 at even stages 1
^ 3 = ^ 1 at odd stages J

3 otherwise.

,3)),

< J while player 1 has 2 actions,
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The expected payoffs are given by (71 (TT*,<T'), 72(71-', <r')) = (2,4). •

In this example, several pure Nash equilibria exist for (A*,£*). Generally
that need not be true. Similarly, (W('j), W ^ ) need not have a pure Nash
equilibrium. Indeed, in the example above (W/22)' W/22)) ^ given by:

fiyl ^ra x _ f 2, 1 2,4

This bi-matrix game only has (^2),^'2,2)) = ((|» ?). (2' 2)) *^ * mixed Nash
equilibrium with expected payoffs equal to (2, y ) .

4.4 Differential games with changing payoffs
In a differential game, the players choose actions in continuous time, thereby
receiving a flow of payoffs. Such actions are called contro/s, and they are
chosen subject to certain constraints, in particular with respect to a state
«anofc/e. Such a constraint is called the state equation or transition equa-
tion. Differential games are often analyzed by methods provided by optimal
control theory, or by dynamic programming (see for instance Starr & Ho
[1969a,b]). The models to be presented in the remainder of this section be-
long to a wide class of games studied in economics in order to analyze, e.g.,
industrial R&D (e.g., Reinganum [1982]), joint exploitation of a common ex-
haustible resource (e.g., Levhari & Mirman [1980]), or capital accumulation
(e.g., Spence [1979]). See also Vega-Redondo [1994].

4.4.1 An investment problem

In this subsection we analyze a differential game corresponding to a stylized
economic problem of choosing between two ways to invest money. Specifi-
cally, we consider a two-player game in continuous time where at each point
of time t € [0,00) each player has one (perfectly divisible) unit of money
to invest. Each player can divide this one unit between on the one hand
a project for which the payoff depends on the investments of both players,
and on the other hand a project for which the payoff depends only on own
investment. An investment in the first project will, moreover, result in an
additional payoff stream, depending on both own investment and the in-
vestment of the opponent. This is meant to capture the idea of learning or
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unlearning as explained in the introduction. One may think of increasing or
decreasing one's skill/technology ' or market share. These additional payoffs
constitute state variables.

Let o(t) € [0,1] and /?(<) € [0,1] denote the investment decisions at time
< of players 1 and 2, respectively, in the first project. Let £(a(t),/)(?)) *»d
/i(a(<), /?(£)) denote the resulting immediate payoffs at time / for players 1 and
2, respectively. The function # can be assumed to have obvious properties,
like being increasing in a and decreasing in /I Similarly for /J. In this basic
formulation, however, we do not need such assumptions. We just assume
that both functions are continuously differentiable, but that assumption may
also be relaxed. As functions of (, however, we require that a and /̂  have
only isolated points of discontinuity, in order to ensure the existence of the
integrals below.

The immediate payoffs from investment in the second project at time t
are equal to 1 — a(£) and 1 — /?(t), if a(() and /?(<) are the investments in
the first project, respectively. (Un)learning effects for player 1 are assumed
to be captured by a state variable x depending on a as well as on /V by the
state equation x(£) = a(£) — /3(t) (where the dot denotes time derivative).
The additional resulting payoff stream for player 1 is given by x(<)e~^', where
r may be any real number. Here, x(<) expresses the amount of "learning"
relative to the opponent, whereas e"*"' describes its long-run effect. Unlearn-
ing effects are stressed when r is positive; note that, in that, case in the* long
run the term x(t)e~'"' practically vanishes, so that only short term effects are
interesting. A formulation of the problem where this is avoided, i.e., where
also long term effects are interesting, is given in Subsection 4.4.4.

Similarly, (un)learning effects for player 2 are given by a state variable
y governed by the state equation y(<) = /?(£) - a(£). The corresponding
additional payoff stream is given by y(£)e~*'i for some real number .». Note
that x(£) + y(<) is constant, so one can think of x(£) as the market share of
player 1 at time £. According to this interpretation, the constants X(, and j/o
in the two maximization problems to follow can be seen as the initial market
shares, and it would be natural to choose xo + yo equal to 1. The case of
actual learning would correspond to both initial values being set equal to 0.

We can now write down player l's maximization problem for any given

'See Cheng (1984] on this topic.
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investment plan /?(£) (£ G [0, oo)) of player 2 and any discount factor p: *.

Maximize /„* e-"%(a(*),/?(*)) + (1 - a(t)) + x(t)e"^]dt

subject to / i ( 0 - « ( 0 - / W (4.1)
1 object to | 3(o) = *o, a(0€[0, l] .

Similarly, for player 2, given investments a(£) of player 1 at. each moment
4 6 [0,oo):

Maximize /„" r-"*[/i(a(*),/?(*)) + (1 - 0(0) + v(0e~*]*
1/(0 = 0 ( 0 - « ( 0 (4.2)

Thus, the players are assumed to maximize discounted streams of payoffs
(with common discount factor /?), given the investment, plans of their oppo-
nents. The initial conditions for the state variables x and i/ are included
to make the maximization problems well-defined, but play no role in our
analysis.

Observe that, in a seemingly more general but equivalent formulation,
the terms 1 - r* and 1 — /? in the objective functions could be taken into the
functions <7 and /t, respectively.

A simultaneous solution of problems (4.1) and (4.2) is a Nash equilib-
rium for this game. Depending on the nature of the strategies (investment
plans) employed, we distinguish between open-loop strategies and closed-loop
(feedback) strategics. In the latter case, strategies may depend on the state
variables, and the players have the possibility to adapt their action choices
while the game is being played. In the former case, a strategy depends only
on time and not on the state variables. We will concentrate on open-loop
strategies, which are much easier to calculate.

Solving problems (4.1) and (4.2) is a straightforward application of op-
timal control theory, specific-ally, of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The
Hamiltonian corresponding to problem (4.1) is the function

ff(a,z,t, A) = e-"[9(a,0) + (1 - a) +xe-^] + A[a - 0],

where the Lagrange multiplier (or eostate variable) A is also a function of t.
Necessary conditions for a function a solving problem (4.1) are:
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(a) At each *, Q maximizes //.* Thus, for an interior solution 0 < a < 1,
we have 3/ / /da = 0, hence

0)/ 1] + A = 0.

For a solution a = 0 we have

and for a solution a = 1 we have

(b) x = <9///dA, i.e., i = Q - /?;

(c) A = -d/ / /dx, i.e., A = -

(d) Transversality condition: limt_oo <M<) = 0.

Conditions (c) and (d) together imply

which may be substituted in the conditions formulated in (a).
The Hamiltonian and necessary conditions for problem (4.2) look similar

and therefore will not be written down explicitly.
Observe that, in general, interior solutions cannot always be expected.

For an interior solution for a (and fixed /?), the appropriate condition under
(a) becomes

9a p + r '
and, assuming that the partial derivative of # with respect, to o is nonneg-
ative, this condition cannot be met for low values of £ if p + r < 1. In that
case a = 1 for low values of <. On the other hand, if p + r > 1, a necessary
condition to have an interior solution a for all values of < (and /?) is that
r > 0 and the derivative d<7(a,/?)/&* takes all values between 1 - l/(p + r)
and 1.

In the following subsections we consider a few specifications of 5 and /i
which enable us to derive exact solutions.

^In what follows it is convenient to suppress t from the notation whenever this does
not lead to confusion.
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4.4.2 Bang-bang solutions - „ ,..

T h e specification considered here allows "bang-bang" solutions, i.e., solutions
taking only the values 0 and 1, among the open-loop Nash equilibria. Let

T h e conditions in (a)-(d) of the previous section lead to

a ( 0 = 0 if /?(t) > —
p + r

a(*) = l i f ,

and analogous conditions for /?(<), depending on a(£). Further, a (or /?) may
take on arbi trary values between 0 and 1 if we have an equality sign in any of
these conditions. This leads to the following description of open-loop Nash
equilibria. Mere, <' is the value of £ for which e~'*/(p + r ) = 1 and £" is the
value of f for which r~*7(P + «) = 1- Observe tha t £' < <" if r > s > 0,
provided tha t £' and £" exist.

P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 8 M M Me .spcri/ica<ton.s ^ ( a , /?) = a ( l — /?) and / i(a, /?) =
/?(1 - a ) a n d / o r r > s > 0, </ifi open-/oop M M / I eoui/i6na are comftinahons
o/ s^ratetjies a and /? con^ainin^ on/j/ iso/ated dtscon^inm^ies and

i. For ewen/ 0 < i < <' : a(«) = /3(<) = 1;

ti. For < = <' : /}(£) = 1 and a ( i ) is ar6ttran/;

tit. For « ' < £ < * " : /?(*) = 1 and a ( t ) = 0;

iw. For f > t* : ^ ( t ) = 1 and a(f) = 0, or /?(*) = 0 and a(«) = 1, or

Thus , in this specification there are solutions taking on only the values 0 and
1. Solutions of this kind are usually called 6ano-6an§ so/uitons. Both players
might s ta r t off (depending on the values of r and s relative to the common
discount factor p) with full investment, in the first, (competitive) project. In
the longer run, however, in equilibrium either one of the players invests fully
in this project, and the other one invests nothing or the investments of both
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players are between 0 and 1 but in the long run converge to 0. It should be
noted that the solutions in Proposition 4.28 are formulated at each point f in
time separately, so that the resulting strategies may be highly discontinuous.
The first, player to jump (necessarily) to zero investment is the one with the
higher of the two rates r and s (as can be easily seen); at that point, it. is no
longer advantageous to compensate for the comparative "unlearning" effect
of investment in the first, project (given that the other player still invests
fully) by also investing in that project. Thus, the player with the higher of
the two rates r and s is the first one "to give tip". A plausible equilibrium
would be one where after this event this player stays at a zero investment
level, while his opponent stays at investment level 1.

A proof of Proposition 4.28 can be based on the necessary conditions
stated in the previous section and will not be elaborated.

4.4.3 A Cobb-Douglas case

In this subsection we assume specifications which also allow interior solutions
of the players' maximization problems, that is, open-loop Nash equilibria
with investments which may be strictly between 0 and 1. To be precise, we
take

The analysis of the general Cobb-Douglas case is more tedious but will not
exhibit essentially different features.

The next, proposition describes the open-loop Nash equilibria for the sit-
uation analogous to the one in Proposition 4.28. In order to make the de-
scription easier to digest, we first introduce some notation.

Assume r > s > 0 and p + r < 1. Then let

-I- r)

_ ln|(p + r) ln
13 _ 1 £4 =

r
It. can be verified that 0 < *i < *2 < *4 and that

For < > 0 define
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We ran now state our proposition.

Proposition 4.29 VVi«/i tfie speo/iaiftorw g(a,/?) = y/a(l - / ? ) , /i(a,/3) =

y/?(l — a), r > s > 0, and p + r < 1, f/ie open-/oop Nas/i e^ut/tfena are
romfcmaiton.9 o/ .strategies a and /? containing on/y iso/ated discontinuities
and s

i. For every 0 < f < *i : a(t) = /?(t) = 1;

it. For < = <i : /3(t) = 1 and a(£) w ar6z<rarj/;

tit. For t, < t < *2 : 0(0 = 1 and a(<) = 0;

iv. For t 2 < * < 4̂ i/iene are h/;o cases:

a. //«3 < *2, ^e« j9(«) = 1 and a(«) = 0.

o. / / 2̂ < 3̂ < *4i ^»en /or ^ < * £ 3̂ ^»ere are
= 1, a(«) = 0, or /?(«) = 0, a(t) = 1, or /?(<) = /?•(*) and

/or ^ < < < *4 : /?(0 = 1, a(<) = 0;

v. For < > <4 : /9(<) = ^ ' ( 0 and

Proposition 4.29 describes the most general case: in all other cases with
r > s, the only difference may be that, the whole picture moves to the left
(or, equivalcntly, the origin to the right). Of course, the analysis of the
case r < .s is similar. The proof of Proposition 4.29 is again based on the
conditions formulated in the previous section, and will not be given in detail.

Figure 4.2 depicts some strategy combinations described by Proposi-
tion 4.29. Again, it should be noted that the strategies are defined for each
£ separately, and thus may contain any number of isolated discontinuities.
In all cases, after ^ the additional payoff effects associated with the state
variables i and t/ decrease rapidly, causing player 1 to start investing again,
while player 2 gradually decreases investments in the competitive project. In
the limit, both a* and /?' approach i.

The following proposition applies to the situation where one of the two
players has a nonpositive depreciation rate of the (un)learning payoffs.

Proposition 4.30 Assume .O(Q,/3) = ^/«(1 - /?), /*(<*,/?) = y/#(l ~ ")> *" ^
0, s > 0, andp + r < 1, and |r| < p. Let, as aoove, £2 = — ln(p + s)/s. TTien,
/or an open-/oop TVas/i egut/iftrta w>e /lave:
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Figure 4.2: Proposition 4.29.

i. For a//« > maxjO,^} : " (0 = 1, 0(0 = 0;

it. For o// 0 < < < fi : a(t) = /?(t) = 1.

This proposition confirms the obvious intuition that the player with the
nonpositive depreciation rate survives, as far as investment in the first project
is concerned. If p + r > 1, then in the longer run this will still hold although,
initially, the equilibrium strategies may look different (details are omitted).

4.4.4 An alternative formulation
A drawback in the formulation of the investment problem in Subsection 4.4.1
is that the effects of the state variables x and y vanish in the long run due
to the presence of the coefficients e~" and e " ; there is not only relative but
also absolute "unlearning" or "depreciation" as time goes on.*

*See Vega-Redondo [1994].
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To avoid this, we could alternatively require

:(<, T)/(a(r),/?(r))<fT, (4.3)

where, as before, x is the state variable for player 1, where / describes how
the state variable depends on the investment plans of both players, and
where the function A; reflects the depreciation or growth of the state variable.
Differentiating, we obtain

(4.4)

In the special situation that dfc(£,r)/cft = /(£)&(£, r) for some function
depending only on J, equation (4.4) implies

(4-5)

£\f auaximizataon /4.1,\. now consider the maximization problem

Maximize /o*e-^[^(«(«),/?(*)) + (1 ~ «(0) + *(*)]*

subj«.tt,o ^ ( 0 ) = xo,a(«)€ [0,1].

The coefficient e"'"' has now been removed from the objective function; in-
stead the state equation has been replaced by (4.5). A similar formulation
can be given for player 2. The corresponding Hamiltonian is now given by

as the costate eqtiation. Again, similar expressions hold for player 2.
A simple example is obtained by assuming, in line with the preceding

subsections,

and
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Then /(t) = - r (we assume r > 0), and it is easily established, also using
the transversality condition limj_oo A(4) = 0, tliat

Substituting this expression for A(t) in the Hamiltonian and maximizing at
a given £ and for a given strategy /?(t) of player 2 over the possible values of
a(/), it follows easily that, the maximizing value of a will be independent off.
In other words (and making similar assumptions about player 2), in an open-
loop Nash equilibrium the strategies of the players can be chosen constant
over time, for this particular choice of the function fc (and the corresponding
function for player 2). For particular choices of the functions (/ and /i being
the immediate payoff functions of players 1 and 2 respectively, from investing
in the first project, such an open-loop Nash equilibrium can be calculated,
for instance for Cobb-Douglas payoff functions as in the preceding sections.
Details are left to the reader. , . . , .-. ,
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Chapter 5

Egalitarianism, potentials, and
values

5.1 Introduction

The Shapley value (Shapley [1953]) is probably the best known solution for
transferable utility games. One of the characterization of the Shapley value
involves the following four axioms: efficiency, symmetry, additivity, and the
null-player property. A value is efficient if it distributes for every game the
worth of the grand coalition among all players. A value is symmetric if it
gives the same utility to any pair of players whose marginal contributions in
any game are identical. A value is additive if it gives to each player in any
game being the sum of two games, precisely the sum of the utilities which
the value gives him in the two separate games. A value has the null-player
property if every player whose marginal contribution to all coalitions equals
zero, receives a utility of zero.

Young [1985] proves that the Shapley value is the unique solution sat-
isfying the axioms of efficiency, symmetry and strong monotonicity. Strong
monotonicity compares the utilities attributed by a value in different games
with the same player set. Consider two games with the same player set, and
assume that some player's marginal contributions in the first game are at
least equal to his marginal contributions in the second game. Then strong
monotonicity implies that, the utility given by the value to the player in the
first game is at least the utility given to him in the second game.

Hart & Mas-Colell [1989] characterize the Shapley value by the axioms of

139
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consistency and standardness. A reduced game is a game on a subset of the
player set, that remains after compensating all other players in the original
game in an appropriate way (which may vary with the solution in question).
Then, consistency requires that, when a solution is applied to the reduced
game each player in the reduced game receives the same utility as in the
original game. Standardness implies that when the solution is applied to an
arbitrary two-person game, each player receives half of the surplus of that
game on top of the amount that he receives in the one-person coalition. Hart
& Mas-Colell [1989] extend this result to the entire family of weighted Shapley
values: Each weighted Shapley value is uniquely determined by H(art-&-
)M(aH-Colell)-consiHtency and the amounts attributed in two-person games.

We introduce the axiom of a-egalitarianism, which requires that a value
attributes to each null-player in a game, a fraction a of the per-capita income.
We interpret the real number a as a proportional tax on every coalition in
tin* game, which is to be (Kjually redistributed among all of its members.
Thus, a reflects a social norm, i.e., the level of egalitarianism or solidarity
in the society. Social norms on equality and solidarity exist in real life, and
one may wish to devise solutions which incorporate these aspects. Several
contributions explore a similar theme, e.g., Nowak & Radzik [1994], Dutta
& Ray [1989]. Here, we follow a different approach.

We show that for fixed a, the axioms of efficiency, symmetry, additivity,
and fv-egjilitarianism uniquely determine a value, the a-egalitarian Shapley
value. We introduce two further axioms, namely equal coalitional improve-
ment and (v-marginality. Suppose that in a game a coalition, say T, were to
find a way to work more efficiently, such that its worth, as well as the worth of
each coalition containing T, is raised by a fixed amount. Then, equal coali-
tional improvement implies that all members of T improve equally under
the value. The property of a-marginality is a generalization of marginal-
ity and requires the following. Take two games with the same player sets
and suppose a player's marginal contribution to any coalition not contain-
ing him are identical in these two games. Apply the value to both games,
then the utilities to this player in the two games above the fraction a of
the per-capita income of the separate games, are the same. (Marginality is
0-marginality and follows immediately from strong monotonicity, cf. Young
[1985].) With these new axioms we give two more axiomatic characteriza-
tions of the a-egalitarian Shapley values. The first characterization is by the
axioms of efficiency, triviality (Chun [1989]), equal coalitional improvement,
and a-marginality. The second characterization is by the axioms of efficiency,
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symmetry, and o-marginality.
Our final characterization of the a-egalitarian Shapley value follows Hart

& Mas-Colell [1989]. We introduce a-dependent variants of consistency and
standardness, which are linked to the level of egalitarianisiu in the society.
We call these new axioms a-consistency and a-standardness, respivt ively.
For fixed a, we prove that these two axioms characterize the a-egalitarian
Shapley value.

Hart & Mas-Colell [1989] use potentials in their characterization of the
weighted Shapley values. A potential in this context is a map which assigns
to each transferable utility game a unique real number. We take the idea of
'taxing and redistributing' one step further to derive a family of potentials
and a family of values depending on a tuple of parameters (a, 6, a), where
a, 6 are vectors of weights and a represents the level of cgalitarianiHm. A
value in this family will be denoted by $"•*•", and all values of this form sat-
isfy efficiency and linearity. The weighted Shapley values, the a-cgalitarian
Shapley values, and the egalitarian value are special examples of such values.
We investigate relations between restrictions on (a, 6, a) and properties of
the value *»>-".

In Section 5.2 we introduce the model and present characterizations of
the (weighted) Shapley value(s) in order to compare our results with these
characterizations. Section 5.3 is devoted to a-egalitarian Shapley values and
several axiomatic; characterizations of these values. In Section 5.4 we intro-
duce and examine the families of (a, 6, a)-potentials and values $»•''•".

5.2 The model and preliminaries

Let 5? denote the set of real numbers. Let Z be a nonempty set of natural
numbers, representing the set of potential players. (Strict) inclusions are
denoted by (c) C. A coalition is a finite subset of Z. A transferable
utility game is a pair (iV, t>) where N C Z is a coalition and w : 2^ —» 9ft,
with 7>(0) = 0. The function ?; is the characteristic function. We denote
the set of all games with player set N by G'^, the set of all games is G\

Let (JV, u) e G\ then:

• For MCJ\f, the characteristic function of the game (M, w) is the map
w restricted to 2**;
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• Player i € JV is a null-player in ( N » if u(5 U {i}) = t;(S) for all
5CJV;

• The set A/*(N, 7;) is the set of null-players in (TV, w);

• Players i, j € /V are symmetric in (N,t;), if v(5 U {i}) = ?'(5 U {j
forall5CiV\{i, j};

• The marginal contribution (Young [1985]) of i G TV to 5 C TV in
(/V, ?>) is given by

if*

Let i>, i« : 2^ -> K, and a ,AeR, then:

• (i; + «;)(5) = w(5) + w(5), for all 5 C

• (At;)(5) = Aw(5) for all 5 C N,

• (t/»)(5) = (1 - a)t;(5) for all 5 C N.

With the first two operations G^ is a linear space. We call the game (TV,?;")
the a-taxed game of (TV, i;), i.e., the game which remains if a proportional
tax of a is levied on the worth of each coalition in the game (TV, ?>). For
arbitrary JVCZ, let (TV, ?>o) denote the zero-game, i.e., JV(/V,«<>) = -N. For
nonempty T C JV C Z, the T-unanimity game (N, tir) is the game with
u-y(S) = 1 if T C 5 C TV, and u<r(S) = 0 otherwise.

Shapley [1953] demonstrated that the collection of all T-unanimity games
(8 5̂  T C JV) constitutes a basis of the linear space G^. Hence, for every
game (TV, t») with nonempty player-set TV, there exists a unique set of numbers
{cr € K j 0 / T C /V}, satisfying

" =

Explicit, forniulas for these numbers cr are given by

f''*' (5-1)
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A value is a map V assigning to each game (jV, t>), a vector in
The interpretation is that if the value is applied to a game (N,t>), the i-th
component of the vector represents the utility attributed to player t € JV in
the game (TV, i>). Let V be a value, then:

• V is efficient if £,<^ </\(AT,t;) = t>(AT) for every (JV,t>) e G;

V is symmetric if V\(N,") = Vj(W> *') whenever », j € TV are symmet-
ric players in (N, t>) 6 G;

V is anonymous if Virt(W,™) = Vi(W,") for all (Af,t>) 6 C, t € iV,
and all permutations 7r of TV, where TTI;(S) = v(7rS) for all 5 C N;

V»s additive if V(N,t;+ti;) = ^(W,tO+V(N,w) for all
G;

Vis linear if V(Af, At>+/iu;) = AV(N,I ' )+MV(W.« ' ) for all
G, and all A,/*e »;

satisfies the null-player property if Vt(^t w) = 0 whenever t €

V is standard if 0i({t,j},w) = «({»}) + "Uv))-^'))-^^} for all two-
person games ({i, j},?;) e G;

V is trivial (Chun [1989]) if V\(W, «b) = 0 for all Â  C Z, t € TV;

^ is strongly monotonic (Young [1985]) if for any pair of games
(AT,?;), (7V,u;) G G, and any z e iV, it. holds that if AV(5) > A,*"(5') for
all 5 C AT, then V.(A",") > ^(iV.tu);

V satisfies marginality (Young [1985]) if for any pair of games (AT, i>), (A', u») €
G, and any i G N, it. holds that if A,"(S) = A^(5) for all 5CiV, then

For an additive value the analysis may be restricted to its solutions of scalar
multiples of all unanimity games, as V(^i") = V ( )
Ee^rc/v V(^)CrUx) for all additive values V and (AT, v) G G.

An example of a value is the egalitarian value denoted by r/ in the
sequel. For arbitrary (AT,i>) G G, Tfc(Af,?>) = ^ for all i G M The egali-
tarian value is efficient, symmetric, additive, linear, and trivial, but it is not
standard and it does not satisfy the null-player property.
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A value which has received much attention, is the Shapley value (cf.
Shapley [1953], Roth [1988]), denoted by <p in the sequel. For every ( N » G
G and every i G N, y> is given by

SC/V\{i}

The interpretation of the formula is that the Shapley value assigns to each
player his average marginal contribution in the game. It may be verified that
the Shapley value satisfies efficiency, anonymity, symmetry, additivity, the
null-player property, linearity, standardness, triviality, strong monotonicity,
and marginality.

An equivalent, notation of the Shapley value is the following. For every
(N, t;) € G, and every i 6 N, y> is given by

Vt(N,i>) = ^ p^r for alii € N,

where the numbers cr are given by (5.1). This may be seen by noting that in
every game r 7«r (0 ^ T C N) all players in T receive Sj, all players outside
T get zero. Note furthermore that the Shapley value satisfies additivity,
hence by the remarks above lead to this alternative notation.

The following axiomatic* characterization of the Shapley value is a varia-
tion of Shapley's [1953] axiomatic characterization.

Proposition 5.1 Le< V ^ 0 wo/ue. 77ien, t/ie /o/iotuinp £u>o statements are

t. t/> satts/ies ejfl'iciencj/, symmetrj/, addiftvity, and f/ie nu//-p/ayer prop-
erty;

». V = V-

Many characterizations of the Shapley value have been formulated using
alternative axioms. The following axiomatic characterization of this solution
is based on marginal contributions.

Proposition 5.2 (Vounp //0&5/J Let 1/1 liea vaiue. 77ien, #ie /oiiounn^
statements are eoiiiva/en<:
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t. ^ w ejflicicnt, anonymotts, and srron^/y monotonic;

it. >̂ = w.

Note that strong monotonicity implies marginality. In fact, Young u
marginality in his proof of Proposition 5.2.

Let u; 6 5?̂  be a vector of exogenously given weights satisfying tî  > 0
for all i € Z. Then, the weighted Shapley value (cf., Shapley [1953], Kalai
& Samet. [1987]), denoted by y?"' in the sequel, is for every (N, t>) € G given
by

for

For «) 6 S^ satisfying u>, = u>_, > 0 for all t, j € Z, wo have y?"' = </?. Each
weighted Shapley value satisfies the axioms of efficiency, lulditivity and the
null-player property. It is characterized (up to a scalar multiple in M>) by these
three axioms and the amounts which in all T-unanimity games, (J / T C W,
are attributed to the members of 7".

Symmetric players ane no£ treated equally if t/;, ^ u;,- for some i, j 6 Z.
The following interpretation for asymmetric weights of the weighted Shapley
values is similar to the one given by Kalai & Samet [1987]. Suppose players
are to join in a project, and they can generate positive profits if they all
cooperate, and can generate zero-profits otherwise. Then, the Shapley value
gives each player an equal share of the profits. This seems reasonable when
players have to provide similar inputs. In case, however, that there is an
asymmetry in the efforts put forward by the players necessary to complete the
project, a symmetric division of the profits may not be reasonable;. Dividing
the profits proportional to the efforts put. forward by the players, swum a
good alternative. For this purpose, the weighted Shapley value may be used
with the weights equal to the effort-levels.

Hart & Mas-Colell [1989] introduce the following family of 'potentials'.

Definition 5.3 (7/art # A/as-Co/e// /7$£0/,J Le* u> € #* .sa*w/y u;, > 0 /or
a i i i e Z . 77ien f/ie w-potenttai w tfie map P«, : G —• 3?

»• .P«,(0,t') = o,

«• E,ew u»i[P»(iV,t;) - P«,(JV\{«},w)] = «(JV) /or every (JV.t;) € G.
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So, a w-potential is a map attributing to each game a unique real number.
The condition of strict positivity on the vector of weights u; guarantees that
the w-potential is well-defined and unique. The weighted Shapley value <̂*"
(cf., Shapley [1953], Kalai & Samet [1987]) is connected to this w-potential
as follows (cf., Hart & Mas-Colell [1989]):

¥ > J W ) = «;< [/>„(#,«) - P»(iV\{*},«)] for all (JV,«) G G, i € TV.

The w-potential provides an algoritlun to compute the corresponding weighted
Shapley value y>"\ by using:

^ „ , .

Furthermore, w-potentials are useful in proving HM-consistency of a value
as Hart & Mas-Colell [1989] have shown. As mentioned before consistency is
a mlured-giuno property. It may be described as follows. Let ^ be a value.
For any group of players in a game, one defines a reduced game among them
by giving the rest, of the players the payoffs according to ^. Then ^ is called
consistent if, when applied to any reduced game, it yields the same payoffs
as in the original game. One way to formalize this reduced-game property is
the following.

Definition 5.4 (tfar< tf A/a.s-CWe// /JPSP/j Z,e< 0 6e a ?;a/ue, (W,t>) G G,
ami 0 ^ £/ C TV. 77ien t/ie (U, i/>)-reduced yame o/ v is i/ie jome t^>*

i. t."-*(S) = t>(5 U f/) - E*g(7 ^ ( 5 U (7, w) /or a// 0 ^ 5 C N\C7;

it. t>"-*(0) = 0.

Definition 5.5 f//arf f̂  Ma.s-Co/e// //95P/J Le< 0 ftc a vaiue. TAen ^ t5
ifM-conatatent i//or a// </ames (N, i;) € G and a// 0 / C7 C N :

•0,(N\t/, w""*) = ^(^V,«) /or a// i G N\(7.

One can directly show with these definitions that the egalitarian value r; is
HM-consistent. The following pertains to the utilities attributed by a value
to the players in two-person games.
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Definition 5.6 f//art # A/as-Co/e// /70£9/; L<>< tf> 6? n t>a/«e, and /<>* «> G »*
sa<i.s/y u;, > 0 /or a//1 € Z. 77ien V « to-proporftonai t / /or aM 2-person

{»,j},t;), t* notas tfia* Vi({«,j},t») = ^^W)>—•y;IK"t"«'».

In case that u^ = c > 0 for all t € Z, ^-proportionality is equivalent, to stan-
dardness. So, the weighted Shapley value with weights u>, is unproportional.
Hart. & Mas-Colell [1989] prove the following axiomatic characterization.

Proposition 5.7 /'//art # A/as-Co/e// //9#9/; Le< V ^ a voiu«, onrf /ef w €
3?̂  satts/y u;, > 0 /or a// t 6 Z. 77»en, <Ar /o/Zotinny hi»o sfaternentA ane

i. V w //A/-co7isis£en< and «;-proporttona/; . , ,

it. V = ¥>"'•

5.3 a-Egalitarian Shapley values
All weighted Shapley values satisfy the null-player property. So do several
other values in the literature, e.g., the nucleolus (Sehmeidler [19G9]) and the
r-value (Tijs [1981]). However, instead of the null-player property, we would
like to introduce the property of a-egalitarianism. Recall that A/"(Af, »>) is the

set of null-players in (iV, t»), and let V*(N, T;) = '*^%?—— be the per-capita
income under the value ^ in (TV, i>).

Definition 5.8 Lei Q € 3?. T/ie va/ue ^ is o-e(7a/itarian i/, /or every jame
(TV, ?;) and every i 6 A/"(N, 1;), Vt(N,«) = a^(N, 1;).

a-Egalitarianism states that each null-player in each game obtains the fixed
fraction a of the per-capita income. We define the following family of a-
egalitarian values.

Definition 5.9 Lei a € 3?. 77ie a-ega/ttarian S/tapZej/ va/ue V" w /or
every (/V, ?;) € G yiuen 6ty ̂ °(AT,t;) = (1 - a)v?(7V,v) +

This section deals with characterizations of a-egalitarian Shapley values for
fixed Q G 3?, namely Propositions 5.10, 5.13, 5.14, and 5.22. Propositions
5.10, 5.14, and 5.22 are inspired by the characterizations of the Shapley
value presented as Propositions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.7. We begin by giving a
characterization in the spirit, of Shapley [1953].
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Proposition 5.10 Let a 6 f i and Zet ̂  6e a i/aZtie. 77ien, £/i
are eguzua/eni:

i. >̂ is ej9?cien<, addihue, «j/mme<nc, and a-egaZi£artan;

ti. V = V>°-

The proof of Proposition 5.10 relies on a standard analysis of the T-nnanimity
games (0 ^ T C N) and is left to the reader. Recall that in Proposition 5.1
the Shapley value is characterized by efficiency, symmetry, additivity, and
the null-player property. So, replacing the null-player property in this set of
four axioms by the axiom of a-egalitarianism yields the a-egalitarian Shapley
value for fixed Q £ $ .

In the following we firstly give two new definitions (axioms).

Definition 5.11 77ie va/ue 0 safts/ie* 0/tia/ coaZitionaZ improvement
i / / o r aZZ games (./V, ?>), (./V, to) and any nonemptj/ coaZzhon T C iV
property

= t>(5) + r /or .some c e $R, and aZZ S D T ,

= t>(S) ot/ienyise,

rf exists .some c G 5R 5ait.syj/ing ^•(•'Vi ̂ ) — V\(-W, ?») = c /or aZZ i G T.

Suppose that a coalition 0 ^ T C AT has a gain such that the worths of
all coalitions containing T increase by the amount c. Then, the property
of equal traditional improvement requires that all members of T improve by
an amount c under the value. The Shapley value and the egalitarian value
satisfy ixiual coalitional improvement. So, an a-egalitarian Shapley value
must also satisfy this property. Weighted Shapley values however, do not
satisfy this property in general.

Definition 5.12 T/ie raZue ^ sa<ts/ie.s a-tnarytnaitty t / /or aZZ (TV, t>), (iV, u/) €
G, and every nt«Z/-/>Zayer t tn (N, t> - tw) :
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This property is an a-dependent variant of the axiom of marginality, which
has been discussed in the introduction and in Section 5.2. The axiom of
a-marginality compares the utilities attributed by a value in different games,
requiring that if the vector of marginal contributions of a player is the same
in two games, then the amounts which he receives on top of the fixed fraction
a of the per-capita income in the two games, are identical.

The following characterization uses both the axioms of equal coalitional
improvement and a-marginality.

Proposition 5.13 Le< a 6 3? and /e< ^d f o va/ue. 77»en,
statements ore e^utvalenl;

i. V sato^es c/fictency, frttna/ity, e<7ua/ roaitfrona/ improwrmenf, and
a-marytna/ity;

it. V = ^°-

Proof. The part that (ii) implies (i), is straightforward.
Let t/> satisfy the four axioms in (i). Then by triviality V>(N, t/o) = ^°(W, «o)
for all (JV,i>o) € G.
We now prove that VK »̂ tw) = ^"(^i ">) implies V*(W> tu + rur) = V"(^i'") +
^"(cur), for arbitrary (N, w) e G, nonempty T C TV, and r 6 S . This will
complete the proof of the proposition in view of the representation of a game
on the basis of unanimity games. Note that

= j^j for i

Let c € 3?, (TV, to) € G, and let T C N be nonempty. Then, a-marginality
and efficiency of the value ^ applied to iu and tu + cur imply

t/>,(7V, to + cur) = ^,(N, tu) + a-^r for all i 6

By efficiency and equal coalitional improvement of V% we obtain

«€T
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with c = i i j = ^ + j ^ . Hence, s. •.. •-... , . , , , - -,.,*.; - r

(JV,u» + CUT) = &(#,«/) + / + — for all i € T.

Then, V»(N,«; +cur) = V ' " W « ' ) + ^ (CWT) = ^(^V,w +CUT). •

Proposition 5.13 yields an alternative characterization of the Shapley value
by taking a = 0. The following result uses a-marginality as well, but now in
a similar manner as the property of marginality is used in the proof of the
characterization of the Shapley value by Young [1985] (c:f. Proposition 5.2).

Proposition 5.14 Lei a € 3? and /e£ ^ 6e a ua/ue. 77ien, ffte /ol/ourang
r:rt/.s rue «/mi;a/r;n<:

t. ^ 5a<wyies e^ciency, aymmê TT/, and a-man^ma/t^y;

Proof. We only prove that (i) implies (ii). The other implication is straight-
forward.
Let V' satisfy efficiency, symmetry and a-marginality. Efficiency and sym-
metry imply triviality, hence ^(N^'o) = 0 for all i e iV. So, V(N,"o) =
V>"(N) 7>o)- Then, for nonempty TCJV, and for all c € 3?, we obtain

0*(iV, «b) + j ^ | = p for all z 6 N\T. (5.2)

The first equality follows since all players i € N \T are null-players in both
games t>o and cur, and by a-marginality. The second equality follows from
triviality. Observe that all players in T are symmetric players, hence sym-
metry mid efficiency imply

= ^ ^ + j ^ far all i € T . (5.3)

So, V(N, CUT) = #*(N, CUT). NOW, take the game (TV, t>) and write t> =
£ ^ T C / V CTUT in a unique way. We show ^(N, i>) = ^" (^ i " ) by induction on
the number of nonzero terms CY in He/rcw ^T^T, and we call this number
/3(ti). Note that so far, we have shown for /3(t>) = 0 and for /3(v) = 1,
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that ^(A/,t;) = 0"(A/,v). Assume, tf(A7,z) = 0°(AT,2) for all 2 € <7" with
/?(*) < fc, where A: > 2. Let (AT.r) satisfy 0(t>) = fc. Then there exist auditions
T\, T2, ...,Tfc and nonzero real numbers Ci.cj, ...,Cfc such that t» = £*=>, <'rr«7>>
Let Z) = nj=j Tr. For t e Af\D, we define the game u;' = Er:,€T, C7v"r,- Since
A»(S) = A^'(5) for all S C N, we have V.(iV,w) -

, u;'), by a-marginality. So, for all t € ,/V\D :

The second equality holds since /?(t/V) < fc, hence we have 0(?V, tw') =
t/'"(N,u;'). So, ^.(A^,") = C(W»") for all i € N\D, which in ttirn implies
with efficiency, that

Note that all players in Z) are symmetric players, hence symmetry of ^ and
V>° implies

Hence, ^>(JV,«) = #*(W, 11) for all (AT,t>) with /3(«) = it. •

We conclude this section by characterizing each a-egalitarian Shapley
value, similar to the characterization of the Shapley value by Hart & Ma»-
Colell [1989], namely by a-dependent variants of consistency and standard-
ness. For this purpose we introduce the following reduced game. .»

Definition 5.15 Lef (TV,«) € G, a € 3?, and Ze£ V ^ a wa/ue. fbr nonempty
t/ C A/, tfie (U,^, a)-neduced game (N\U, v"'*'") 0 / t> w ^iuen 6j/

= w(5 U (/) - Efcet/V't(5 U t/,w), t / a = 1 and 5 ^ 0, or
5 = AT\C7;

ii.
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i / a ^ l a n d 0 ^ S c N\t/ ;

iit. t;^*-"(0) = 0.

For a = 0 or a = 1 this reduced game is equivalent to the H(art and) M(as-
Colell)-reduced game (cf. Definition 5.4). Note that for all games (TV,?;), it
holds that .J^L.7;(S U £/) — Zjbet/ f̂c(5" U [/, ?>) = 0, hence for the egalitarian
value »7, Definitions 5.4 and 5.15 are equivalent for arbitrary a € 8?.

We now generalize 'consistency' and 'standardness'.

Definition 5.16 Le£ a € 3? and /e£ ^ 6e a t>a/ue. TTien, i/ie ua/ue 0 is a-
consiatent i/ Vi(/V\C/,«"-*'°) = Vt(W,w) /or a// (/V,v) <E G, ai/ nonempty
[/CiV, and a// i 6 N\C/.

Definition 5.17 77ie va/ue V is a-atondard i//or a// 2-person

It. is (busily verified that for fixed a 6 3?, the value ^° satisfies a-standardness.
We will now prove a-consistency for the a-egalitarian Shapley values. The
following lemma states that for a ^ 1, the (£/, ̂ ",«)-reduced game is equal
to the (£/, <^)-reduced game, i.e., the HM-reduced game for the Shapley value,
with only the worth of the grand coalition of this reduced game being changed
by an additive term. In the lemma, this is denoted by adding a multiple of
the unanimity game (N\[/, u/v\(/)- The proof follows by writing out the
definitions at, both sides.

Lemma 5.18 Lei a G 5?\{1}, /e< (N,t;) G G, and te« [/ C N 6e nonempty.
77,™ t ^ " ^ = ,,i/* + [ j g | ]

Using the fact that, the Shapley value is 0-consistent, i.e., HM-consistent (cf.
Hart & Mas-Colell [1989]), Lemma 5.18 can be used to show that every value
•0° is a-consistent.

Proposition 5.19 For every a € 9?, #ie uaiue V>° is a-

Proof. Fbr a = 1, the statement follows immediately by recalling V* = *?>
and by noting that 1-consistency is equivalent to HM-consistency. Let a €
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»\{ 1} and let (JV, t>) be a game and (/ C JV. Let t € N\(/ , then

Here, the first equality follows from Lemma 5.18, the second equality from
additivity of the Shapley value, and the third equality for the O-consistency
of the Shapley value and the amounts which it assigns in a unanimity game.
For the egalitarian value we have:

= r,,

a

Again, the first equality follows from Lemma 5.18. The other equaliti<!8 follow
from additivity and the definition. It is now a matter of calculation to find
that

This proves a-consistency of
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We proceed on our way of proving that every a-egalitarian Shapley value
is characterized by a-standardness and a-consistency by following the 'line of
proof in Derks & Peters [1993]. For this purpose we prove two intermediate
results and the main result follows almost immediately from them.

Lemma 5.20 Let a 6 SR and /et ^ fee an a-consistent ua/ue suc/i t/iat its
restriction to 2-person games is e^ctent and st/mmetric. 77ien ^ is

Proof. First, let ({i},") be a 1-person game. We define a 2-person game
({*..?}.«') ty w({*.j}) = 2»({i}), «>({i}) = u>({j}) = «({*})• By symme-
try and efficiency of ^ on 2-person games, ^j({i,ji},u;) = î({*>.?'}i w) =
t>({i}). Therefore, ™<^°({i}) = u/({t,j}) - ^-({i,j},«;) = 2w({t}) -
«({*}) = «({*})• Thus, by o-consistency of V, V»i({*}i«) = &({*}» f^ '* '°) =
^({i , j } , UJ) = t)({i}). This shows that the restriction of ^ to 1-person games
is efficient.
For the general case, take (S, ?>) with |5 | > 3 and assume that the restriction
of ^ to all games with less than |S| players is efficient. Let fc € 5, then

t €S

Here, the second equality follows from a-consistency of >̂, the third equality
follows by induction, and the last equality by definition of the a-reduced
game. •

Lemma 5.21 Let n e S and /et V ^ <"* e^cient and a-consistent wa/ue.
Let (AT, »>) 6e a game ««t/i |AT| > 2 and suppose t/iat V(^> w) = ^"(A^, «>) / ^
a// games (M.tu) witft |A/| < |AT|. T/ien

Proof. Let 0 ^ A-f C AT and let (/ = N\M. For 5 C M we have t
t/AV>*\"(5). Hence, with the unanimity game (M, UM), we have
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where /?*,(»') = i^*°(A/) - w^"-»(M). Then for all« € M

So by Q-consistency of V*" and V% we have for all t € A/

C ( ^ . t ' ) - ik(/V,w) - /?„(«)/! A/ I . (5.4)

Suppose that T C N exists with /?r(t>) ^ 0. Then, wo have for every f c W
^ 4 2*4with m r / 0 that ^ j 4 = 2f*4 ^ 0. Suppose without loss of generality

that. /?r(t>) < 0, then by Equation (5.4): v,"(^.") > V>.(N,r) for all » G T.
Now, obviously N (1 T ^ 0, hence V°(N, t>) > V,(N, t>) for all i € N\T. So,
we have V?(N, v) > V\(N, r) for all t € TV. This contradicts efficiency of V>
and v>°- Therefore, /?r(t>) = 0 for every T C /V, so V(W.«) = V»"(W.») by
Equation (5.4). . •

If the conditions of Lemma 5.21 are met, then by using induction on the
number of players, it may be shown that ^ = ^ \ Lemmas 5.20 and 5.21 now
imply the last axiomatic characterization of an a-egalitarian Shapley value
in tlu's section.

Proposition 5.22 Le< a € 3? and /e£ V ^ a wa/ue. 77ien,
statements are eguiua/eni:

i. ^ is a-siandanf an<f a-corwwient;

Proof. Let ^ be a value satisfying a-standardness and a-consistency. Then,
by a-standardness ^ is efficient for two-person games, hence »̂ is efficient
for all games by Lemma 5.20. This implies that ^ fulfills the conditions in
Lemma 5.21 for one-person and two-person games, hence ^ (^ i v) = V*"(W. 7;)
for all games (N, t>) € G. •

5.4 Potentials, values, and axioms
In the previous sections we have seen that the (weighted) Shapley value(s)
and the egalitarian value are HM-consistent, and that the a-egalitarian Shap-
ley values are a-consistent. To prove a-consistency of the latter family, we
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used an indirect approach using the consistency of the Shapley value. This 1
absence of a direct proof inspired our investigations for this section. In Hart 1
& Mas-Colell [1989] an important tool for the proof of HM-consistency of '
the to-weighted Shapley values was introduced, namely the u;-potentials. In 5
this section, we introduce a family of potentials generalizing the potentials
of Hart & Mas-Colell [1989], and associate with each potential a unique effi-
cient and linear value. The families of potentials and values to be introduced
depend on a tuple of parameters (a, 6, a). The vectors a, 6 € 9?̂  are exoge-
nously given weights similar to the weights of the weighted Shapley values.
As before, the parameter a € 9? is a measure of the level of egalitarianism of
the society.

We show that for a = 0 or a = 1, all values within this family satisfy HM-
consistency. To obtain the latter result, we make use of the corresponding
(a,6,fv)-potential. The proof of this result is direct. For a ^ {Oil}> we
have that a-consi.stency is fulfilled if and only if the value satisfies equal
coalitional improvement. To obtain this result we use our earlier result of
HM-consisteney for a = 0. We also list restrictions on the parameters (a, 6, a)
and their effects on other properties of the values $"•'''".

We close the section by showing that certain (sub-)families of values $"•*•"
are uniquely determined by some form of consistency and the amounts at-
tributed in two-person, similar to the characterization of Hart & Mas-Colell
[1989] of the weighted Shapley values and our characterization of the Q-
egalitarian Shapley values in the preceding section.

Definition 5.23 Le* a, 6 € 9?^, a G 9?, sate/j/m^ £ , e s ^ ^ 0 /or aW
nonempty S C Z and o< ^ 0 /or 0// t e Z. 77ien tfie (a, b, a)-potential
is £/ie unique map P"^" : G —> 3? aiuen 6y:

[
/ora//(N,t;)€G, N ^ 0.

77u: waiue $•••»•*
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Remark 4 We oniy consider parameters (a, 6, a) wnic/i satu/y J^,? a* ^ 0
/or ai/ S C Z oiui fcj £ 0 /or a// t € Z. Tfcen, Definition 5.55 tmp/ies

P°-°-°(7V,t>) = Tft̂  , w/ucn con 6e us<wf to determine

6otn tne (a, 6,Q)-potenhai and t/ie connected t;aitie recursive/y.

Remark 5 De/inition 5.25 a//ou;,s a united representation o/ tne
Snap/ey yaiuefs^ and tfie a-eoa/t<artan Snap/ey vaiues:

• / /a, = 6, > 0 /or a// i 6 Z and a = 0, tfien P**" = P«, and •"•*•" = v?"
u;/iere u; = a = 6;

• 7/Oi = 6̂  = 1 /or a// i € Z and a € », tnen *"•*•" = V".

An interpretation of the value $"•*•«* is that, for an arbitrary game (N, t») it.
gives to player t € N the sum of the proportion r» of the per-capita income
of the grand coalition, and his linearly modified marginal contribution to
the potential of the taxed game w". The following leinnm may be proven by
induction and by using Definition 5.23.

Lemma 5.24 $"•*•" i.s e^cienf, /inear, thtna/, and/iomooeneo«.s o/deorrcO
in (a, fc).

The following three propositions show connections between restrictions on the
parameters (a, 6, a) and several concepts presented in the previous sections.

Proposition 5.25 $"•*•' i? symmetric. Fora ^ 1, fne/oZ/ounna .
are e^iiiva/ent:

i. $"•*•<• is symmetric;

ii. T/iere eiist ri, T2 € 3?\{0} suc/i tnat a, = Tj, 6J = T2 /or aZ/ i € Z;

tit. For a// oames (N, w), i 6 N, it /10/ds t/iat

(1 " a) Eb««x« WH^fl-'y (a)'*'-"-* [,(5 U {i}) - (-) ,(S)] .

Proof. See Section 5.5.
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Proposition 5.26 <&"•*•* safw/ies 1 -e^a/ifarianism and l-ma7^zna/ity. For
a ^ 1, £/te /o/Zowini; statements are

M. $"'*'° satis/ie.s a-

zit. a = fc.

Proof. See Section 5.5.

Proposition 5.27 $"•*•' satis/tes egua/ coa/thona/ improuemeni. Fora ^ 1,

are

z. 4>"''*'" .taiw/ie.s equaZ roa/iiiona/ improvement;

«. 77jeTie exists T € 3?\{0} sa^s/yjn^f a, = r /or a / H e Z .

Proof. See Section 5.5.

Wo will now use (a, />, 0)-potentials to prove HM-consistency of the corre-
sponding value 4>"''".

Proposition 5.28 For a = 0 or a = 1, $"'*-° is //M-consistent.

Proof. See Section 5.5.

So for all a, 6 € 9£̂  we have HM-consistency whenever a = 0 or a = 1.
This shows that the weighted Shapley values form only a subclass of the
HM-consistent values. We now prove equivalence of a-consistency and equal
coalitional improvement for the values $<•'*•<* for a ^ {0,1}.

Proposition 5.29 Fora ^ {0,1} t/ie /o//owm</ .statements are eauiua/ent:

i. O"'*«" satisfies er;u«i coaitfiofia/ improvement;

Proof. S«5 Section 5.5.

We conclude this section by describing two families of values. We characterize
each value in the first family by HM-consistency and a-standardness, and
each value in the second family by a-consistency and standardness.
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Definition 5.30 Le< 7 6 S. 77»en, the va/ue £"» w /or etx-ry <jame (N, t>) onrf
» €

Definition 5.31 Let o € 5R, 7 € »\{0}. TTien, tne va/ue a;"'" is /or euery
A\ t») and i € N îwen 6y

(1 " a) E^SC*XH ^ 1 ^ - ' ) ' ( T ^ ) " " " ' ^ ' [«(S U W) - ^ . , ,

Proposition 5.32 T/ie/o//ownn^ <u>o .statements are

i. TAc vaiue V ** ̂ A/-cons«tent and Q-standard;

Proof. First we give an alternative representation of £**. Take (o,/»,0) with
a, = 1, 6, = 1 - a for all i G N, then *"•*•" = £° (cf. Proposition 5.25). By
Proposition 5.28, £" is HM-consistent. Furthermore, a-standardnoss follows
immediately by writing out Definition 5.30 for two-person games. So the
part. that, (ii) implies (i) is clear.
We now prove that (i) implies (ii). Note that ^ is efficient and symmetric
for two-person games by a-standardness. Hence, ^ satisfies efficiency for all
games by Lemma 5.20. So, ^ = £" for all one- and two-person games, V is
efficient and 0-consistent, hence the conditions of Lemma 5.21 are met. This
implies that V> = £"• •

Proposition 5.33 77ie /o//ounn<7 two statements are e^tiiva/ent /or a -̂  1;

i. 77ie va/ue ^ is a-consistent and standard;

ii. ^ = w"''*.

Proof. Let a -̂  1. First we give an alternative representation of a/*'**. Take
(a, 6, a) with a< = 1, 6, = ^ for all i € N, then *"*° = w°'°. By Proposition
5.25 u ° ° is symmetric, hence u>"'° satisfies (yjual coalitional improvement,
which by Proposition 5.29 imphes that it satisfies a-consistency. Standard-
ness follows immediately by writing out Definition 5.31 for two-person games.
So the part that (ii) imphes (i) should be clear.
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We now prove that (i) implies (ii). By standardness u/*'° is efficient and sym-
metric with respect to two-person games, therefore this value is efficient for
all games by Lemma 5.20. So, */> = a/*-" for all one- and two-person games,
•0 is efficient and a-consistent, hence the conditions of Lemma 5.21 are met.
This implies that V = w°'". •

5.5 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 5.25. We only prove the part for a ^ 1.
(ii) implies (i): Take A:,/ G Z and (./V, i;) with fc,/ G N symmetric play-
ers. We prove for (a,/;,o) with a, = Ti and c\ = T2 for all i G Z that.
P"A«(JV\{jfc},ti) = P"'*'°(JV\{/},t;) by induction on the cardinality of 5 C

\ { }
For S = 0, we obtain /*••*•»(S U {*;},«) - P»A«»(S U {/},«) = ('-"
t'-°Ml'» = 0. Now, let. 5 C 7V\{Jb, 1} and assume for all £> C 5: /*••*.«*(£> U

^;) = P»A°(£>U {/},«). Then,

U {fc}) + E,€5u{^} T2P°'"-»(g U

Et65U{fc} Tl

U {/}) + E^5u(,> raP»-*-°(5 U

Ei€SU{J} '"I
= 0.

This in turn implies:

(i) implies (ii): Take t, j € Z, then by symmetry of

0 =
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Since P"'*''*({», j} ,u^j j) ^ 0, we obtain a, = a,. So take T, such that r, = a<
for all t G Z.
Take ({t, j},t>) with i;({i}) = t>({;}) ^ 0. Then, by symmetry of

0 =

So take T2 such that 6̂  = T2 for all i € Z.
(iii) implies (i): Straightforward, (ii) implies (iii): Follows by induction and
writing out Def. 5.23 for rj, T2. •

Proof of Proposition 5.26. We only prove the part, for a ^ 1.
(iii) implies (i): We first prove /*••••«»(#,w) = P"'"'°(N\{i},t;) whenever
i € A/"(W, i;), by induction on |W|.
If TV = {i}, the statement holds trivially. Now, let |/V| > 2, and assume for
all games (S,«) with |5 | < |N| that P"""(S,?;) = P°-°'°(S\{*},?>) whenever
i € A^(5,»). Then, for i 6 A"(W, n),

(1 - aMAT) 4-

EfcGN
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The second equality follows from w(N) = w(N\{i}) and the induction as-
sumption.
This in turn implies: *?•"•"(#,«) = a;P^-°(N, 7;) - a<P°^( AT, »;) + a ^ =

o ^ whenever i G A/"(N,i;).
(i) implies (iii): Let i, j € Z, obviously a-egalitarianism of $*•*•<* implies

({i, j } , ,u<;)) - 6iP»*°({j},U{i}) = 0. Therefore

0 =

= (1 -a )

a, -

Hence, a* = fej. This in turn implies 0 = fe.
(iii) implies (ii): Take i 6 Z. Take (N,iu) and (N,uJ) with i e N and
AJ"(5) = Af (5). Observe that i 6 JV(N,U5 - «;), and since (iii) implies (i),

we get *-*°(W,tB - w) = ° ( " H ^ > = Q*«.^(JV,tD) - a*»A°(iV,ii;). By
linearity of $»•*-<» wo have

H

This proves rv-marginality of 4»"'*''*.
(ii) implies (iii): Take i e Z, iV
«-marginality

», (iV.tJj,), and (iV,u/v\{<}). Then, by

Hence, by efficiency and triviality, we get **' •°(N, u^ j} ) = j^f. This implies
in turn that O,P»""(N,UN\{ ,} ) - 6,P*^(N\{i},«jv\{i}) = 0, which leads to

0 =
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= U-")
n i . - - H I

= M _ \
Eke*

= (1-a)

Hence, a, = 6,. This proves a = 6. •

Proof of Proposition 5.27. We only prove that (i) implies (h). Ob-
serve that for all ( J V , » ) J C N, P"^(yv\{jfc},eur) = 0 for nil A: 6 7\ as
(^V\{fc},cur) is a zero-game. So we obtain *£•*•*(#, cur) = atP"^"(A^,cu7-) +
i^ . Let i , j € Z, clearly *r^({t, j},t 'o) = *;*"({t,j},t»o) = 0,ai»d({i,j},U(,j,)
({t, j},i'o + "{.j})- By equal coalitional improvement

= 0.

So, o,P»^({i,j},U{,j)) + ĵ y = fli
a, = a_,.

+ fTTj which proves

Proof of Proposition 5.28. For a = 1, HM-consistency follows immedi-
ately by noting $"•''•'* = 77.
We now prove the part for a = 0. Let (JV, t;) € C For (/ C V̂ satisfy-
ing |f/| = |N| — 1, the proposition follows immediately. Now fix £/ C Â
satisfying 0 ^ |(/| < |./V| — 1. To prove the proposition for r» = 0 we show

" ) n -/*••*•"(£/,"). (5.5)

We do this by induction on the cardinality of nonempty subsets 5 of 7V\(7.
Note that for all JV C Z, and 0 ̂  t/ C TV, we have .;
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Hence, taking i G AT\[7, we have

a,

a,

Let 5 C W\[/, | 5 | > 2, and assume for all D C S

/*».».»(£) y « ,A _ pa,fc,0 /£) l/.*-'»-«1 + TT _Lpa,6,0(f; ^\ (55)

Then,

u

i

-
.65 «<

The second eqixality follows from Definition 5.4, the third equality follows
from Equation (5.6).
Now, let fc € N\f/, then by definition of $°*'° applied to the game (Af,r)
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-W (tf \(t/ U

a /

,

The second equality follows from Equation (5.5), the third equality follows
by definition of the value *"•*•" applied to the game (N\(/, t>"-**"*"°) . •

Proof of Proposition 5.29. We prove the proposition along the lines of
the proof of Proposition 5.19. Observe in this context that for (A\J>) € G
and nonempty (/ C JV,

ft

*€(/

Note the similarity of the latter with Lemma 5.18. Let a
0 ^ (/ C TV, then for i G

{0,1} and

a

= *?•*•" (iV,w) + a

The second equality follows from Lemma 5.24 and the third by consistency
A0 Fiirthermore,
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It. is now a matter of calculation to find that $?•*•" (jV\[/, «"••"•*'"•") =

*?•*'"(#,«) if and only if **•*•" (N\t/,ujv\i/) = j ^ . The latter holds if

and only if $"'*•" (and hence $"•*•<*) satisfies equal coalitional improvement.
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Chapter 6

Addenda

6.1 Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Dit proefschrift bevat res\iltaten aangaande dynamische prooessen, on eon
onderwerp in de cooperatieve speltheorie. De dynamische processen vindon
him oorsprong in modellen uit. de wiskundige economic, de (evolutionnire)
speltheorie en de evolutionaire economie. Het inhoudelijke gedeelte van dit
proefschrift bestaat uit vier hoofdstiikken die los van eikaar gelezeii knn-
nen worden. Elk hoofdstuk heeft een inleiding, een deel watirin het. model
beschreven wordt, een of meerdere delen waarin resultatmi gepriwnteerd
worden en een literatuurlijst. We bes<:hrijven hier kort de inhoud van de
Hoofdstiikken 2 tot en met 5, en verwijzen voor meer gedetaileerde beschri-
jvingen naar de inleidingen van de hoofdstiikken zelf.

Hoofdstuk 2, 'Economic adjustment processes', behandolt economische
aanpassingsprocessen in de wiskundige economie. We spreken van een «:ono-
misch evenwicht indien op alle markten in de economie het, aanbod van de
goederen precies gelijk is aan de vraag naar deze goederen. Van eminent
belang in dit verband zijn de prijzen van goederen. Op deze prijzen richt de
analyse zich voornamelijk in de context van een zogenaamde ruileconomie.
Een evenwichtsprijs is een vector van prijzen voor alle goederen in een ruile-
conomie, waarbij een economisch evenwicht optreedt. Drie vragen hebben
traditioneel de aandacht getrokken in de vakliteratuur. Bestaat er <x;n even-
wichtsprijs voor elke ruileconomie? Kan een evenwichtsprijs bereikt wor-
den door middel van geleidelijke aanpassingen, te beginnen met een f)rijs
die geen evenwichtsprijs is? Kan een evenwichtsprijs berekend of benaderd

169
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worden? Ten eerste presenteren we een prijsaanpassingsproces dat eindigt
in een evenwiohtsprijs terwijl het. gestart mag worden in een willekeurige
prijs. Dit resultaat. kan voor willekeurige ruileconomieen behaald worden.
Ten tweede dragen we een variabele dimensie herstart algoritme bij, dat iiit-
gaande van een willekeurige prijs voor een willekeurige ruileconomie eindigt
met een willekeurig preeieze benadering van een evenwichtsprijs. De derde
bijdrage in Hoofdstuk 2 betreft een alternatief bewijs van existentie van een
evenwichtsprijs met behulp van een zogenaamde interseotie-stelling. Deze
interseetie-stelling is onlosmakelijk verbonden met de twee eerdere bijdragen
in Hoofd.stuk 2.

Hoofdstuk 3, 'Evolution of populations and strategies', bevat twee mod-
elleri. Het eerste model beschrijft de evolutie van de samenstelling van een
populatie met verscheidene subgroepen. De centrale aanname daarbij is dat
<;en proces van Darwiniaanse ('natuurlijke') seleotie plaatsvindt. Dit houdt
in dat verandcringen in de samenstelling van de populatie gedreven worden
door verschillen in fitnessniveaus tussen de subgroepen onderling. Een addi-
tionele aanname is dat het gedrag van de subgroepen genetisch voorbepaald
is. Cruciaal is tenslotte dat fitnessniveaus niet vast hoeven te zijn, maar kun-
non vcninderen wanneer de samenstelling van de populatie verandert. Het
tweede model beschrijft de evolutie van een populatie met verscheidene sub-
groepen die him gedrag (strategic) kunnen aanpassen aan him omgeving. Dit
'aanpassen aan hun omgeving' interpreteren we als ieren'. Hier verandert
derhalve niet alleen de samenstelling van de populatie, maar ook de strategic
van elke subgroep.

Voor beide modellen gebruiken we dezelfde drie oplossingsconcepten, het
'saturated' evenwicht, het evolutionair stabiele evenwicht en de gegeneraliseer-
de evolutionair stabiele toestand. We laten zien dat deze drie evolutionaire
evenwichtc-n vaste punten zijn voor de klassen van evolutionaire dynamieken
die we in dit hoofdstuk behandelen. Verder behandelen we verbanden tussen
deze evolutionaire evenwichtsconcepten met standaard evenwichtsconcepten
zoals die bekend zijn uit de analyse van dynamische systemen, alsmede met
evenwichtsconcepten zoals die bekend zijn uit de speltheorie.

Hoofdstuk 4, 'Changing payoffs or action sets', bevat twee speltheoreti-
sche modellen waar gedurende het verloop van een spel, hetzij de uitbetalin-
gen, hetzij de actieverzamelingen van de spelers veranderen als gevolg van het
spelverloop. In het eerste model in dit hoofdstuk bekijken we twee-persoons-
spelen met zogenaamde 'vanishing actions'. In een dergelijk spel knnnen de
actieverzamelingen van beide spelers kleiner worden, aangezien elke speler
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elke actie die hij een zeker aantal perioden niet gebruikt heeft, verlittt. Dit
verliezen van een actie als gevolg van het niet gebrniken van deze actie hehbon
wij 'unlearning-by-not-doing' genoemd. We bekijken eerst. nulsomspelen, en
vervolgens bekijken we spelen met willekeurige uitbetalingen. Wo tonen do
existentie van oplossingen aan voor enkele deelklassen van doze spelon, hot-
geen wil zeggen dat we Nash evenwiciiten, alsmede optimale strategies voor
het. zogenaamde 'limiting average reward' criterium, geven.

In het tweede model van Hoofdst.uk 4 onderzoeken we aspeoten van veran-
derende uitbetalingen aan de hand van zogenaamde diffcrentiele spelen. Twee
spelers krijgen stromen van uitbetalingen waarvan een vasto hoov<x>lheid op-
nieuw geinvesteerd dient te worden verdeeld over twee activiteiten voor elke
speler. Elke speler heeft een activiteit waarvan de uitbetaling uitsluitcnd
afhangt. van zijn eigen investering in die activiteit en eon andore activitcit
waarvan de uitbetaling niet alleen van zijn eigen investering afhangt, inaar
ook van de investering door de andere speler. Onder de aanname dat. beide
spelers hun (oneindige stroom) uitbetalingen willen maximaliscrcn, leiden we
Nash evenwichten en zogenaamde open-loop strategien af.

Hoofdstuk 5, 'Egalitarianism, potentials, and valutas', betreft cooperatieve
speltheorie. Winsten of kosten gemaakt door een groep van samenwer-kende
spelers, dienen verdeeld te worden over deze spelers. Een 'value' kan gezien
worden als een verdeel-regel van dergelijke winsten of kost.on van samenwerk-
ende spelers voor arbitraire spelen. Een bekend voorbeeld van een value is
de Shapley value die vele toepassing heeft in de economie en andere sociale
wetenschappen. Een gemakkelijk te bevatten voorbeeld van een value is de
egalitaire value waar bij alle winsten of kosten gelijkelijk verdeeld worden
over alle spelers.

Onze bijdrage is gemotiveerd door een wens om een value te ontworpen
die een zekere vorm van egalitarisme bevat. We nemen daartoe aan dat
nulspelers, dit zijn spelers die niets toevoegen aan het spel, toeh meedelen
in de winsten of kosten gemaakt door de groep van samenwerkende spel-
ers, een vaste fractie Q krijgen van de per-capita wiast of kosten. Dit bin
bewerkstelligd worden door middel van vrijwillige bijdragen aan een fonds
dat. ge-lijkelijk herverdeeld wordt, of door een proportioned belasting die
herverdeeld wordt onder alle spelers. De parameter a kan gezien worden
als een maatstaf voor het egalitarisme of voor de solidariteit. We bekijken
values die deze eigenschap, genaamd a-egalitarisme, alsmede enkele andere
'redelijke' eigenschappen, bezitten. Dit leidt voor elke a tot een value die
wij de Q-egalitaire Shapley value genoemd hebben. De egalitaire value i« een
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speciaal geval van een a-egalitaire Shapley value waar a = 1, de Shapley
value is dan weer een ander speciaal geval waar a = 0 te nemen. We leiden
vervolgens een aantal zogenaamde 'axiomatische karakteriseringen' van de
a-egalit.aire Shapley values af. Dit houdt in dat we een dergelijke value een-
duidig vast.leggen aan de hand van een (zo klein mogelijk) aantal 'redelijke'
eigensehappen. ,

We gaan een stapje verder met een gedachte van 'belasting-innen-en-
herverdelen' om een meer algemene klasse van values af te leiden, die afhangen
van een tupel van parameters. Teneinde dit te bereiken formuleren we zoge-
naatnde 'potentialen'. Een potentiaal is een functie die aan elk cooperatief
.spel een uniek reeel getal toevoegt. Gegeven een tupel van parameters,
definieren we een potentiaal en verbinden er vervolgens een unieke value
aan op de volgende manier. Elke speler ontvangt, wanneer de value wordt
toegepast op een zeker spel, precies zijn marginale bijdrage aan de potenti-
nal van dat spel. We onderzoeken voorts verbanden tussen restrioties op het
tupel van parameters en eigenschappen welke de value heeft die juist door
dit tupel vastgelegd wordt.
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Ik ben op 29 december 1961 in Heerlen geboren. Het grootste gedeelte van
mijn seholing tot aan de universiteit vond plaats in Hoensbroek: kleuter-
school bij juffrouw Monique en juffrouw Gerda, de Christus Koning en St.
Cecilia lagere sdiolen, en tenslotte het Gymnasium /? aan het. St. Janscol-
lege. In 1980 inocht ik mij student econometrie noemen aan de Katholieke
Hogeschool Tilburg, die gedurende mijn negenjarig verblijf omgedoopt werd
tot. Katholieke Universiteit Brabant. Ik ben afgestudeerd in de specialisatie
Wiskundige Economic In 1990 begon ik een A.I.O.-project aan de Rijk-
suniversiteit Limburg. Wederom vond een naamsverandering plaats zodat
ik nu mijn graad van doctor mag ontvangen van de Universiteit Maastricht.
Sedert 1989 ben ik werkzaam aan de Katholieke Universiteit Brabant als do-
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